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Introduction 
The following work represents the culmination of five separate but thematically related sets of 
experiments involving analysis of 1 – 10 µm scale aerosol particles and their response to the gaseous 
composition of the surrounding atmosphere. The majority of sample sets were analysed by the 
synchrotron-based technique X-ray Absorbance Near Edge Structure, or XANES, which was employed 
to determine the oxidation state and, where feasible, speciation of iron and chlorine compounds 
present therein. Samples included emissions from a model diesel engine, mineral dust gathered in 
geological campaigns in North Africa, South America and the Mediterranean, ambient aerosol samples 
collected from air quality monitoring campaigns across China and in the Caribbean, samples of soil 
from Libya and the unique environment of the Bodélé depression in Chad, coal fly ash from power 
stations, and for the first time by this technique, aerosol samples from agricultural biomass burning 
and from ship emissions collected close to or directly from the stacks of research vessels. 
Particulates from diesel emissions collected from the exhaust stream of a model engine were found 
upon initial examination by X-Ray Fluorescence to contain unexpectedly high concentrations of 
chlorine. This led to further analysis by multiple techniques involving scanning electron microscopy, 
XRF mapping and XANES linear combination fitting to determine the distribution and speciation of 
chlorine across the samples in an effort to identify potential sources and impacts on air quality and 
human health. 
Samples of coal fly ash were collected from three different power stations in Wales, Poland and China 
to be compared and contrasted. PM10 material was separated from bulk samples and exposed to a 
litany of chemical extraction methods to determine the potential bioavailability of various biologically 
significant elements. The ashes were exposed to simulated atmospheric processing in a custom made 
chamber to promote changes in iron speciation that may occur during real world atmospheric 
transport prior to deposition, specifically with regard to increases in water solubility and 
bioavailability. 
In addition to chemical analysis and synchrotron-based techniques, analyses were also carried out on 
suspended aerosol particles held in optical traps to observe rapid (over the course of seconds) changes 
to their attributes upon raising and lowering the relative humidity of the surrounding air. Changes in 
the fluorescence lifetime of green fluorescent protein were monitored by Fluorescence Lifetime 
Imaging Microscopy as the surrounding relative humidity was raised and lowered, and the changes 
were plotted to construct a humidigram to predict the refractive index of green fluorescent protein 
outside of a liquid medium, with the aim of providing the value as a reference to researchers intending 
to use the protein as a marker in high refractive index media or as an aerosol tracer in its own right. 
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Optical trapping and humidity adjustment was also employed to examine the behaviour of four 
inhalable bronchodilator drugs used in the treatment of asthma and COPD, specifically the potential 
changes in diameter as particles with hygroscopic properties take on layers of water under high 
humidity conditions like the inside of the human respiratory tract. Changes were monitored by 
observing any changes in peak width around polar groups in the Raman spectrum. Drug particles found 
to have hygroscopic properties were also tested at higher temperatures to better emulate conditions 
within the respiratory system. 
Due to the distinct nature of the samples sets and analytical techniques employed in each chapter, 
and the potential for each chapter to be turned into a publishable paper in the future, the chapters 
are formatted to be discrete and can be read in any order. Each is self-contained with its own literature 
review, methodology, results and discussion sections. The chapters are arranged by type so that 




Chapter 1 Iron speciation in source and ambient aerosol samples 
using X-ray Absorbance Near-Edge Spectroscopy 
1. Introduction 
Wet and dry deposition of dust is a major source of nutrients for both terrestrial (Chadwick, et al., 
1999) (Balestrini, et al., 2000) (Avila, et al., 1998) (Allen, et al., 2010) and marine environments (Nenes, 
et al., 2011) (Herut, et al., 2016). Iron is a key micronutrient, particularly in marine environments 
where it is the limiting nutrient for most High Nutrient, Low Chlorophyll regions (Edwards, et al., 2004) 
(Pitchford & Brindley, 1999). Measuring the total iron content of dust is of limited relevance since 
bioavailability is dictated by speciation (Journet, et al., 2008) (Shi, et al., 2011) (Formenti, et al., 2014). 
Iron bound within clay particles due to isomorphic substitution is generally inaccessible to physical or 
biological solubilisation processes, while large crystalline iron oxide species like goethite and hematite 
are more readily soluble, and amorphous or poorly crystalline iron oxides and more reactive species 
like iron sulfates are more soluble again and thus of greatest significance from a bioavailability 
standpoint (Usher, et al., 2003). 
The solubility of Fe in atmospheric aerosol particles is largely determined by its speciation (Schroth, et 
al., 2009). Iron sulfate is highly water soluble and is thus considered readily bioavailable. Ferrihydrite 
is considered partially bioavailable to eukaryotes (Nodwell & Price, 2001) while goethite and hematite 
are poorly bioavailable (Wells, et al., 1983) (Rich & Morel, 1990). Reactive Fe content in Saharan dust 
has been shown to correlate positively with Fe bioavailability in bivalves (Visser, et al., 2003), although 
even the most soluble dust Fe species were not as bioavailable as readily soluble species like FeCl3. 
Atmospheric processing, in this case the action of oxidising gases in the atmosphere on the surface 
chemistry of solid particles, can cause more of the total iron present in dust particles to become 
bioavailable (Majestic, et al., 2007) (Longo, et al., 2016) (Shi, et al., 2015) (Li, et al., 2017). Combustion 
products such as oil fly ash produced by container ships may have a high proportion of readily 
bioavailable iron species such as iron(III) sulfate (Schroth, et al., 2009) (Wang, et al., 2015), thus these 
emissions may significantly enhance the flux of bioavailable Fe to the oceans (Ito & Shi, 2016). 
Methods for identifying the species of iron present in solid samples, and thus predicting the 
bioavailability of said iron, have included sequential extraction with select solvents (Tessler, et al., 
1979) (Chao & Zhou, 1982) (Poulton & Canfield, 2005), along with in-situ analysis by techniques such 
as Cathodic Stripping Voltammetry (CSV) (Croot & Johansson, 1999) (Buck, et al., 2007) and X-Ray 
Diffraction (XRD) (Schulze, 1980). Each method has its advantages and its drawbacks- sequential 
extraction and CSV can accurately quantify iron by reactivity but cannot identify specific mineral 
phases, while XRD can qualitatively identify iron species but cannot accurately quantify them (Leslie, 
et al., 1990). This chapter explores the use of synchrotron-based analytical techniques in examining 
the distribution of iron in environmental particulate samples, as well as positively identifying the 
species of iron present and the relative proportion of species with a single scan. 
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2. Methods and Materials 
2.1 Synchrotron Preparations 
Some analytical techniques prior to or following synchrotron analysis can be advantageous and can 
streamline data processing: 
• Field study: understanding the parent material around the sample and mineral species likely 
to be present can guide the application of suitable standards for fitting (see section 2.7) 
• X-Ray Fluorescence: XRF can quantify the total content of a specific element in samples and 
add absolute values to the proportions generated by XANES fitting 
• X-Ray Diffraction: XRD can verify the presence of specific chemical species identified by XANES 
fitting 
• Sequential extraction: chemical extraction of transition metals in different extractants 
targeted at specific mineral phases followed by quantification by ICP or colorimetry can also 
act as confirmation of mineral species identification by XANES fitting 
A combination of XRF, XRD and sequential extraction can achieve similar results to even well calibrated 
XANES analysis, but XANES has three major advantages over them: 
1) Sample throughput. A XANES spectrum can be generated in 10-20 minutes depending on 
desired resolution. A single researcher can prepare and run more than 70 samples in one 24 
hour beamline session, while other techniques require extensive preparation and handling 
2) Sample size. A viable XANES spectrum can be generated from a few micrograms of solid 
material as long as it contains the elements in question in parts per million concentrations or 
higher, while chemical extraction can require much larger sample masses to yield quantifiable 
results 
3) Synchrotrons are cool. A synchrotron is a vast facility filled with equipment and scenery that 
would look good on the cover of any scientific journal, and synchrotron-based techniques 
produce visually interesting data. This factor is rarely acknowledged in research outcomes but 
to ignore it entirely would be disingenuous. 
2.2 Iron Standards 
11 iron standards (Table 1) were prepared to compare against the environmental particulate 
standards. The iron oxide standards (goethite, hematite, ferrihydrite and magnetite) were synthesised 
by Leeds University. The ferrous and Ferric sulfate standards were purchased as 99% purity powders 
from Sigma Aldrich. The clay (illite, illite-smectite mixed layer, Na-rich Montmorillonite and chlorite) 




Table 1 Iron mineral standards including chemical & structural characteristics 
Standard Repeating unit Crystal structure % Fe %Fe(II) %Fe(III) 
Goethite α-FeOOH Dipyramidal 62.9% 0% 100% 
Hematite α-Fe2O3 Rhombohedral 69.9% 0% 100% 
Magnetite Fe3O4 Hexoctahedral 77.7% 33% 67% 
Ferrihydrite Fe2O3.½H2O Dihexagonal 
pyramidal 
66.2% 0% 100% 
Iron(II) sulfate 
heptahydrate 
FeSO4.7H2O Monoclinic 20.1% 100% 0% 
Iron(III) sulfate Fe2(SO4)3 Trigonal hexagonal 
scalenohedral 
27.9% 0% 100% 
Illite (Al,Mg,Fe)2(Si,Al)4O10[(OH)2,(H2O) 2:1 layer clay 5.5% 7.7% 92.3% 
Illite-smectite 
mixed layer 
(Layers of Illite & Montmorillonite) 2:1 layer clay 0.9% 9.1% 90.9% 
Montmorillonite (Na,Ca)1/3(Al,Mg)2(Si4O10)(OH)2·nH2O 2:1 layer clay 2.6% 9.6% 90.4% 
Chlorite (Mg,Fe)3(Si,Al)4O10(OH)2·(Mg,Fe)3(OH)6 2:1 layer 
phyllosilicate 
34.8% 53.5% 46.5% 
Feldspar KAlSi3O8 Monoclinic 
(tetrahedral Fe) 





2.3 Sample List 
All of the sample sets were sent to Dr Zongbo Shi (the lead scientist on our synchrotron beamline 
applications) from external sources. Specific source locations and conditions that were recorded are 
reported here, but some samples were dispatched with limited documentation. Requests to the 
supplying researchers yielded some more information but others did not respond and a few, such as 
the Chinese ship emission samples, specifically asked not to be identified. This limits the usefulness of 
analysis from these samples as sampling conditions cannot be established, but some information can 
be gleaned from comparison with other samples in the same groups. 
The mineral dust samples in Table 2 were provided by Dr Nick Drake and Dr Charlie Bristow from 
separate sampling campaigns in North Africa. Two samples were also provided from Crete and 
Argentina from previous campaigns. Dust was collected from the ground and the PM10 fraction was 
separated and collected by resuspension. A full description of the resuspension apparatus is provided 
in chapter 3. 
Table 2 Mineral dust samples 
Haze samples from China (Table 3) were collected by Junji Cao of the Chinese Academy of Sciences 
and fractionated in a similar manner to the North Africa samples. 
Table 3 China haze samples 
Date Dust source/location sample name/date Fraction 
2015 Loess Plateau, China LC10-20 PM10 
2015 Loess Plateau, China LC10-57 PM10 
2015 Loess Plateau, China LC10-74 PM10 
Airborne aerosol samples from Bermuda (Table 4) were provided on filter papers by Dr Angela Milne, 
a postdoctoral researcher from the University of Plymouth (Fishwick, et al., 2014). There was not 
enough material to separate size fractions. 
  
Date Dust source/location sample name Fraction 
2015 Agoufou, Hombori, Mali N15o22’ W1o28’ Mali PM10 
2015 Western Sahara W. Sahara PM10 
2015 Tibesti mountains, Libya, N25o35’ E16o31’ Tibesti PM10 
2015 Bodélé Depression, Chad, N16o41’ E17o47’ Bodélé PM10 
2015 Wadi al Hyatt, Libya Libya PM10 
2015 Cave of Beasts, Egypt, N23.652954 E25.160638 Cave of Beasts PM10 
2015 Qarat paleolake, Libya, N 28.4038190 E 12.5803670 Qarat Mor Plaga PM10 
2015 Crete Crete  
2015 Dakhla Oasis, Libya, N25.71140, E 38.81397 DAK_HLA PM10 
2015 Comodoro Rivadavia, Argentina, S45o97', W67o30' Patagonia PM10 
2015 Chott el Djerid, Tunisia Tunisia CD80 PM10 
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Table 4 Particulate aerosol samples 
Larger samples of aerosol particles (Table 5) were supplied by Shandong University in China. 
Table 5 China aerosol samples 
Samples of topsoil were collected by Professor Nick Drake of King’s College, London, during a 
campaign at Wadi al Ramlah in Libya (Table 6). 
Table 6 Libya soil samples 
Professor Charlie Bristow from Birkbeck, University of London collected samples from the Bodélé 
depression in Chad (Bristow, et al., 2009) (Table 7). The Bodélé samples were size-separated by sieving 
rather than resuspension and thus have a larger particle size than the aerosol samples. 
Date Aerosol source/location sample name/date Fraction 
2015 Bermuda aerosol AER1  
2015 Bermuda aerosol AER2  
2015 Bermuda aerosol AER3  
2015 Bermuda aerosol AER4  
Date Aerosol source/location sample name/date Fraction 
2015 Beijing, China  09.03.2010 PM10 
2015 Beijing, China 10.03.2010 PM10 
2015 Beijing, China 11.03.2010 PM10 
2015 Beijing, China 23.10.2014 PM2.5 
2015 Beijing, China 23-24.10.2014 PM2.5 
2015 Beijing, China 25-26.10.2014 PM2.5 
2015 Beijing, China 08.11.2014 PM2.5 
2015 Ji’nan, China  Win-2_dust PM10 
2015 Ji'nan, China  Win-3_dust PM10 
2015 Ji'nan, China  Win-5_dust PM10 
2015 Ji'nan, China  Win-8_dust PM10 
2015 Ji'nan, China  Win-20_dust PM10 
Date Soil source/location Sample name Fraction 
2015 Libya, near main channel of river Soil 1 PM20 
2015 Libya, Fine grained fluvial sediment; overban flood deposit, 
deposited in an embankment 
Soil 2 PM20 
2015 Libya, Fine sediment deposited in main channel Soil 3 PM20 
2015 Libya, Vegetated inland in etc middle of the main channel Soil 4 PM20 
2015 Libya, Soil next to main channel at soil 4 Soil 5 PM20 
2015 Libya, Crust pellet trapped in mall gullley created by runoff 
into northern channel ground on lake 
Soil 6 PM20 
2015 Libya, Active channel of EC meclili delta. Ploughed flied, dust 
seen 
Soil 7 PM20 
2015 Libya, Sand on alive delta surface, same surface as soils Soil 8 PM20 
2015 Libya, Soili in headwaters of vain Soil 9 PM20 
2015 Libya, Channel sediments in headwaters of the vain Soil 10 PM20 
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Table 7 Bodélé soil/sediment samples 
Particulate emissions from ship stacks (Table 8) were collected by Dr Jana Moldanová in two sampling 
campaigns off the coast of Norway and Sweden (Moldanova, et al., 2009). Further samples were 
provided by Chinese research vessels that asked not to be identified. 
Table 8 Ship emission samples 
Date Ship emission source/location sample name/date Fraction 
2015 Ship B, Moldanová (Sweden) IVL380199  
2015 Ship T, Moldanová (Norway) 1026T1 PM10 
2015 Ship G, Moldanová (Norway) 342527_ship PM10 
2015 Ship B, Moldanová (Sweden) poly3_sonic  
2016 Ship B, Moldanová (Sweden) poly4_ship   
2016 Ship emitted (China) CB_116P_ship – hotspot   
2016 Ship emitted (China) CB_116P_ship – background  
2016 Ship emitted (China) Ship_Chao  
 
Samples of ash from biomass burning (Table 9) were collected by Dr Adewale Taiwo’s research group 
at the Federal University of Agriculture in Abeokuta, Nigeria. No identifying information could be 
provided on the nature of the samples beyond their collection in 2016 from natural burning events in 
savannah, farmland and forested areas in the area surrounding Abeokuta. 
Table 9 Biomass burning samples 
All samples were stored in sealed containers in the dark at room temperature. 
  
Date Soil source/location Sample name Fraction 
2015 Bodélé, Dark Dune Quartz Sand and diatomite CH8 PM63 
2015 Bodélé, Diatomite CH10 PM63 
2015 Bodélé, Diatomite with Fe CH19 PM63 
2015 Bodélé, Diatomie with clay distal Angamma CH34  PM63 
2015 Bodélé, Angama Delta mudstone CH39 PM63 
2015 Bodélé, Delta muds Bahrel Qhcical kaolinite CH62 PM63 
Date Biomass Burning Source/location sample name  
2016 Nigerian field BB ZS5 
2016 Nigerian field BB ZS11 
2016 Nigerian field BB ZS12 
2016 Nigerian field BB ZS13 
2016 Nigerian field BB ZS15 
2016 Nigerian field BB ZB5 
2016 Nigerian field BB ZB15 
2016 Nigerian field BB ZB18_forestfire 
2016 FUA Lab-based sampling Cornstalk_flaming 
2016 FUA Lab-based sampling Cornstalk_smouldering 
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2.4 X-ray Absorbance Near-Edge Structure 
X-ray Absorbance Near-Edge Structure (XANES) spectroscopy is a synchrotron-based analytical 
technique. The intense x-ray photon exposure generates a detailed absorbance spectrum for specific 
elements within samples, which can be compared against standards to identify and, to an extent, 
quantify the different species based on subtle changes to x-ray absorbance from the influence of 
oxidation state and the identity and arrangement of heteroatoms (Bianconi, 1980) (Hicks, 2015). 
X-ray absorbance occurs when photons transferring sufficient energy to electrons to elevate the 
electron from a lower energy level to a higher level when the energy imparted matches the binding 
energy of a particular electron shell (Hirayama, 2000). The absorption cross section (the probability of 
an absorption event occurring) varies with the inbound photon’s kinetic energy, decreasing with 
increasing photon energy up to the energy equivalent to the binding energy of the innermost 1s 
electron shell (known as a K-transition in Siegbahn notation (Jenkins, et al., 1991) where the 
probability rises sharply. Figure 1 shows the absorption cross section of iron with increasing photon 
energy, produced by NIST’s Physical Measurement Laboratory (Chantler, et al., 2005) with the K-
transition region highlighted at around 7100 eV. 
 
Figure 1 Plot of photon energy versus absorption cross-section (the possibility of a photon being absorbed) for 
iron, from Chantler et al’s “X-ray Form Factor, Attenuation and Scattering Tables”. Photoelectric absorption cross 
section is represented by the solid line, scattering by the dotted line, and total cross section by the dashed line. 
The XANES spectrum of the iron oxide mineral goethite is used to illustrate the fine structure of the K-transition 
at 7100 eV. 
Figure 2 shows a normalised Fe XANES spectrum of goethite, a common iron oxide mineral. In each 
spectrum the x axis Energy/eV shows the range of emission energy from the beamline in electron 
volts, and the y axis xµ(E) plots the relative intensity in terms of energy at the detector. The 7000 – 
7300 eV range covers K-transitions for iron, where electrons are excited in the 1s orbital and shifted 




Figure 2 K-edge XANES spectrum of the iron oxide mineral goethite with the peak regions tagged by specific 
electron transition (left), and an energy level diagram plotting the transitions (right). 
Upon excitation by an x-ray photon, electrons in the 1s shell of an iron atom can be promoted to either 
the unfilled 3d shell, a transition that appears as pre-edge peaks at around 7113eV, or further to the 
4p shell- the latter transition appearing as a series of overlapping near-edge peaks at 7120-7140 eV 
(George & Pickering, 2006). Different species of heteroatom shift relative peak height and oxidation 
state influences the energy of each peak, with Fe(III) compound transitions shifted to higher energy 
by 2-3 eV (Westre, et al., 1997) (Wilke, et al., 2001). Co-ordination of heteroatoms influences both the 
number and intensity of allowable electron transitions (Roe, et al., 1984) (Randall, et al., 1995) which 
causes scattering effects in the resulting signals which split what would be one transition for an 
isolated atom into a series of gaussian peaks (figure 3). 
 
Figure 3 The XANES spectrum of goethite, with the pre-edge 1s-3d (red) and near edge 1s-4p (orange-violet) 
electron transitions visually distinguished. The 1s-4p absorption signal is split into multiple peaks by the presence 
and orientation of bonded oxygen atoms. The position and relative intensity of these peaks allow XANES to 
identify specific mineral species and their relative abundance in samples. 
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2.5 Synchrotron Facilities 
All of the standards and samples reported in this chapter were analysed at the Diamond Light Source 
in Harwell, Oxfordshire, in the I18 beamline, in three sessions carried out in February 2015, February 
2016 and January 2017. The x-ray source was set to emit at 9.5 kilo electron volts (KeV) unless 
otherwise stated. 
The detector on the I18 beamline is known to “drift” by ±1 eV over time, so all spectra were 
standardised against the 2015 results to ensure direct comparability. Spectra collected in 2016 were 
found to be shifted by +0.75 eV from their positions in 2015. Samples run in January 2017 by Dr Angela 
Milne’s group from the University of Plymouth were found to be shifted by -0.6eV from 2015. 
2.6  Analysis Software 
Analysis of the XANES spectra is carried out using the Athena program (ver. 0.9.25), part of the 
Demeter EXAFS software package created by Bruce Ravel (Ravel, 2015). Demeter is based on the 
IFEFFIT program by Matt Newville. XRF and XRF map data were handled using PyMCA v5.1.1. 
The pre-edge background line of each spectrum was correctly set by the software automatically. 
Athena assigns the post-edge line (the background signal following excitation) as a third-order 
polynomial by default, but second-order was found to generate a line that runs closer to the readings 
so second order post-edge lines were set for both standards and samples. The post-edge line 
represents the average post-excitation energy level and accurate placement should be through the 
middle of the post-excitation signal. 
 
Figure 4 An example of pre-edge and post-edge line placement in an iron standard generated by the Athena 
software. Correct post-edge line placement can significantly alter the output of linear combination fitting, and 
thus the accurate quantification of various standard species 
The Linear Combination Fitting function compares different combinations of pre-selected standards 
against sample spectra, with the success of the fit depicted both graphically (figure 5) and numerically 




Figure 5 Athena Linear Combination Fits of a mineral dust sample using the normalised (left) and derived (right) 
spectra. For samples with complex mixtures of iron species, the derived spectra yield more accurate results 
(Formenti, et al., 2008).The difference between the sample spectrum (blue) and the best fit line using 
combinations of sample spectra (red) at each data point is plotted as a residual line (green). 
Since measurement uncertainty cannot be determined from individual spectra, reduced chi-squared 
is not as useful as in other statistical methods and R-factor is recommended as the best available 
means for measuring the quality of the fit. R-factor is calculated as follows: 
𝑅 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
∑ (𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 − 𝑓𝑖𝑡)2𝑖
∑ 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎2𝑖
 
and a value closer to zero indicates a better fit. An R-factor around 0.05 represents a threshold of 
viability for a given fit (Kelly, et al., 2008) (Siebecker, 2016). A value of less than 0.05 represents an 
acceptable fit with the given standards, while any result above 0.05 means that no combination of the 
available standards can accurately describe the mineral speciation of the iron present in the sample. 
This can indicate that a sample spectrum has too low a signal - noise ratio to be usefully compared, or 
it implies that a significant proportion of the sample’s iron content is present as mineral species other 
than those represented by the available standards. 
Throughout this chapter, R-factors are stated above the plots of the results of each fit. As an easy 
visual reference, values in green represent R-factors significantly lower than the threshold of viability, 
while purple represents values closer to the threshold, implying either that the sample spectrum is of 
low signal – noise ratio or the sample composition includes a minor fraction of iron in a form outside 
of those found in the available standards. Any fit with an R-factor in red is above the 0.05 threshold, 
meaning that no useful speciation information can be gleaned from the spectrum with the available 
standards. 
Time permitting, each sample was analysed at three sites across the surface of each pellet or powder 
spot. After aligning the post-edges of each individual spectrum, the spectra were plotted together to 
check for significant differences caused by high noise or low signal (figure 6), and any significantly 
different spectra were removed. The remaining spectra were merged to form an averaged spectrum 
for each sample. The iron standards were loaned to a group from Plymouth Marine Laboratories under 
Dr Angela Milne for their own XANES study in January 2017. Their clay standard spectra were run in 
triplicate and the merged spectra were used for fitting this data set instead of the single readings 




Figure 6 Two sets of replicate XANES spectra. The illite standard spectra (left) are well matched, while one of the 
sodium-rich montmorillonite spectra (right) shows a visible loss in intensity. This results in a poorly shaped 
spectrum that is not directly comparable to replicates and would render the merged spectrum useless if 
included. 
2.7 Linear Combination Fitting 
XANES has been employed to identify and quantify the relative concentrations of iron species in 
samples since its early use (Bianconi, et al., 1982) and is increasingly popular for the analysis of iron 
speciation in complex environmental samples  (Oakes, et al., 2012) (Ingall, et al., 2013) (Formenti, et 
al., 2014). Deconvolution software (see section 2.6) can identify mineral species and quantify their 
relative proportions by contrasting the positions and relative intensities of 1s-4p transition peaks in 
sample spectra against different combinations of standard spectra. 
XANES is a relatively new technique and work is ongoing to improve data quality (Diaz-Moreno, et al., 
2017). Even published literature contains XANES results that do not align with the results of chemical 
testing within the same data set- in particular the over-representation of highly soluble iron species 
like ferrihydrite  (Takahashi, et al., 2011). Ferrihydrite is known to be difficult to analyse due to its 
reactivity and non-uniform structure, as well as its tendency to react and change conformation under 
x-ray exposure (Pan, et al., 2006) (Peak & Regier, 2012). 
When the Athena software carries out a Linear Combination fit, the sample spectrum is compared 
against every possible combination of standards selected for the fit. For example: 
3 standards -> 7 fits: A, A+B, A+C, A+B+C, B, B+C, C 
Running 4 standards requires 11 fits, 5 requires 25, 6 requires 57 and 7 requires 120 fits. To reduce 
processing time and select appropriate standards efficiently, a series of fits were run using groups of 
4 standards, with similar standards run together to eliminate those least similar to the sample and 
thus least likely to be present. The “winning” standards from each group were gathered into a second 
round of fittings until only the standards most likely to be present in the sample remained. For 





• Iron oxides only 
o 48.8% hematite, 42.3% goethite, 6.2% magnetite, 2.7% ferrihydrite R-factor 0.0226 
• Clays only 
o 77.2% illite-smectite, 11.3% illite, 9.9% montmorillonite, 1.6% chlorite R-factor 0.0125 
• Remaining standards 
o 87.9% feldspar, 10.9% Fe2(SO4)3, 1.3% FeSO4.7H2O R-factor 0.0123 
Round 2 – since no standards were eliminated in round 1, minor components from each group were 
run together with more likely standards to push out the least likely 
• Iron oxides + chlorite & FeSO4.7H2O 
o 40.8% hematite, 33.8% goethite, 21.3% ferrihydrite, 10.7% chlorite R-factor 0.0184 
o (magnetite & FeSO4.7H2O eliminated) 
• Clays + feldspar & Fe2(SO4)3 
o 57.8% feldspar, 14.7% illite-smectite, 13.1% illite, 6.7% Fe2(SO4)3, 6.1% chlorite, 3.3% 
montmorillonite R-factor 0.00937 
Round 3 – most likely iron oxides run with most likely other standards, then all remaining standards 
• Iron oxides (minus magnetite) + feldspar, illite-smectite & illite 
o 34.1% illite, 31.9% feldspar, 18.5% hematite, 17.9% goethite R-factor = 0.00434 
o (ferrihydrite & illite-smectite eliminated) 
• All remaining standards 
o 36% feldspar, 19.8% illite, 18.8% hematite, 18.3% goethite, 7.5% montmorillonite, 1.5% 
chlorite R-factor 0.00347 
o (Fe2(SO4)3 eliminated) 
 
Figure 7 Linear combination fit of the first derivatives of the Western Sahara mineral dust sample contrasted 
with all available standards 
In this study a series of experiments were carried out to test the accuracy of species identification and 
quantification by XANES by direct analysis of predetermined mixtures of standards, and with 
comparison to conventional chemical testing of well-defined mineral dust samples from across North 
Africa. In addition to these samples, further sample sets were analysed including windborne aerosols 
and particles from ship emission and biomass burning. Biomass burning samples and samples 
collected directly from ship stacks were analysed by XANES for the first time. 
Samples were compared against standards using the Linear Combination Fitting (LCF) function, in the 
range of 7107 to 7157 eV. LCF can be carried out on normalised, derived or χ(k) (which plots 
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wavenumber rather than energy) spectra. Normalised spectra adjust the relative intensity of the 
signal so that samples with significantly greater or lesser Fe content can be directly compared. Derived 
spectra plot the changes in the gradient of the line of intensity vs energy, and are better suited to 
analysing complex multicomponent samples (Formenti, et al., 2008) so fits were carried out on derived 
spectra where possible. Due to low Fe content and thus high Fe signal-noise ratio of ship emission and 
biomass burning samples, they could only be analysed using normalised spectra. 
2.8 Sample preparation for standard addition 
The main advantage of XANES over other analytical techniques is its capacity to both identify and 
quantify the relative proportions of different chemical species simultaneously, dependent on the 
availability of suitable standards. However, since some iron standards can be difficult to distinguish 
from others (see section 3.1), the accuracy of quantification may vary with mineral species. In order 
to test this hypothesis, 100mg samples of mineral dust with well described iron speciation by 
sequential extraction and XRD (Shi, et al., 2011) were spiked by mixing and manually grinding with 
either 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 mg of an iron oxide known to be present in it. The proportion of total iron present 
in the samples was calculated in advance based on the amount of material added and its % iron 
content, and compared against the concentration estimated by Linear Combination Fitting of the 
various spiked samples. 
2.9 Sample preparation for beamline exposure 
In 2015, the standards were prepared for loading into the beamline by mixing with laboratory grade 
cellulose and hand grinding with a pestle and mortar prior to being pressed into a 20mm diameter 
pellet of 1mm thickness. Iron standards were mixed with cellulose in a ratio determined by the initial 
standard’s iron concentration to produce a pellet containing ~3% iron. 
e.g.  4.3 mg goethite (63% Fe) + 85.7 mg cellulose = 90 mg @ 3% Fe 
 34.3 mg illite IMt-1 (7.8% Fe) + 55.7 mg cellulose = 90 mg @ 3% Fe 
Powder and fine particulate samples, particularly environmental samples, are likely to contain low 
concentrations of Fe and would thus be unsuitable for pressing into composite pellets with cellulose. 
These samples were prepared for loading into the beamline by collecting <1mg of solid material and 
suspending it in ~5 µL of methanol dispensed from a 10 µL pipette. Each suspension was drawn back 
into the pipette and dispensed onto a segment of Kapton film where the methanol dries rapidly, 
leaving a ~1 mm spot of solid sample bound sufficiently well to the film to allow it to be mounted 
vertically inside the beamline. In the I18 beamline the beam window is 25 x 25 mm. The methanol 




3. Results and discussion 
3.1a Contrast between standards 
Ideal XANES standards have visible differences in both their pre-edge and near-edge structures, as 
illustrated in figure 8. 
 
 









































































Figure 8a allows the main structural differences between the standard spectra to be visualised. Of 
particular note: 
• The Fe(III) rich standard spectra show their two most significant absorption peaks at around 
7130 and 7134 eV, while the major peak of iron(II) sulfate (the only exclusively Fe2+ compound 
among the standards) is shifted down to 7127 eV, magnetite that shows a single visible peak 
at 7132 eV and Fe(II) rich chlorite which shows its strongest peak at 7130 eV. 
• Ferrihydrite, with its non-crystalline structure, shows a comparatively smooth and featureless 
spectrum with no significant shoulders or troughs. 
• The relative heights of the 7131 and 7134 eV peaks allow Fe(III) oxides goethite and hematite 
to be readily distinguished- a result that is difficult to achieve through other speciation 
techniques due to the two compounds’ similar reactivity. 
• Magnetite, chlorite and to a lesser extent the other clays show a pronounced shoulder at 7125 
eV, indicative of their measurable Fe(II) content which is less visible among the Fe(III) oxides. 
Fe(II) sulfate contains Fe(II) exclusively, so again the shoulder is shifted down to 7122 eV. 
• All of the Fe(III) oxides show a shoulder at 7139 eV that is not visible in the Fe(III) sulfate 
spectrum, indicating a difference in permitted 1s – 4p transitions between the two types of 
ligand. 
• The illite, illite-smectite and feldspar spectra are difficult to distinguish visually, implying 
similar charge and orientation of heteroatoms around their resident iron. 
Zooming in closer on the pre-edge region in figures 8b shows some differences in common with the 
near-edge. All of the Fe(III)-rich standards show pre-edge excitation peaks at 7113.5 and 7115 eV, 
except for ferrihydrite where the pre-edge appears as a single, large peak at 7115 eV. Magnetite is 
similar but displaced towards 7114.5 eV by the high Fe(II) content. Iron(III) sulfate shows a more 
pronounced pre-edge peak at 7113.5 eV while the iron oxides have a more pronounced peak at 7115 
eV. Chlorite and iron(II) sulfate, the two most Fe(II)-rich standards, show pre-edge peaks displaced 
towards 7112 and 7113 eV respectively. Again, the illite, illite-smectite and feldspar pre-edge peaks 
are visibly similar while the montmorillonite standard’s peaks are less pronounced. 
 3.1b Comparing and Contrasting Standards by Linear Combination Fit 
Each one of the 11 iron standards was fitted against the other ten in the manner of an unknown 
sample as described in section 2.6. The purpose of this exercise was to determine which standards are 
readily distinguishable from the others, and which are more difficult to tell apart.  
Unlike the fits of samples in the following sections, a high R-factor represents a positive outcome for 
these results. If one standard is fitted against all the others and the best fit has an R-factor of >0.05, it 
means that that particular iron species cannot be mistaken for a combination of other standards if it 
is present in a sample.  
to compare its spectrum to those of the other standards and determine which standards are readily 
distinguishable and which are more difficult to differentiate using the Athena software. The fits are 





Figure 9 Results of Athena Linear Combination Fit, comparing each standard to all other standards. Each bar 
shows the relative composition of the best fit i.e. the Goethite standard most closely resembles a mix of 30% 




Figure 10 Fits of the first derivative spectra of the four iron oxide compounds, goethite (a), hematite (b), 
ferrihydrite (c) and magnetite (d) 
The four iron oxides are quite distinct, with poor fits against the other standards as seen in figure 10 
and high R-factors meaning that they are readily distinguishable from each other. For example, the 
goethite standard is best fitted to a mixture of 30% hematite and 70% Fe(III) sulfate. Thus any sample 
whose fit implies that it contains goethite, is more likely to contain goethite than a mixture of hematite 













































Figure 11 Linear Combination Fits of the first derivative spectra of Fe(II) sulfate heptahydrate (e) and Fe(III) 
sulfate (f) against all other standards. 
Fe(II) sulfate, as the only pure Fe(II) compound among the standards, is by far the most distinct. None 
of the other standards in any combination come close to resembling its spectrum in figure 11. Fe(III) 
sulfate, however, can be mistaken for a mixture of goethite, ferrihydrite, illite-smectite and Fe(II) 




Figure 12 Linear Combination Fits of the first derivative spectra of illite (g), illite-smectite (h), feldspar (i), 
montmorillonite (j) and chlorite (k). 
Figure 12 illustrates that montmorillonite and chlorite are very distinct, with poor fits and R-factors 
both over 0.05 for any combination of other standards. By comparison, the illite, illite-smectite and 
feldspar standards resemble each other quite strongly. The similarity between the illite clay and 
feldspar standards makes them particularly challenging to distinguish. Iron, specifically Fe(III), is found 
within montmorillonite almost exclusively in the octahedral configuration surrounded by oxygen and 
hydroxyl groups, while illite clays tend towards a mixture of octahedral and tetrahedral sites within 
the clay lattices (Johnson & Cardile, 1987). Feldspars vary in composition but tend towards 
heterogeneity with Fe(III) present in octahedral and tetrahedral configurations (Dyar, et al., 2001) thus 
the type and orientation of heteroatoms around the iron in the feldspar and illite samples generate 
very similar spectra, while the montmorillonite spectrum is distinct. The significantly higher Fe content 
f) e) 




of clays compared to feldspars (see table 6, (Shi, et al., 2011)) suggests that any Fe signal in dust 
samples is more likely to be from clays. 
3.2 Standard Addition 
Mali mineral dust is known to contain poorly crystalline ferrihydrite (Shi, et al., 2011), and was thus 
used as the baseline for standard addition of ferrihydrite. 
 
Figure 13 Displaced spectra of samples of Mali mineral dust, illustrating the shift from raw dust towards pure 
ferrihydrite with increased spiking 
In principle, increasing the concentration of ferrihydrite present in the dust sample should cause the 
spectrum of the sample to more closely resemble that of pure ferrihydrite, and the Linear Combination 
Fit should reflect the rise in concentration. Furthermore, plotting the concentration of ferrihydrite 
against the amount of added material and drawing a trendline through them should have the trendline 
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Figure 14 Composition of Mali dust sample prior to spiking, calculated composition of spiked samples based on 
mass of ferrihydrite added, and composition reported by Athena linear combination fit using first derivative 
spectra. R-factors are stated above the Athena fit results. 
 
Figure 15 Ferrihydrite addition vs the measured % ferrihydrite content with the calculated values based on the 
mass added to the sample and the  measured result of linear combination fit of the derived XANES spectra. The 
trendline and CI95 upper (green) and lower (red) bounds are based on the measured values 
While the trendline in figure 15 follows the predicted ferrihydrite concentrations well, the individual 
measurements vary significantly from the true values and the 95% confidence interval, at its most 
narrow, is ±15% of the total iron content. The standard comparisons in section 3.1 show that the 
spectra of ferrihydrite and hematite have some similarities, but hematite accounts for <10% of the 
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Western Sahara mineral dust is known to contain iron in both goethite and hematite forms in 
sufficiently high concentrations to be useful as a standard addition baseline for both minerals. 
 
Figure 16 Displaced spectra of samples of Western Sahara mineral dust, illustrating the shift from raw dust 
towards pure goethite with increased spiking 
Figure 16 shows clearer differences in the spectra with increasing spiking, due to goethite’s more 
distinct and featured spectrum. The rising peak at 7131 eV is the clearest visual indicator of rising 
concentration. 
 
Figure 17 Composition of Western Sahara dust prior to spiking, calculated composition of spiked samples based 
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Figure 18 Goethite addition vs the measured % goethite content with the calculated values based on the mass 
added to the sample and the  measured result of linear combination fit of the first derivative XANES spectra. The 
trendline and CI95 upper (green) and lower (red) bounds are based on the measured values 
More accurate results were collected from samples spiked with goethite, with no readings more than 
±4% from the predicted concentration. As with ferrihydrite, the trendline generated by the 
measurements aligns well with the predicted concentrations, which implies that the variations are 
random. 
 
Figure 19 Displaced spectra of samples of Western Sahara mineral dust, illustrating the shift from raw dust 
towards pure hematite with increased spiking 
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Figure 20 Composition of Western Sahara dust prior to spiking, calculated composition of spiked samples based 
on mass of hematite added, and composition reported by Athena linear combination fit using first derivative 
spectra 
The Western Sahara dust in figure 20 show features in their spectra that Athena recognises as 
ferrihydrite at higher levels of spiking with hematite. This lends credence to the observations in section 
3.1 that ferrihydrite can be difficult to distinguish from other iron oxides- hematite and ferric sulfate 
in particular. Due to the lack of significant ascorbate-extractable iron in the sequential extraction of 
this sample (Shi, et al., 2011) ferrihydrite was eliminated as a possible standard in fittings and the 
sample spectra were fitted again. The quality of the fits were slightly improved by removing 
ferrihydrite as an option, as shown in figure 21. 
Since no ferrihydrite was added to the spiked samples, this shift in result is a source of some concern 
and highlights the importance of having access to chemical or XRD-based options for confirming 
XANES results until the technique is further refined. 
The varying concentrations of montmorillonite, illite and illite-smectite across the samples in figure 


























Figure 21 Composition of Western Sahara dust prior to spiking, calculated composition of spiked samples based 
on mass of hematite added, and composition reported by Athena linear combination fit using first derivative 
spectra without ferrihydrite as a possible standard. 
 
Figure 22 Hematite addition vs the measured % hematite content with the calculated values based on the mass 
added to the sample and the measured results of linear combination fit of the derived XANES spectra. The 
trendline and CI95 upper (green) and lower (red) bounds are based on the measured values 
Figure 22 shows that hematite quantification is also reliable, with measured concentrations within 



















































3.3 Mineral dust precursors 
To further test the identification and quantification capabilities of the XANES technique, a series of 
mineral dust samples were analysed whose iron content had been well-characterised previously by 
sequential extraction and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) (Shi, et al., 2011). 
 
  
As figure 23 illustrates, the Fe spectra of the North African mineral dust precursors show features in 
common with the common iron oxides and clay minerals. While all samples show a main excitation 
peak at around 7134 eV, the Tibesti, Libya and Bodélé samples also show a substantial shoulder at 
around 7125 eV, more in common with hematite. Hematite is not reported in the XRD results (Shi, et 
al., 2011), although the samples contain 1-5% Fe so a minor fraction of Fe present as hematite may 
have been below the detection limit for the equipment. Pre-edge positioning indicates that the 




































































Figure 23 XANES spectra of five 
mineral dust samples 
alongside standards identified 
in the Linear Combination Fit, 





Figure 24 Iron speciation in North African mineral dust precursors according to Athena Linear Combination 
Fitting of the derived XANES spectra 
Figure 24 shows the results of LCF, where three of the five samples fit the available sample spectra 
well while the Tibesti and Bodélé spectra exhibit less reliable fits that might merit further verification. 
The comparison with chemical sequential extraction (figure 25) indicates that the LCF (XAS columns) 
disagrees with the chemical analysis (CHEM column) by around 10% in the Tibesti sample, and misses 
the ~3% readily available Fe (Ascorbate extractable, or FeA, while FeD pertains to Dithionite 
extractable species like goethite & hematite, and Residual refers to insoluble species like Fe bound 
within clay particles) that is assumed to indicate the presence of ferrihydrite. This variation should be 
considered when analysing all further sample sets. Shi et al’s XRD reports feldspar in the Western 
Sahara sample, but between the low Fe content and similarity to illite-smectite (see figure 9) it was 
not distinguishable using XANES. 
 










































































Figure 26 Graphical representation of Linear Combination Fit of derived mineral dust spectra, with the sample 
spectrum in blue, the best fit combination of standards in red, and the difference at each point represented as 
a residual line in green. The brown lines indicate the fitted range. 
Examination of the fit graphs in figure 26 reveals the exact energy ranges where each sample spectrum 
separates from the best fit combination of standards. The dust samples from the Tibesti Mountains 
and the Bodélé Depression show the greatest deviation from the best fit. The Tibesti spectrum shows 
small but significant variations over the energy range from 7128 – 7135 eV, while the Bodélé sample 
fits most poorly around 7125-7133 eV. To improve the fit, further standards could be introduced to 
the set based on documented XANES spectra that have peaks that are significantly different from the 
available standards in these regions. Fits are close across all samples in the pre-edge region, indicating 











3.4 Further mineral dust & haze samples 
Further samples of mineral dust from North Africa (Shi, et al., 2011), South America and the 
Mediterranean (Stockdale, et al., 2016) were analysed by XANES. The samples will be analysed by 
sequential extraction by another student prior to publication in order to compare against the results 
of linear combination fitting. 
 
 
The North African mineral dust samples, with their peak near-edge excitation at around 7134 eV and 

























































Figure 27 XANES spectra of mineral 
dust and haze samples alongside 
standards identified as major 
components in the Linear 
Combination Fit, including a close-
up of the pre-edge region. 
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although the lack of pronounced shoulders at 7139 eV among many of the samples (Tunisia in 
particular) causes the spectra to more closely resemble those of the clays. Examination of the pre-
edge regions implies that all of the samples are very Fe(III) rich. 
 
 
Figure 28 Graphical representation of the  Linear Combination Fits of derived mineral dust spectra, with the 
sample spectrum in blue, the best fit combination of standards in red, and the difference at each point 
represented as a residual line in green. The brown lines indicate the fitted range. 
All of the samples can be fitted to the available standard curves relatively well, although the consistent 
deviation of the derived sample curves from the best fit at around 7124 eV implies that at least one 
iron species present in the dust is not accounted for by the standards. The Patagonian sample is 
unusually dark which implies a high organic matter content, although the solid fit with the mineral Fe 
samples indicates that the organic fraction does not contain a significant proportion of the total iron 












Figure 29 Iron speciation in mineral dust precursors according to Athena Linear Combination Fitting of the 
derived XANES spectra 
The results of fitting show that, of the two common iron oxides, goethite appears to be more dominant 
in the North African and Mediterranean samples, in accordance with existing literature on the nature 
of dust from that region (Formenti, et al., 2014). In common with the mineral dust samples in section 








































R-factors: 0.0158 0.0042 0.0028 0.0073 0.0038 0.0027 
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3.5 Particulate Aerosol Samples: Beijing 
 
  
Figure 30 XANES spectra of Beijing aerosols, including the excitation region (a) and close-up of pre-edge regions 
(b and c) of samples and relevant standards 
The sample collected on 08/11/2014 was particularly low in iron, and this is reflected in the noisy and 
shapeless XANES spectrum. Such spectra are difficult to normalise (see 7112-7118 eV plot) and thus 
any attempt at fitting with standards is unlikely to yield useful information. Close examination of the 
pre-edge regions reveal signal noise in the 23-24/10/2010 and 23/10/2014 samples which were 









































































09/03/2010 to 11/03/2010 & 25-26/03/2014, show pre-edge shapes and positions similar to that of 
the clay illite. Some of the Beijing samples, most notably the 09/03/2010 and 25-26/10/2014 samples, 
show their highest excitation at 7131 rather than 7134 eV, indicative of a high proportion of goethite. 
The repeat spectrum taken from a new area on the 09/03/2010 sample differs visually from the 






Figure 31 Linear Combination Fits of derived Beijing aerosol spectra, with the sample spectra in blue, the best fit 
combinations of standards in red, and the difference at each point represented as a residual line in green. The 












Figure 32 Iron speciation in Beijing aerosol samples according to Athena LCF 
Previous examination of iron speciation in particulates from dust storm events in Beijing (Shi, et al., 
2005) using XRD reports that illite-smectite is the dominant clay mineral, but the XANES LCF results 
report that the majority of iron is present in illite. The similarity between the illite and illite-smectite 
Fe XANES spectra (figure 9) is enumerated with an R-factor of 0.0045, lower than the R-factors for the 
majority of the Beijing samples, so XANES result does not necessarily contradict the 2005 XRD readings 
(table 2, (Shi, et al., 2005)). 
As previously discussed, the 8/11/2014 sample is too noisy to be fitted and the R-factor of 0.3778 
renders the result meaningless. By contrast, the most accurate fit is to the 25-26/10/2014 sample 
which contains iron mostly as goethite and hematite. The second 9/03/2010 reading reports a similar 
composition, which implies two distinct types of material within the iron-rich aerosol- one with Fe 
mostly present in illite clay as reported by Shi et al’s XRD results and one with Fe mostly in iron oxides. 




























R-factors 0.0068 0.0063 
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3.6 Particulate Aerosol Samples: Ji’nan dust storm 
Five aerosol samples were collected from dust storm events in Jinan by collaborators at Shandong 
University. The displacement of the pre-edge centroids in figure 33, most visibly in the Win-5 sample, 
towards 7114 eV indicates that the dust has a high proportion of Fe(II), more in line with the chlorite 
standard (close to 50:50) than the illite (90% Fe(III)) that the rest of the samples closely resemble. 
Comparison with other Fe(II) rich clays or micas such as biotite, glauconite or celadonite (Weaver & 



























































Figure 33 XANES spectra of Jinan 
dust storm aerosol samples 
alongside standards identified as 
major components in the Linear 
Combination Fit, including a close-






Figure 34 Linear combination fits of aerosol samples from dust storms in Jinan, with the sample spectrum in 
blue, the best fit combination of standards in red, and the difference at each point represented as a residual 
line in green. The brown lines indicate the fitted range. 
Appraisal of the linear combination fits in figure 34 shows that no combination of available standards 
effectively represents the pre-edge region and, along with the pre-edge shapes visible in figure 33, 








Figure 35 Iron speciation in Jinan dust storm aerosol samples according to Athena LCF 
The linear combination fit results in figure 35 imply a small (~20%) contribution of common iron oxides 
towards the XANES spectrum of the dust storm samples, while the majority of the resident iron is 
bound in clay particles. The high chlorite content, combined with the fitting issues around the pre-
edge region visible in figure 34 imply that another Fe(II) rich clay mineral is likely to be present in the 





































R-factors: 0.0123 0.0079 0.0093 0.0121 0.0127 
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3.7 Particulate Aerosol Samples: Bermuda & Loess Plateau 
Four aerosol samples were collected in Bermuda over periods of several days from July 2009 to 
December 2010, selected to analyse the content of four different North American air masses 
(Fishwick, et al., 2014). The XANES spectra in figure 36 closely resemble those of illite or illite-smectite, 
although the shift in maximum excitation particularly in the AER3 sample suggests a higher 




























































Figure 36 XANES spectra 
of aerosol samples from 
Bermuda alongside 
standards identified as 
major components in 
the Linear Combination 
Fit, including a close-up 





Figure 37 Linear Combination Fits of aerosol samples collected in Bermuda 
 
Figure 37 shows that the Bermuda samples all fit the available standards well, although the 
discrepancy between the fit and the sample curve around the pre-edge region of AER4 implies the 
presence of at least one iron species in the sample that is not represented by the standards. Figure 38 
shows that, again, the Athena software has difficulty distinguishing between iron in illite/smectite and 
in pure illite. 
 

























The three LC10 samples were collected in three separate flights across the Loess Plateau in eastern 
China during a haze event in December 2010 (Li, et al., 2012). The shape of the spectrum of sample 
LC10-20 in the range of 7130-7137 eV closely resembles the spectrum of chlorite, while the other 
Loess samples have a more prominent excitation peak at 7134 eV more in common with the illite clays. 
The pre-edge peak positioning implies that Fe(III) dominates the iron content of the haze particles, 
and the overall shape of the pre-edges resemble illite across the board. Since the haze was generated 
primarily from coal combustion in the Taiyuan basin, it was not expected to contain a significant 





















































Figure 39 XANES spectra of 
aerosol samples from above 
the Loess plateau in China, 
alongside standards identified 
as major components in the 
Linear Combination Fit, 






Figure 40 Linear Combination Fits of aerosol samples collected during flights over the Loess plateau, China, with 
the sample spectrum in blue, the best fit combination of standards in red, and the difference at each point 
represented as a residual line in green. The brown lines indicate the fitted range. 
 
Figure 41 Iron speciation in Bermuda aerosol samples according to Athena LCF 
The Loess plateau haze samples in figure 40 fit less well, particularly in the region of 7122-7126 eV 
where major excitation peaks occur in Fe(II)-rich species like magnetite and chlorite. The LCF 
speciation reported in figure 41 identifies a small proportion of iron present as ferrous sulfate, 
although the position of the variation in the fit implies that this may be better represented as another 
Fe(II) species. It is noteworthy that the iron speciation in the haze samples do not resemble that of 
coal fly ash (see chapter 3 section 3.6) and are more similar to mineral dust. This implies that coal fly 


























3.8 Soil Samples: Libya 
Ten soil samples were collected by Professor Nick Drake from the area close to Wadi al Ramlah in 
northeast Libya. The XANES spectra of the samples in figure 42 are quite consistent and strongly 
resemble the spectrum of the illite-smectite standard. The pre-edge regions show peak positions 








































































Figure 42 XANES spectra of 10 soil 
samples from northern Libya 
alongside standards identified as 
major components in the Linear 
Combination Fit, including a close-








Figure 43 Linear Combination Fits of soil samples collected from northeast Libya, with the sample spectrum in 
blue, the best fit combination of standards in red, and the difference at each point represented as a residual 
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Deviations from the best fit of available standards, as seen in figure 43, show some consistency across 
all of the Libyan soil samples. While the pre-edge regions fit well across the board, implying that the 
Fe(II):Fe(III) ratio is accurately determined, differences in intensity at around 7124, 7128 and 7133 eV 
indicate that at least one Fe species is not represented by the standards. Soil in the region has an 
average organic matter content of <4% (Hegazy, et al., 2011) so organically bound iron is unlikely to 
be significant and the available mineral iron standards should be sufficient to describe it. 
 
Figure 44 Iron speciation in Libya soil samples according to Athena LCF 
Figure 44 shows that the identifiable iron species in the Libyan soil samples break down similarly across 
all of the samples, with the majority of the resident Fe present within illite-smectite clay and 25-35% 





































3.9 Soil Samples: Bodélé Depression 
Bodélé soil samples were collected from a variety of environs from sand dunes to river banks (see 
table 3) by Prof. Charlie Bristow. The Bodélé depression in Chad was formed from a desiccated 
paleolake, and the erosion of the soft diatomite lake bed is presently the world’s largest source of 
windborne mineral dust (Bristow, et al., 2009) (Koren, et al., 2006). Previous analysis of samples from 
the Bodélé depression (Shi, et al., 2011) has found unusually low concentrations of iron compared to 


































































Figure 45 XANES spectra of 
samples collected from various 
conditions within the Bodélé 
depression in Chad alongside 
standards identified as major 
components in the Linear 
Combination Fit, including a 
close-up of the pre-edge region. 
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Examination of the pre-edge regions of the Bodélé samples in figure 45 indicates that the samples are 
all Fe(III) rich, which excludes siderite (FeCO3), a common authigenic mineral found in paleolake 
sediments (Felder, et al., 2006) as a major component of total iron. 
The pre-edge regions of the linear combination fits in figure 46 show that the Fe(II):Fe(III) ratio of the 
samples is in line with those of the applied standards. Figure 47 shows that illite-smectite is the closest 





Figure 46 Linear Combination Fits of soil samples collected from the Bodélé depression, Chad, with the sample 
spectrum in blue, the best fit combination of standards in red, and the difference at each point represented as 









Figure 47 Iron speciation in Bodélé depression soil samples according to Athena LCF 
Deviation from the best fit of standards occurs at every major peak in the derived spectra in every 
sample with the exception of CH39, as shown in figure 46. Combined with the concerning reported R-
factors for these samples, the report of illite-smectite can best be described as a close resemblance 
to the iron-bearing minerals in Bodélé soil rather than a positive identification. Only sample CH39, 
mudstone from the Angama delta, fits the available standards well and shows that ~95% of iron is 
bound within clay particles and is not readily bioavailable. 
3.10 Natural mineral sample overview 
XANES can at best be described as a semi-quantitative technique with regard to the speciation of 
natural mineral samples. The comparison of potential iron solubility based on XANES report of 
speciation to measured solubility in mineral dust shown in figure 19 shows reasonably good 
agreement with results ±10% of each other. By comparison, samples from the Bodélé depression 
whose best linear combination fits indicate little even sparingly soluble iron across the board, while 
chemical extraction (Shi, et al., 2012) found around 20% dithionite extractable species (most 
commonly goethite and hematite) in samples from the same locations. 
This contrast between the two sample sets illustrates the requirements for accurate XANES fitting, 
namely the need for an abroad range of appropriate standards informed by earlier processing by 


































0.0271 0.0244 0.0156 0.0038 0.0200 0.0219 0.0147 R-factors: 
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3.11 Ship emitted particles 
While ship emissions are a small contribution to the global aerosol budget, generating 1.2-1.6 Tg/yr 
compared to >1000 Tg/yr for mineral dust (Corbett & Koehler, 2003) (Han, et al., 2012), the iron 
present in ship emissions is likely to be in more soluble forms (Schroth, et al., 2009) (Ito, 2013). The 
heavy residual oil used as fuel by large ships is higher in sulfur than other liquid fuels, which has led to 
legal restrictions on its use in busy shipping lanes as an ongoing public health concern (European 
Commission, 2016). Particulate emissions from burning heavy oil are sulfate-rich (Mueller, et al., 2011) 
and sulfate-rich plumes are more likely to form iron (III) sulfate (Oakes, et al., 2012), which is highly 
water soluble and thus readily bioavailable. Existing studies on Fe speciation in oil fly ash from power 
stations have found that iron (III) sulfate is the dominant form of Fe (Schroth, et al., 2009).  
The samples in table 4 represent the first emissions collected directly from ship stacks and analysed 
with synchrotron radiation, allowing both speciation proportionation by XANES and XRF mapping of 
elements. One sample, CB116P, was collected directly from the funnel of a Norwegian research ship 
by a group led by Dr Jana Moldanová (Moldanova, et al., 2009). The sample was collected on filters 
via a commercial dilution system attached directly to the ship’s stack. An XRF map was generated to 
examine the content and distribution of transition metals across the filter (figure 48). 
 
 
Figure 48 XRF spectrum and 450 x 600 µm elemental maps of particulate sample collected directly from the 
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The hotspot in the bottom left appears to account for the majority of the iron, manganese and 
chromium signals in the mapped region as well as a significant proportion of the nickel and vanadium. 
The XRF spectrum agrees with the mass spectroscopy results taken from the emissions soom after 
sampling (Moldanova, et al., 2009) apart from the strong reading for titanium. The distribution of 
titanium appears to line up with the fibres of the filter, which implies that some or all of the titanium 
signal comes from white pigment in the filter itself rather than emissions. 
A further XRF spectrum was collected from the sample provided by fellow PhD student Chao Zhang, 
from a Chinese research vessel (figure 49). Although the vessel asked not to be identified, the sample 
was provided specifically for this research and will not feature in Mr Zhang’s own thesis. The I18 
beamline was adjusted to 7200 eV to avoid fluorescence of cobalt that might interfere with the Kβ 
peak of iron. 
 
 
Figure 49 XRF spectra of ship emissions collected by Chao Zhang in China 
The identity and proportion of metals in the ship_chao sample is similar to CB116P. Again, the titanium 
signal is unlikely to be representative of the emitted particles due to the use of titanium as a white 
pigment in the filters. 
Due to the low iron content of many of the samples, resulting in noisy XANES spectra as seen in figure 
50, measures were taken to concentrate the poly_3 sample which was found in initial scans to 
generate a particularly weak spectrum. The “poly” samples were collected from the same research 
vessel burning heavy fuel oil in an Emission Control Zone off the coast of Sweden (Moldanová, et al., 
2013), where both fuel and emissions were found to be rich in sulfur. The poly_3 sample was placed 
in a container of ethanol and sonicated to remove as much solid material as possible from the filter. 
The ethanol suspension was evaporated to dryness and the solid particulates were resuspended in 
methanol and applied to Kapton tape as a more concentrated spot. While the XANES spectrum in 
figure 50 still shows some noise, the poly_3 spectrum is smoother than the poly_4 which was left as 
solid particles on its filter.  
S Mn 








As shown in figure 50, the spectrum of a “hotspot” area of the CB116P filter is similar to that of an 
area with a less intense iron signal, which suggests that the iron present in the hotspot is a 





































































Figure 50 XANES 
spectra of ship 
emissions from 
Norway and China, 
alongside standards 
identified as major 
components in the 
Linear Combination 
Fit, including a close-




All of the sample spectra apart from the poly3 & poly4 samples show a distinct shoulder at around 
7140 eV, in common with the spectrum of iron (III) sulfate. Examining the pre-edge regions reveals 
that some samples, in particular 1026T and CB116P, have centroids shifted towards 7114 eV, implying 
a significant proportion of Fe(II) among the iron in the exhaust. A high Fe(II) : Fe(III) ratio is unexpected 
because of the highly oxidising conditions inside a ship’s engine, although Fe(II)-rich magnetite has 




Figure 51 Linear combination fits of all ship emission samples, with the sample spectrum in blue, the best fit 
combination of standards in red, and the difference at each point represented as a residual line in green. The 










Figure 52 Iron speciation in ship emission samples according to Athena LCF of normalised spectra 
The results of linear combination fitting (figure 52) line up with existing literature on oil fly ash (Chen, 
et al., 2004) (Schroth, et al., 2009) with iron (III) sulfate appearing as a major constituent of the iron in 
each sample, alongside common combustion products magnetite and hematite. From the fits in figure 
51, the gaps between the pre-edge peaks of samples and best-fits are mostly a matter of intensity 
rather than position and could be interpreted as artefacts of Athena’s normalisation of the weak 
sample signals as much as unrepresentative speciation. 
The exceptions are samples 1026T1 which exhibits a pre-edge centroid shifted more towards the Fe(II) 
region than the best fit of standards allows, and ship_Chao that exhibits a spectrum shape close to 
that of pure iron (III) sulfate but shifted slightly to higher energy. The sample spectrum does not show 
any issues with energy shift or post-edge positioning that might cause an error in fitting, so the poor 
fit implies at least one other Fe(III) species is present in the sample that is not represented by the 
available standards. 
These results indicate that a substantial fraction of the iron found in particulate emissions from ships 
burning heavy fuel oil is present as highly water soluble ferric sulfate, similar to the fly ash of oil fired 
power stations (Schroth, et al., 2009) and in line with the predicted speciation previously applied to 
the IMPACT atmosphere-ocean model (Ito, 2013) which assigns high Fe solubility to ship emissions. 
The proportion of ferric sulfate to less soluble iron species like magnetite and goethite varies widely 
between sources, most likely determined by fuel quality and engine type. Thus, total iron content will 
not necessarily be an indicator of available iron content. Future measurements will be further 
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3.12 Particles from Biomass Burning 
Particulates generated by biomass burning are a known source of bioavailable nitrogen (Lobert, et al., 
1990), but as a source of iron it is still poorly understood. Measurements of iron solubility in biomass 
ash varies from as little as 2% of total iron (Guieu, et al., 2005), to 5-15% (Fu, et al., 2014) (Holly, et al., 
2016) or as much as 18% (Bowie, et al., 2009). A group working under Dr Adewale Taiwo at the 
University of Agriculture in Abeokuta, Nigeria collected multiple samples of biomass ash from different 
sets of conditions, from controlled agricultural burning to forest fires, along with collections from lab-
based burning. 
XRF maps were produced to compare the concentration and distribution of elements across samples 
collected in the field against those collected in a controlled environment. 
 
 
Figure 53 XRF spectrum and 640 x 280 µm map of ash collected from flaming cornstalks in laboratory conditions. 
PyMCA can overlay up to 3 different element maps, combining the preselected colours in the manner of coloured 
light- red and green overlapping appears yellow, red and blue appear magenta, green and blue appear cyan and 
if all three elements are present in the same 20 x 20 µm region, they appear in white. 












Figure 54 XRF spectrum and 640 x 280 µm element map from a second site on the "flaming cornstalk" lab-
based sample filter 
Figures 53 and 54 show that the only detectable metals in one of the lab-based samples are confined 
to a small number of hotspots <20 to ~40 µm in size. The sample filter is coated in dark material that 
is assumed to be mostly black carbon, which is not detectable by the XRF setup. The sample did not 



















Figure 55 XRF spectrum and 640 x 280 µm element map of smouldering cornstalk sample collected under 
laboratory conditions 
Figure 55 shows the distribution of metals in ash collected from burnt cornstalk samples once the 
flames have been extinguished. Distribution of metals is wider than in the ash from the flaming 
samples with less overlap in hotspots, but overall concentration are still low and again there was 
insufficient iron to generate a usable XANES spectrum. 
Biomass ash samples taken from field sites, as illustrated in figures 48 and 49, show more detectable 
metals and greatly elevated iron concentrations over the lab-based samples. As with the lab-based 
samples, field-based samples followed a pattern of potassium and calcium (present in corn silage at 
9000 and 2500 ppm respectively, all values from (Troeh & Thompson, 2005)) appearing evenly 
distributed across the XRF maps while iron (90 ppm), manganese (60 ppm) and titanium (trace) are 
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All of the field-based samples contained enough iron to generate XANES spectra. 
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Figure 57 XRF spectrum and 640 x 280 µm elemental maps of field biomass ash sample ZB15, with iron overlaid 
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Figure 58 shows the contrast between two 20 x 20 µm regions of a single field sample filter, identified 
in a preliminary scan as a representative “background” area and an iron-rich hotspot. The proportion 
of metals in both sites is similar, and the “hotspot” site contains ~65% more iron than the background 
(6.2 x 107 counts vs 3.76 x 107 counts). This indicates that iron is still present between the hotspots, 
rather than confined to them exclusively. 
 
 
Figure 58 XRF spectra of regions of field biomass ash sample ZS5 identified as "background" and "hotspot" 

















XANES spectra were generated for “hotspot” and “background” regions of both the ZS5 and ZS15 
samples, which show subtle differences in their spectra indicating differences in iron speciation. In 
particular, the peak at 7133 eV is more pronounced in the hotspots than in the backgrounds, 
potentially indicating a higher proportion of iron present in species such as illite-smectite. Pre-edge 
centroid positions denote Fe(III)-rich character across the board, apart from samples ZS11 and ZB15 





































































Figure 51 XANES spectra of ash from 
natural and agricultural biomass 
burning events in Nigeria, alongside 
standards identified as major 
components in the Linear 
Combination Fit, including a close-








Figure 52 Linear combination fits of the normalised spectra of Nigerian ash samples from biomass burning, 
with the sample spectrum in blue, the best fit combination of standards in red, and the difference at each 















The linear combination fits presented in figure 52 are among the closest fits generated by any of the 
samples analysed in this set. According to the LCF results in figure 53, most of the iron in each ash 
sample is present as Fe(III) rich clays and common iron oxides, with any Fe(II) species accounted for 
by small quantities of magnetite (explaining the shift in ZS11’s pre-edge centroid) or chlorite. 
 
Figure 53 Iron speciation in Nigerian biomass burning samples according to Athena LCF 
The identity and ratio of the iron species identified by the LCF resemble the results accumulated from 
the mineral dust and dust-based aerosol analyses in sections 3.3 – 3.6. This implies that the majority 
of the detectable iron in ash from biomass burning is in fact mineral dust carried into the air by the 
heat of the combustion process. Collecting mineral dust samples for analysis from the same regions 
prior to planned agricultural burning would help to verify this hypothesis. 
The stated detection limit of the I18 beamline’s XRF is ≤10 ppm, and the lack of detectable Fe outside 
of hotspots with speciation similar to mineral dust suggests that Fe generated directly from burning 
biomass constitutes a very minor component of the resulting fly ash, and that determining speciation 
within the ash will require the collection of larger quantities of material from biomass samples burned 
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4. Summary and future work 
Standard Intercomparison has shown that the XANES technique struggles to differentiate between 
different minerals that hold iron in similar configurations, such as illite and feldspar which both contain 
iron mostly in octahedral lattices surrounded by oxide and hydroxide groups. As the sequential 
extraction versus XANES comparisons demonstrated, however, XANES analysis can be used to make 
reasonable predictions about the availability of iron in mineral samples. 
Experiments with standard addition to samples of known composition demonstrated that XANES can 
plot changes in speciation across a series of samples, but individual spectra can vary in their fitting 
accuracy and ferrihydrite in particular is difficult to quantify. 
With regard to environmental samples, XANES analysis and fitting was generally successful, although 
fittings would be improved with access to a wider range of standard spectra. Multiple iron standards 
including iron pyrite, several oxides and silicates, and a series of iron oxides with progressively rising 
Fe(II):Fe(III) ratios were recently generated on the B18 beamline at Diamond and have been shared 
with this research group. Prior to presenting this work for publication, all samples will be reanalysed 
with the expanded array of standards. 
Combustion particulate samples known to contain a small proportion of iron tended to yield spectra 
that were harder to fit to standards and in several cases had insufficient material to generate a XANES 
spectrum at all. Care should be taken with future samples to ensure heavier material loading onto 
filters, or material should be removed from filters and concentrated as spots to increase the depth of 
material. 
Future ship emission samples collected simultaneously, both directly from the funnel and from 
downwind collection points might improve understanding of the magnitude of sources of error from 
external dust sources or engine wear. Another issue raised by the XRF map of CB116P is the presence 
of titanium in the fibres of the sample filter. Titanium dioxide is a popular white pigment and its 
presence renders the titanium readings on the XRF spectrum useless for examining the content in the 
ash and raises concern about other metal contamination in unused filters. The type of filter used to 
collect ash from CB116P should be avoided in future studies. 
Analysis of the speciation of ash from biomass burning in Nigeria indicates that most or all of the 
detectable iron is derived from mineral dust mobilised into the air by the heat of combustion and 
carried with the ash. This interpretation explains why the ash generated by burning biomass in a 
laboratory setting contains comparatively little iron and offers a possible explanation for the large 
differences in iron solubility found across biomass ash samples from different geographical sources. 
Further collection and analysis of mineral dust samples from areas scheduled to undergo agricultural 
burning, to compare against iron speciation in the resulting ash, as well as collecting larger samples of 
burnt biomass under controlled conditions, would provide support for this hypothesis. Further 
research using chemical extraction and ICP detection would inform how large the samples would have 
to be. 
XANES fitting would be improved by expanding the range of standards. Some like iron oxalate would 
be useful due to its reactivity prevalence in natural systems (Mangiante, et al., 2017) but attempt to 
produce standard spectra in the I18 beamline ended in failure as the compound degraded in the path 
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of the beam. A major iron mineral species that would benefit the existing set of standards is 
lepidocrocite, a common product of iron corrosion (Jaén & Iglesias, 2016) that is often found in both 
natural (Hoffmann, et al., 1996) and anthropogenic (Salma, et al., 2009) aerosols. A sample of synthetic 
lepidocrocite should be included in any future beamline sessions at Diamond by this research group.  
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Chapter 2 Analysis of chloride in particles produced from a model 
diesel engine 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Tropospheric importance of chloride 
Mineral chloride in aerosol particles plays an important role in air quality, both as an oxidant in its own 
right and by its interactions with NOx (Mielke, et al., 2011). NO2 produced mainly by internal 
combustion vehicle emissions (Annamalai & Puri, 2007) interacts with peroxy radicals in the 
atmosphere to produce tropospheric ozone (Wang, et al., 1998), which generates NO3: 
𝑁𝑂2(𝑔) +  𝑂3(𝑔)  →  𝑁𝑂3(𝑔) + 𝑂2(𝑔) 
which reacts with further NO2 to generate N2O5: 
𝑁𝑂2(𝑔) +  𝑁𝑂3(𝑔)  ⇌  𝑁2𝑂5(𝑔) 
N2O5 is unreactive in the atmosphere compared to other NOx species, but it can form nitric acid 
through interaction with water vapour on the surface of aerosol particles  (Aldener, et al., 2006) 
(Wayne, 2006): 
𝑁2𝑂5(𝑔) +  𝐻2𝑂(𝑔) → 2 𝐻𝑁𝑂3(𝑔) 
However, in the presence of aerosol droplets containing chloride salts, N2O5 can also react to form 
nitryl chloride: 
𝑁2𝑂5(𝑔) +  𝐶𝑙
−(𝑎𝑞) → 𝐶𝑙𝑁𝑂2(𝑔) + 𝑁𝑂3
−(𝑎𝑞) 
In addition to blocking the reaction pathway that leads to nocturnal NOx depletion, nitryl chloride has 
a longer atmospheric lifetime than N2O5 and, when photolysed, releases chlorine radicals: 
𝐶𝑙𝑁𝑂2(𝑔) → Cl
.(𝑔) + 𝑁𝑂2(𝑔) 
 These radicals promote the photochemical production of tropospheric ozone which impacts local 
animal and plant life (Osthoff, et al., 2008) (Ainsworth, 2008). 
1.2 Sources of tropospheric chloride 
Major sources of natural atmospheric mineral chloride include sea salt aerosols, volcanic activity, 
(Graedel & Keene, 1995) mineral dust and aerosols generated by freshwater bodies (Abuduwaili, et 
al., 2008). Major anthropogenic sources include coal and biomass burning, incineration and emissions 
from industries that employ chlorinated solvents (Moreno, et al., 2013) (Querol, et al., 2001). Relative 
contributions from these sources vary substantially by geography (Thornton, et al., 2010) (McCulloch, 
et al., 1999). 
Source apportionment studies across cities that identify traffic emissions as a distinct source of 
particulates and analyse elemental composition (Wang, et al., 2016) (Zhang, et al., 2013) (Friend, et 
al., 2011) (Querol, et al., 2001) report finding chloride among the emissions, but concentrations vary 
and some samples find no Cl at all (e.g. (Friend, et al., 2011) figure 5). Friend et al’s analysis indicates 
the presence of chlorine in fine particulates from one specific traffic source (“motor vehicle 1”). 
Chlorine is not found consistently in any other source in Brisbane during the survey period except in 
sea salt aerosols. The group makes note that this site was located closer to a motorway, where a 
greater concentration of large diesel vehicles such as trucks and vans would be expected. It is also 
noted that the site where the “motor vehicle 2” emissions were collected was exposed to wind from 
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the direction of a train yard, which would also be expected to contain diesel fumes albeit from 
different engine setups. 
This research was commissioned on the strength of data generated from an XRF spectrum of a 
particulate sample from the exhaust of a model diesel engine which was collected along with three 
others by personnel from the Public Health department at the University of Birmingham and analysed 
in the SUL-X beamline at the ANKA synchrotron at KIT. The spectrum (figure 1) showed an unexpected 
and prominent chlorine peak representing a significant release of chlorine or chloride-rich material 
from the engine. 
 
Figure 4 XRF spectrum of diesel particulate emissions sample D3 
The question remains regarding the source of chloride within diesel emissions. A patent application 
was filed by Matthew Fairlie in 1939 (Fairlie, 1939) stating that calcium phenyl stearate is used in 
conventional engine lubricants to improve the shear strength of the resulting films. However, at 
temperatures above 240oC, the surfactant breaks down and forms calcium chloride that causes wear 
on engine components. Fairlie’s patent states that chlorination of the surfactant to calcium 
chlorophenyl stearate improves its thermal stability significantly, in testing up to 350oC. Carboxylate 
salts became unpopular due to their corrosive effects on susceptible engine components, particularly 
bearings (Anon., 1977) and were phased out and replaced with salicylates and alkyl-substituted 
sulfonic acids in 1977. 
Modern diesel engine lubricants employ zinc dithiophosphate (ZDDP) or related phosphate 
compounds (Jaye, et al., 2008) as surfactants to help remove contamination from engines and prevent 
wear. The range of common lubricant additives used in modifying the viscosity of engine oils is covered 
in (Carvalho, et al., 2010) and includes “polymeric hydrocarbons, ester containing polymers and 
modified polymers”. Said modified polymers contain nitrogen-rich groups (amines, pyridines, 
imidazoles etc) and contain no reference to chlorinated compounds. This leaves the fuel itself as the 
most likely source of chlorinated compounds, and compounds such as chloroacetophenone are known 










2. Methods and Materials 
2.1 Sample collection 
Four particulate matter samples were collected from separate runs of a model Euro 5 diesel engine 
supplied by Jaguar Land Rover Ltd and operated by the Mechanical Engineering department at the 
University of Birmingham. The engine ran on ultra-low sulphur (<10ppm) diesel fuel. Fully synthetic 
Halfords SW30 lubricating oil was used exclusively in the engine. All particulate matter was collected 
on Millipore IsoporeTM polycarbonate membrane filters with 0.2 µm pore size. The greatest number 
of particulates produced by diesel vehicle engines are known to be in the 0.1 – 0.2 µm diameter range 
(Kleeman, et al., 2000) but this fraction could not be retained. The high flow rate of the model engine 
exhaust prohibited the use of filters with a finer pore size. 
2.2 Synchrotron analysis 
Samples and standards were analysed using x-ray absorbance near edge structure (XANES) and x-ray 
fluorescence (XRF) mapping on the SUL-X beamline at the ANKA synchrotron in Karlsruhe, Germany in 
November 2014. Representative areas were cut from the filters and loaded into the beamline hutch 
across bands of Kapton tape. Readings were collected in the fluorescence mode with a Gresham 7 
element Si(Li) detector. Due to the low energy of the K-edge transition in chlorine and the potential 
for photons to be absorbed by the air between sample and detector, all measurements had to be 
performed in a chamber that was evacuated to 2 x 10-5 mbar. 
The following standards were run in the same beamline in April 2015 by Dr Jörg Göttlicher: 
• Ammonium chloride (Sigma Aldrich) 
• Sodium chloride (Fisher Scientific) 
• Potassium chloride (VWR International) 
• Magnesium chloride anhydrous (Sigma Aldrich) 
• Magnesium chloride hexahydrate (VWR International) 
• Calcium chloride anhydrous (Sigma-Aldrich) 
• Calcium chloride dihydrate (Sigma-Aldrich) 
Due to the logistical difficulties of transferring hygroscopic anhydrous compounds to Kapton tape and 
moving the sample plate to the beamline without substantial water uptake from the air occurring, the 
validity of the anhydrous spectra cannot be guaranteed. Similarly, evacuation of the chamber may 
have caused partial dehydration of the hydrated salts prior to analysis. 
2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (SEM-
EDX) 
SEM-EDX was carried out in August 2015 at the University of Birmingham in the Metallurgy and 
Materials building under the direction of Dr Paul Stanley. All measurements were collected on a Philips 
XL30 ESEM-FEG using the bundled software. The detector was run in back scattered mode, causing 
heavier elements to appear darker on the readout. 
2.4 Software 
XANES spectra were handled using Athena v0.9.25, part of the Demeter software package for handing 




3.1 X-ray Absorbance Near Edge Structure (XANES) comparisons 
 
Figure 5 Cl K-edge XANES spectra of ammonium, alkali and alkali earth metal chlorides collected by Dr Joerg 
Goettlicher at ANKA in 2015 from samples sent from the University of Birmingham, contrasted against diesel 
particulate emission samples D2 and D4 
The XANES spectra generated by two diesel emission particulate samples (figure 2) appear to bear a 
strong resemblance to the calcium chloride dihydrate standard, particularly with regard to the 
prominent white line (Meitzner, et al., 1992)  at 2823 eV and the broad peak at 2827 eV. The small 
trough at 2830 eV and distinctive peak at 2837 eV also implies a minor contribution from sodium 
chloride. However, the spectrum of calcium chloride dihydrate does not resemble the spectrum 
recorded in literature ( (Zhu, et al., 2010) figure 1, reproduced in figure 3 for comparison purposes). 
The literature spectra were recorded in the BL-9A beamline at the Photon Factory in Tsukuba, Japan 
which prevents signal loss from air by examining lighter elements in a helium environment (KEK-PF, 
2014) rather than by evacuating the chamber. Comparison of the spectra of anhydrous and hydrated 
magnesium chloride suggests that the hydrated standard was dehydrated by the evacuation process. 
The calcium chloride dihydrate standard spectrum recorded in SUL-X does not match the literature, 
nor does it match the spectrum of anhydrous calcium chloride which does compare well to the 
literature. The calcium chloride dihydrate spectrum collected in SUL-X is thus considered unreliable 





































Figure 6 Comparison of mineral chloride salt XANES spectra collected by (Zhu, et al., 2010) (left) and those collected by Dr 
Goettlicher at ANKA in 2015 (right) 
Comparison against a wider range of mineral chlorides by the same research group (Zhu, et al., 2008) 
shows no strong resemblance to the diesel emissions spectra. The distinctive white line at 2823 eV is 
also found in chlorinated organic compounds like chlorophenol, nitrobenzene and polyvinyl chloride 
(PVC) (Fujimori, et al., 2010), which implies that the majority of the chlorine present in the diesel 
particulate emissions is bonded to organic molecules. 
3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (SEM-
EDX) 
SEM-EDX was carried out on the remaining fragments of diesel particulate sample filters left over from 
the examination at ANKA. Sites were selected based on the lightness of the region, since the system 
was configured in back scattering mode causing heavy elements like iron to appear as dark grey 
patches while lighter elements such as aluminium, silicon and chlorine appear as light grey or white 
patches. An example region is shown in figure 4. The detection range was 0 – 8 KeV, meaning that any 
element heavier than cobalt could not be detected. 
Elemental compositions (excluding carbon) of the various sites are presented in figure 5. The light 
spots are most commonly iron oxide, silica, other metal oxides beyond the detection range of the 
equipment, or organic compounds with oxygen-containing groups. Chlorine is rarely found in the 
samples in sufficiently high concentration to register on the detector, which implies that the chlorine 
detected in the XANES spectra is mostly diffuse rather than constrained in hot spots, although a small 





Figure 7 A 40 x 40 um region of diesel particulate sample D3, including regions rich in light elements from 
which elemental compositions were reported. Inset: the elemental composition of the “Spectrum 1” spot 
 
Figure 8 Element composition of bright spots found on SEM-EDX maps of diesel particulate samples, excluding 
carbon. D1-D4 pertains to the different sample filters, while Area refers to the numbered bright spot selected 
as shown in figure 4 
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3.3 X-Ray Fluorescence Map 
Figure 6 shows that the distribution of chlorine and copper in the observed section of one diesel 
particulate emission sample is diffuse and evenly distributed. The dark patches visible on the filter 
~250 µm apart match the grille on which the filter was mounted in the model engine exhaust stream. 
Figure 7 shows that the iron and cobalt readings also overlap, implying that the visible particulates are 
composed of refined alloy from engine wear. Figure 8 shows that iron and cobalt are distinct from the 
copper, and the small nickel signal does not overlap with that of any other element. 
 
Figure 9 XRF maps of chlorine (left) and copper (right) distribution across a 1 x 1 mm section of diesel emission 
sample filter D3, along with an overlay of both elements (centre) 
 
Figure 10 XRF maps of iron (top left), cobalt (top middle) and nickel (top right) distribution across a 1 x 1 mm 
section of diesel emission sample filter D3, along with an overlay of all three elements (bottom middle) 
 
Figure 11 Overlaid XRF maps of iron, cobalt and copper (left) and copper and nickel (right) 
Fe Co Ni 
Fe + Co + Ni 
Cl Cl + Cu Cu 
Fe + Co + Cu (green) Cu + Ni 
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Figure 8 emphasises the difference in relative concentrations of chlorine and copper illustrated in the 
maps, with chlorine exhibiting 3.3x the fluorescence signal of copper. 
 
Figure 12 XRF spectrum and counts of detected elements in D3 diesel emission sample 
The even distribution of Cu and Cl across the filter might be indicative of contamination, but an XRF 
spectrum of a blank polycarbonate filter (figure 9) shows no detectable quantities of either element, 
while a map of particulates from biomass burning (figure 10) on a polycarbonate filter shows a 
different distribution. These scans were taken at the same time in the same sample holder, and imply 
that the source of Cu and Cl in the diesel emission sample is the engine rather than external 
contamination. However, this cannot be confirmed due to the small number of samples and the 
removal of the model engine. 
 
Figure 13 XRF spectrum of a blank polycarbonate filter. The filter is composed of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen 
and the installed detector does not detect elements lighter than sodium, so the spectrum appears blank apart 












Figure 14 XRF spectrum and element maps of a sample from agricultural biomass burning collected in China. 
While some chlorine is detected, the sample shows a different concentration and distribution of Cl from the 
diesel emission sample, and no detectable copper. 
4. Discussion 
An analysis of 10 different diesel fuels, and three different lubricating oils, all with different 
chlorine/chloride concentrations (Dyke, et al., 2007) found that the formation of chlorinated organic 
compounds in the exhaust was driven primarily by the content of the fuel. No discernible correlation 
was found between the chlorine concentration in lubricating oil and the exhaust. 
Catalysts represent another potential source of chlorine compounds. (Johnson, 2008) Magnesium 
chloride is an effective storage material for urea, which functions as a selective reduction catalyst 
(SCR) employed to reduce NOx emissions in modern diesel engines (Johnson, 2008). 
Alkali metal chlorides in copper molybdate, tungstate or vanadate matrices were found to be effective 
catalytic surfaces for supporting the oxidation of diesel soot due to the formation of volatile copper 
chlorides on their surfaces (Kruse, et al., 1998). Copper and chromium oxides in conjunction with 
potassium chloride were also shown to be effective at oxidising combustion products from diesel fuel 
(Wang & Haynes, 2003). More recent literature (Liu, et al., 2011) (Laroo, et al., 2013) refer to the 
popularity of copper zeolites (aluminosilicate clay particles with high isomorphous substitution and a 
high copper content) as particulate filters and active surfaces for the urea SCR to operate on. Both 
papers express concern that these catalysts may also facilitate the formation of polychlorinated 
dioxins and furans, although neither group reported any detectable release. 
Copper oxidation catalysts are poisoned by the presence of chlorine, as volatile copper chlorides with 
a low Tamman’s temperature (the temperature at which the atoms in a solid become mobile and 
reactive) are generated, forming a layer of material on the metal surface (Twigg & Spenser, 2003) 
(Argyle & Bartholomew, 2015). This layer is lost from the catalyst when it undergoes regeneration and 
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chlorine to the exhaust stream. The XRF maps generated by the D3 sample may represent an example 
of this phenomenon, but a single sample is not sufficient to draw such conclusions from. 
5. Summary and further work 
This series of experiments provides information on the distribution and speciation of chlorine in diesel 
particulate emissions from a model Euro-5 diesel engine. SEM-EDX shows that the chlorine content of 
the particulates is evenly distributed across the filter with no particular hotspots, and this is supported 
by the more sensitive XRF mapping apparatus. XRF mapping also shows that the chlorine distribution 
overlaps with that of copper, implying that the chlorine is present as copper chloride. However, the 
relative concentrations of copper and chlorine reported by the XRF spectrum show that copper 
chloride can only account for ~60% of the total chlorine, and the Cl XANES spectrum more closely 
resembles the spectra of chlorinated organic compounds. 
The dehydrating effect of evacuation on the mineral chloride standards in SUL-X imply that the setup 
is less suitable than the helium atmosphere employed for low-energy x-ray measurement employed 
at other synchrotrons like DIAMOND or the Photon Factory, and the possibility that evacuation has 
altered the composition and thus the XANES spectra of the diesel particulate samples cannot be ruled 
out. Further XANES analysis of fresh samples in a helium environment would provide clarity, however 
the model Euro-5 engine at the University of Birmingham was replaced with a Euro-6 model provided 
by the manufacturer in February 2015 and thus no further samples can be collected under the same 
conditions for direct comparison. 
Samples from the model Euro-6 engine are currently undergoing organic analysis via two dimensional 
gas chromatography (2DGC) (unpublished) and the group has reported tentative findings of 
chlorinated organic compounds in the vapour phase. The composition of the oxidation catalyst is 
under examination at time of writing. 
Copper chloride is known to function as a catalytic surface for the chlorination of unsaturated organic 
molecules (Arcoya, et al., 1982) (Taylor, et al., 2000) which may be more of an issue with vehicles 
burning biodiesel which contain more unsaturated compounds in their emission (Price, et al., 2017). 
Further experimentation burning diesel fuels in the presence of copper chloride might yield results 
that inform future real engine testing for chlorinated exhaust products. Collection of particulate 
samples from the surface of the catalyst prior to regeneration has the potential to yield further 
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Chapter 3 Atmospheric Processing of iron in Coal Fly Ash 
1. Introduction 
Iron is most common limiting nutrient in high nutrient, low chlorophyll (HNLC) regions where microbial 
populations are not as developed as one would expect from the abundance of other nutrients like N 
and P (Meskhidze, et al., 2005) (Siefert, et al., 1994). 
The Redfield Ratio, first defined by A. C. Redfield et al (Redfield, et al., 1963) and later refined by 
Claudia Benitez-Nelson (Benitez-Nelson, 2000) defines the ratio of macronutrients found in marine 
microbiota. The ratio of carbon to nitrogen to phosphorus required for growth was originally 
quantified at 106:16:1 but is now estimated to be closer to 117:14:1. On the same scale, the ratio of 
iron is around 0.001 (Martin, 1990) (Raynor-Canham & Flynn, 2010). 
Near-surface seawater has a positive redox potential of +200 to +600 mV, and a pH of around 8 
(Cooper, 1937) (Edgington, et al., 1967) (Liss, et al., 1973) (Hansen, 1999). Iron is oxidised to Fe(III) at 
redox potential above +160 mV at pH 8 (Siggs, 2000). Fe(III) is exceptionally insoluble in water at the 
pH of seawater (figure 1). 
 
Figure 15 Log concentration vs pH of iron in seawater, from The Biogeochemistry of iron in seawater (Turner & 
Hunter, 2002). The background concentration of uncharged Fe(OH)3 is depicted with the black dotted line, 
while the average pH of seawater is highlighted with a red dotted line 
Historically, iron was thought to be available in relatively high concentrations in seawater until the 
primary source was discovered to be contamination from research vessels (Broecker & Peng, 1982). 
Improved sampling techniques have minimised this contamination (Worsfold, et al., 2014) and 
modern fluorescence-based techniques (Bowie, et al., 1998) have allowed for accurate determination 
of iron concentrations in natural seawater, which is generally 0.05 – 2 nanomoles per litre (Achterberg, 
et al., 2001). 
Estimates of global iron deposition from the Earth’s surface to the oceans range from 8.4 to 13.3 Tg/yr, 
with contributions from coal combustion estimated at between 0.16 and 0.455 Tg/yr based on rates 
of consumption and distribution of emission control devices such as scrubbers and electrostatic 
precipitators (Wang, et al., 2015) (Ito, 2013). Contributions from extra-terrestrial sources may be 
considerable but are not included in current models due to the high uncertainty in rates of global 
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deposition (Plane, et al., 2015). These estimates state that coal combustion contributes 1.2 – 5.4% of 
total iron deposition, but the bioavailability of the iron in coal fly ash (CFA) is predicted to be greater 
due to iron being present in combustion products as more soluble species (Chen, et al., 2012) (Oakes, 
et al., 2012) (Mahowald, et al., 2009) (Schroth, et al., 2009). The solubility of iron in coal fly ash should 
be further enhanced by atmospheric processing, where strong oxidising agents like ozone, NOx and 
SO2 react with the particles to render the resident iron more available (Li, et al., 2017) (Wang, et al., 
2012) (Desboeufs, et al., 2001) as it has been shown to in mineral dust (Shi, et al., 2015) (Shi, et al., 
2011) (Solmon, et al., 2009). 
This series of experiments examines samples of CFA collected by the electrostatic precipitators on 
three different power plants from Wales, Poland and China. The ≤ 10 µm fraction (representing ~23% 
of all coal power plant emissions (Wang, et al., 2015)) was selected due to its mobility in the 
atmosphere and high surface area to mass ratio. In addition to elemental composition, iron availability 
in each sample was tested by selective extraction of the most soluble species. Samples were subjected 
to simulated atmospheric processing in a controlled environment with fixed concentrations of NOx, 
SOx and ozone with and without contributions from photochemistry, after which further solubility 
studies were carried out to determine changes in metal availability as well as nitrate and sulfate 
uptake. Attempts were made to classify the speciation of iron in the CFA samples using selective 




2. Methods and materials 
2.1 Coal Fly Ash samples: 
The Polish “Krakow” ash was collected from a flue trap in the Elektrocieplownia Kraków facility burning 
bituminous coal in 2008. 
The “Aberthaw” ash was collected from a flue trap in the Aberthaw B power station in Wales burning 
anthracite in 2010. 
The “China” ash was supplied by Shandong University in 2010. It was collected from a flue trap in a 
local power station burning bituminous coal which has asked not to be identified. 
2.2 PM10 separation: 
PM10 fractions were collected from each sample using a resuspension apparatus (figure 2) that uses 
nitrogen gas to push samples through settling plates to remove larger particles. Particles were driven 
through the system by an intermittent flow of nitrogen gas at 0.4 bar, controlled by a manually 
operated ball valve. Samples were collected on pre-weighed 47 mm 0.2 µm pore size Isopore™ 
polycarbonate filter papers by Millipore, installed in a cartridge and pulled towards the filter by a 
reciprocating air pump pulling through a flow meter at 50 L/min. Switching the pump on and off at 
such a high flow rate tended to destroy the filter papers, so prior to shut down after sample collector 
the flow meter was restricted to <5 L/min. At all times the filter papers were handled with plastic 
forceps in order to avoid contamination with metal tools. 
 
Figure 2 Dust resuspension apparatus 
To collect PM10, the sample was placed in a 500ml conical flask sealed with a rubber stopper with 
6mm diameter inlet and outlet plastic tubing, with joins composed of rubberised plastic tubing. A 
barbed reducer on the inlet line increased the pressure of the inflowing nitrogen by reducing the line 
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diameter to 1mm. The outlet fed into a 1L Buchner flask with two inlets- one carrying air and ash from 
the first flask and the other carrying clean air via a HEPA filter to avoid pressure gradients. The filter 
was protected from ash intrusion upon reversal of flow by the nitrogen line by a quartz filter paper 
that was replaced when the sample was changed. The Buchner flask’s sidearm was connected to a 
specially constructed PTFE settling chamber where the samples passed into a 60 x 55 x 55 mm 
antechamber followed by a bank of 33 mm settling plates where the remaining >10 µm particles 
settled out of the flow. The remaining particles were carried onto a filter paper, which was removed 
and placed in a 90 mm petri dish to be re-weighed to determine the mass of collected material. 
Particle size was confirmed by examination of lightly coated filters under a Kyow Medilux-12 light 
microscope with an XLi USB camera attachment. The resulting images are shown in figure 3. 
 
Figure 3 Microscope images of PM10 fraction of ash separated by the resuspension apparatus, from Krakow 
(left), Aberthaw (centre) and Shandong (right) 
2.3 Selective extraction of soluble iron by ammonium acetate at pH 4.7 
After processing, sample filter papers were placed in fresh 50 ml sample tubes along with 10 ml of 
ammonium acetate buffer solution at pH 4.7 (Dean, 2003) (Müller & Seiler, 1999). Ammonium acetate 
brings exchangeable and non-crystalline iron into solution, although the effectiveness of acetate as a 
chelating agent also promotes the dissolution of relatively insoluble Fe(II) species like siderite (iron (II) 
carbonate) (Bénézeth, et al., 2009) so the results were contrasted against ascorbate extraction 
(section 2.4) to quantify the siderite content. Sample tubes were set on a Stuart SB3 rotary mixer at 
15 rpm for 90 minutes. After mixing, the solutions were filtered through Pall 32 mm Acrodisk syringe 
filters with 0.2 µm Supor membranes into fresh sample tubes which can be stored with no significant 
changes in soluble iron concentration anticipated. 
2.4 Ascorbate extraction of exchangeable iron 
Ascorbate extraction is a common method of quantifying readily soluble and exchangeable iron in 
solid samples (Gleyzes, et al., 2002) (Kostka & III, 1994). Ascorbate extractant was prepared in 
deoxygenated deionised water, prepared by bubbling nitrogen gas through deionised water for 120 
minutes. 
The conventional method of preparing ascorbate extractant requires 50 g/L of sodium citrate. Due to 
the lack of commercially available sodium citrate above 98% purity, citric acid was used as a substitute. 
The pH of the extractant solution was adjusted to 7.5 with sodium hydroxide. The extractant solution 
was prepared using: 
 
10 µm 10 µm 10 µm 
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• 300 ml deoxygenated, deionised water 
• 15 g sodium hydrogen carbonate (Sigma Aldrich) 
• 11.25 g citric acid (Honeywell Fluka TraceSELECT) 
• 3 g ascorbic acid (Fluka Analytical TraceSELECT) 
• 36 ml 0.1 M sodium hydroxide (Sigma Aldrich) 
5 mg CFA samples were placed in fresh 15 ml sample tubes along with 5 ml of ascorbate extractant. 
Sample tubes were set on a Stuart SB3 rotary mixer at 15 rpm for 90 minutes. After mixing, the 
solutions were filtered through Pall 32 mm Acrodisk syringe filters with 0.2 µm Supor membranes into 
fresh sample tubes prior to colorimetric analysis. 
2.5 Timed dissolution 
Samples of Aberthaw and Shandong ash were suspended in dilute acid and mixed over an extended 
period of time to monitor the rate of dissolution of iron and other elements of biological relevance 
(see section 2.7). The dissolution matrix was set up to approximate the conditions surrounding cloud 
condensation nuclei: acidic, rich in ammonium sulfate and containing natural organic chelating agents 
such as oxalate (Pöschl, 2005) (Chen, et al., 2012) (Chen & Grassian, 2013). For each CFA sample 
(Krakow ash was not available during this period), two solutions were prepared: 
• Two beakers containing magnetic stirrers and 200 ml of dilute HCl (Sigma Aldrich), one at pH 
2 and one at pH 3 
• 5.4 mg sodium oxalate (Fisher Scientific) added to each beaker, leading to a concentration of 
200 µM 
• 26.4 g ammonium sulfate (Sigma Aldrich) added to each beaker, leading to a concentration of 
1 M 
The beakers were covered in foil to avoid photochemical effects and placed on magnetic stirring 
plates. Once the plates were turned on, 6 mg of ash was added to each beaker- a material 
concentration of 30 mg/L. Samples were collected in disposable 1ml plastic syringes and passed 
through disposable Whatman 0.02 µm syringe filters into 1.5 ml Eppendorf centrifuge tubes for 
storage at fixed time intervals: 2.5 min, 10 min, 60 min, 24 hours, and 7 days after each ash sample 
was added. Samples were analysed for iron content by colorimetry and multiple elements by ICP-MS. 
2.6 Colorimetric determination of soluble iron 
The soluble iron content of samples was quantified by ferrozine colorimetry, using the following 
reagents: 
• Romil-SpA Super Purity HCl diluted to 0.1M (pH 1) 
• 0.01M Fluka Analytical TraceSELECT ascorbic acid 
• 0.01M Sigma Aldrich BioXtra 3-(2-Pyridyl)-5,6-diphenyl-1,2,4-triazine-p,p′-disulfonic acid 
monosodium salt hydrate (ferrozine) in 0.1M ammonium acetate solution 
• A concentrated ammonium acetate buffer solution containing 7.3M Fisher Scientific trace 




Aliquots from the filtered samples were acidified using 100 µL pH 1 HCl, reduced with 100 µL ascorbic 
acid solution, complexed with 100 µL ferrozine and stabilised after 30 minutes with 100 µL of 
concentrated buffer solution. Standards were generated from pH 2 HCl stock solutions of AAS grade 
Fe diluted using the appropriate matrix and previously documented reagents. Samples and standards 
were analysed by a Cary50 UV-VIS spectrophotometer, scanning the wavelength range from 540 to 
720 nm. Measurements were based on the absorbance reading at 562 nm, minus the reading at 700 
nm which is considered the background for each sample. 
2.7 Multi-element analysis by Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometer (ICP-MS) 
The Perkin Elmer® NexION 300X ICP-MS with SimulScanTM dual stage detector requires that all samples 
be loaded in 2% HNO3. All samples were prepared using 0.8 ml of sample in 9.2 ml of 2.2% HNO3. 
Standards and blanks were prepared in 2% HNO3 containing 0.8 ml of the appropriate sample matrix. 
The system was set up to quantify seven elements: 
• Iron (limiting nutrient (Jickells, et al., 2005)) 
• Aluminium (phytotoxic in high concentrations (Lindemann, et al., 1990) 
• Copper (inhibits photosynthesis in algae (Melis, et al., 2000) 
• Manganese (essential micronutrient for photosynthesis (Livorness & Smith, 1982) 
• Selenium (essential for algal enzymes, low toxic threshold (Vitova, et al., 2015) 
• Lead (toxic heavy metal) 
• Arsenic (toxic heavy metal with soluble oxyanion at positive redox potential (Masscheleyn, et 
al., 1991) 
Al and Fe standards were prepared in the range of 5 – 500 ppb, while other elements were expected 
to be lower in concentration and were prepared in the 0.5 – 50 ppb range. 
2.8 Simulated Atmospheric Processing 
All gas cylinders were supplied by BOC. Gases were supplied to the chamber from three cylinders: 
50L compressed air 
50L nitrogen with 10ppm SO2 
20L nitrogen with 50ppm NO2 
via four Brooks Instruments mass flow controllers (two 58505 units and two GF040 units). The air flow 
was split into two lines- one of which was passed through a bubbler to raise RH while the other line 
was passed through a Pen-Ray®3SC-9 Light source with 185nm lamp to generate ozone. Gas was 
supplied to the chamber in the following ratio: 
300 cm3/min air (bubbler line) with high RH 
100 cm3/min air (ozone generator line) with ozone 
100 cm3/min nitrogen/SO2 
25 cm3/min nitrogen/NO2 
The average concentration delivered to the system for SO2 is therefore 100/525 x 10 = 1.9 ppm, and 




Figure 4 Schematic of the simulated atmospheric processing chamber 
Since ozone is known to interact rapidly with NO2 in the atmosphere, the ozone concentration 
throughout the system was monitored by connecting an InDevR 2B Ozone Monitor (model 205) to the 
chamber outlet, with an additional air inlet since the monitor pump draws at a rate of 1.5 L/min. The 
monitor reported an average O3 content of 4.65 ppm in the outflow, equivalent to 13.3 ppm in the 
chamber. 
To simulate daytime conditions, a L.O.T. Oriel 300W xenon-arc lamp in a 200-500W LSH302 housing 
was positioned next to the chamber. A mirror designed to reflect light in the 280 – 400 nm region 
delivered lamp light directly into the top of the chamber where the samples were positioned during 
exposure. The chamber was sealed with a 90 mm diameter 2 mm thick quartz window by UQG optics 
with ~90% transmittance at the near-UV range. For “light” exposures the lamp was run at 225W. 
Readings collected with a Sensirion SHT/75 Temperature/Relative Humidity (RH) probe inside the 
chamber showed that use of the solar simulator lamp raised the temperature inside the chamber by 
around 5oC with a corresponding drop in RH. Since high relative humidity is a prerequisite for the 
majority of metal solubilisation reactions considered in atmospheric processing (Usher, et al., 2003) 
the readings from “light” processed samples cannot be considered representative and are included 
for completeness and to highlight any changes that occur in metal solubility without high RH. Samples 





2.9 Metal analysis of processed ash by Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission 
Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) 
Samples of ash that had undergone simulated atmospheric processing were compared against 
untreated (raw) ash by analysing ammonium acetate extracts in a Perkin Elmer® Optima 8000 ICP-
OES. 5 ml samples were mixed with 5 ml of 4% HNO3 in order to match the pH requirements of the 
apparatus. This work was carried out prior to elemental composition determination by XRF, and prior 
to modification of the processing chamber to prevent drying of particles during processing with the 
solar simulator lamp. 
Six elements were analysed during the run. Aluminium, copper and arsenic (also analysed in timed 
dissolution samples by ICP-MS), vanadium (essential for pigment synthesis in algae (Butler & Carter-
Franklin, 2004)) and cobalt (essential component of several enzymes in algae (Croft, et al., 2006)) were 
also quantified in addition to iron. 
2.10 ICP-OES versus ICP-MS 
Inductively coupled plasma devices represent a step up from older atomic absorption 
spectrophotometer (AAS) devices in quantifying specific elements in solution. The main advantage of 
ICP-OES is that the 6000oC argon flame in the atomisation chamber causes samples to emit photons 
with spectral lines corresponding to the specific elements they contain. The atomised sample emitting 
photons due to the extreme high temperature rather than absorbing them as in an AAS setup means 
that an ICP does not require element-specific light sources for detection, and a single ICP setup can 
detect multiple elements using pre-configured photomultiplier tubes with no need to change the 
device configuration. The Optima 8000 ICP-OES can detect up to 12 different elements in a single run. 
The main limiting factor for OES observation is that spectral lines for some elements can overlap and 
minor emission lines from elements that represent major components of the sample can obscure 
major emission lines from minor components. To check for interference, multiple emission lines can 
be selected for a single element with significantly higher readings at a specific wavelength providing 
evidence of overlap. The downside of this check is that it limits the number of elements that can be 
detected per run. 
ICP-MS devices drive atomised samples down a mass spectrometer quadrupole instead of passing 
them over photomultiplier tubes and determine elemental composition and concentration by mass: 
charge ratio rather than spectral photon emission. While MS devices have lower detection limits (<0.1 
ppb versus 5 – 50 ppb for OES devices, depending on element) they can also suffer from interferences 
that are hard to compensate for. For example, it is difficult to measure arsenic in samples prepared in 
hydrochloric acid because As has an atomic weight of 75, and so does 35Cl bonded temporarily to argon 
by the heat of the plasma. In this series of experiments, the processed ash samples were run in the 
ICP-OES because the ICP-MS had not yet been installed in the department. 
2.11 Water-soluble cations by ion chromatography 
Raw and processed ash samples on 47 mm polycarbonate filter papers (0.2 µm pore size) were placed 
in 50 ml sample tubes along with 10 ml deionised water. Sample mass was close to 10 mg so that 
sample concentration was close to 1 g/L. All samples were shaken for 90 minutes on a Stuart SB3 
rotary mixer at 15 rpm. After mixing, the solutions were filtered through Pall 32 mm Acrodisk syringe 
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filters with 0.2 µm Supor membranes into fresh 15 ml sample tubes prior to analysis by ion 
chromatography. 
Samples were divided for separate cation and anion quantification. Cation standards were prepared 
in the 0.5 – 10 ppm range with sodium, potassium, magnesium and calcium chloride from Sigma 
Aldrich. Anion standards were prepared in the 0.5 – 10 ppm range with sodium chloride, nitrite, 
nitrate, silfute, sulfate and phosphate, again all from Sigma Aldrich. Cation concentrations were 
determined using a Dionex DX500 ion chromatogram with a Thermo Scientific IonPacTM CS12A column, 
while anions were determined on a Dionex ICS2100 with an IonPacTM AS11HC column with an AG11HC 
guard column. Two Krakow ash samples were lost from the cation data set due to a leak and a pressure 
fault in the IC column. 
2.12 Temperature moderation and humidity maintenance in processing chamber 
The ambient temperature in the lab was fixed at 22oC. In order to maintain similar internal 
temperatures during “light” and “dark” exposures, the sample chamber was wrapped in 6mm internal 
diameter copper piping which carried ethylene glycol from a Julabo F32 cooler unit. The temperature 
of the chamber was monitored with a Sensirion SHT/75 temperature/RH probe while ethylene glycol 
was pumped through at varying temperatures. An ethylene glycol temperature of 5oC was found to 
yield a chamber temperature of 22oC while the solar simulator lamp was shining through the quartz 
window. 
To further enhance RH inside the chamber for the duration of processing runs, the stainless steel grill 
on which the sample filters sit was spotted with deionised water prior to each sample being loaded. 
2.13 Elemental Composition by X-Ray Fluorescence 
X-ray Fluorescence was carried out on a Bruker S8 Tiger Wavelength Dispersive XRF with a 3KW 
rhodium tube source. Samples were installed in the autosampler as 500 mg of loose powder in 
Chemplex Industries FunnelShape SpectraMicro XRF sample cups, with the powder contained by a 
layer of 2.5 µm pre-cut thin-film Mylar. The Quant-Express software packaged with the device includes 
an “Oil 2 µm Mylar” add-on that compensates for the loss of signal from the Mylar layer in the output. 
Mylar is known to contain impurities in the ppm range of calcium, phosphorus, antimony, iron and 
zinc. 
Reading from a 75 µm sample containing 50 mg/g of iron + 2.5 µm Mylar layer with either 0 or 999ppm, 
0 or 1 mg/g of iron: 
• No Fe impurity: ((75 x 50) + (2.5 x 0) / 77.5) = 48.39 mg/g before software modification 
• Maximum Fe impurity: ((75 x 50) + (2.5 x 0.999) / 77.5) = 48.42 mg/g 
The maximum possible addition to the iron signal from the Mylar layer is +0.03 mg/g or 0.062% for a 
sample containing 5% iron by weight. The contribution to the iron signal from Mylar is not considered 
significant. 
XRF detected fluorescence signals equivalent to 37 - 41% of the total mass of the samples. This is 
within the expected range for XRF analysis of coal fly ash, with the remaining ~60% of the sample mass 
taken up by oxygen (Tiwari, et al., 2014) (Santoso, et al., 2016). 
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2.14 X-ray Absorbance Near Edge Structure (XANES) 
Raw and processed CFA samples were analysed by XANES in the Sul-X beamline at the ANKA 
synchrotron at KIT, Karlsruhe, Germany. Readings were collected from samples on filters placed on 
Kapton tape. Readings were collected in the fluorescence mode with a Gresham 7 element Si(Li) 
detector. Beamline emission was set to 9.5 KeV. 
2.15 XANES standards 
The following iron-containing minerals were run as standards for Linear Combination Fitting of the 
coal fly ash samples. XANES spectra of the clay standards (illite, illite-smectite, montmorillonite and 
chlorite) were provided by Dr Angela Milne from the University of Plymouth. The spectra of siderite, 
pyrite and epidote were provided by Dr Konstantin Ignatyev, beamline operator at Diamond Light 
Source, Harwell. 
Standard Repeating unit Crystal structure % Fe %Fe(II) %Fe(III) 
Goethite α-FeOOH Dipyramidal 62.9% 0% 100% 
Hematite α-Fe2O3 Rhombohedral 69.9% 0% 100% 
Magnetite Fe3O4 Hexoctahedral 77.7% 33% 67% 
Ferrihydrite Fe2O3.½H2O Dihexagonal 
pyramidal 
66.2% 0% 100% 
Iron(II) sulfate 
heptahydrate 
FeSO4.7H2O Monoclinic 20.1% 100% 0% 
Siderite FeCO3 Trigonal hexagonal 
scalenohedral 
62.1 100% 0% 
Pyrite FeS2 Isometric diploidal 46.6% 100% 0% 
Iron(III) sulfate Fe2(SO4)3 Trigonal hexagonal 
scalenohedral 
27.9% 0% 100% 
Illite (Al,Mg,Fe)2(Si,Al)4O10[(OH)2,(H2O) 2:1 layer clay 5.5% 7.7% 92.3% 
Illite-smectite 
mixed layer 
(Layers of Illite & Montmorillonite) 2:1 layer clay 0.9% 9.1% 90.9% 
Montmorillonite (Na,Ca)1/3(Al,Mg)2(Si4O10)(OH)2·nH2O 2:1 layer clay 2.6% 9.6% 90.4% 
Chlorite (Mg,Fe)3(Si,Al)4O10(OH)2·(Mg,Fe)3(OH)6 2:1 layer 
phyllosilicate 
34.8% 53.5% 46.5% 
Epidote Ca2Fe2.25Al0.75(SiO4)3(OH) Monoclinic 
prismatic 
24.2% 0% 100% 
Feldspar KAlSi3O8 Monoclinic 
(tetrahedral Fe) 






3.1 Elemental composition 
 
Figure 5 Elemental composition of a 500 mg sample of bituminous coal CFA from Krakow, including a close-up 
of the concentrations of minor elements representing ≤0.5% of the sample by mass 
Notable features of the Krakow ash sample: 
• Krakow CFA has the highest Fe content and lowest Al content of all the ash samples 
analysed, at 7.5% and 8.5% respectively 
• Has the highest calcium content at 5.5% 
• No detectable arsenic or selenium, implying total content of <0.01% 
• Contains ~0.7% sulfur 





Figure 6 Elemental composition of a 500 mg sample of anthracite coal CFA from Aberthaw, Wales, including a 
close-up of the concentrations of minor elements representing ≤0.5% of the sample by mass 
Notable features of the Aberthaw ash sample: 
• Aberthaw CFA has a roughly 2:1 ratio of Al to Fe, at 9.9% and 5.2% respectively 
• Lowest calcium concentration at 1.2% 
• Contains no detectable arsenic or selenium, implying maximum content of <0.01% 





Figure 7 Elemental composition of a 500 mg sample of CFA provided by Shandong University, including a close-
up of the concentrations of minor elements representing ≤0.5% of the sample by mass 
Notable features of the ash sample provided by Shandong University: 
• Sample contains the highest Al : Fe ratio at almost 3:1, containing 12% and 4.2% respectively 
• Contains 2.8% calcium, half the amount present in the Krakow ash 
• Contains no detectable arsenic or selenium, implying maximum content of <0.01% 
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Figure 8a: 200 µM 
oxalate-promoted 
dissolution of common 
metals in 30 mg/L 
Aberthaw PM10 CFA in 
HCl at pH 2 over 7 days 
(10080 minutes). 
Figure 8b: 200 µM 
oxalate-promoted 
dissolution of minor 
metals and arsenic in 
30 mg/L Aberthaw 
PM10 CFA in HCl at pH 
2 over 7 days (10080 
minutes). 
Figure 8c: Rate of 
release of metals from 
200 µM oxalate-
promoted dissolution of 
30 mg/L Aberthaw CFA, 
in HCl at pH 2, as a 
percentage of total 
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Figure 9a: 200 µM  
oxalate-promoted 
dissolution of common 
metals in 30 mg/L 
Aberthaw PM10 CFA in 
HCl at pH 3 over 7 days 
(10080 minutes). 
Figure 9b: 200 µM 
oxalate-promoted 
dissolution of minor 
metals and arsenic in 
30 mg/L Aberthaw 
PM10 CFA in HCl at pH 
3 over 7 days (10080 
minutes). 
Figure 9c: Rate of 
release of metals from 
200 µM oxalate-
promoted dissolution of 
30 mg/L Aberthaw CFA, 
at 30 mg/L in HCl at pH 
3, as a percentage of 
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Figure 10a: 200 µM 
oxalate-promoted 
dissolution of common 
metals in PM10 CFA 
provided by Shandong 
University, at 30 mg/L 
in HCl at pH 2 over 7 
days (10080 minutes). 
Figure 10b: 200 µM 
oxalate-promoted 
dissolution of minor 
metals and arsenic in 
PM10 CFA in PM10 CFA 
provided by Shandong 
University, at 30 mg/L 
in HCl at pH 2 over 7 
days (10080 minutes). 
Figure 10c: Rate of 
release of metals from 
200 µM oxalate-
promoted dissolution 
of CFA provided by 
Shandong University, 
at 30 mg/L in HCl at 
pH 2, as a percentage 
of total content 
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Figure 11a: 200 µM 
oxalate-promoted 
dissolution of 
common metals in 
PM10 CFA provided 
by Shandong 
University, at 30 mg/L 
in HCl at pH 3 over 7 
days (10080 minutes). 
Figure 11b: 200 µM 
oxalate-promoted 
dissolution of minor 
metals and arsenic in 
PM10 CFA provided 
by Shandong 
University, at 30 mg/L 
in HCl at pH 3 over 7 
days (10080 minutes). 
Figure 11c: Rate of 
release of metals 
from 200 µM 
oxalate-promoted 
dissolution of CFA 
provided by 
Shandong University, 
at 30 mg/L in HCl at 
pH 3, as a percentage 
of total content 




• The 24 hour and 7 day solution samples from Shandong ash dissolved in pH 2 HCl were lost 
prior to analysis due to insecure capping of the sample tubes after dilution with 2% HNO3. This 
series of experiments is being repeated along with a wider range of solution conditions (see 
section 5) in order to generate a more complete set of data. 
• At pH 2 and pH 3, the dissolution rate of iron and aluminium is similar and proportional to the 
total content of each element. 
• Manganese is the most readily soluble transition metal among those analysed. 
• Despite being so low in total content as to be undetectable by XRF in either ash, arsenic is 
found to be readily released into solution at low pH. If resident As is 100% soluble after 7 days 
under the conditions described in section 2.5, then Aberthaw ash contains ~100ppm As and 
ash from Shandong University ~9ppm. 
• Copper is as readily soluble in Aberthaw as iron and aluminium, but almost no copper is 
dissolved from Shandong ash during the observed periods. 
• Lead is more readily dissolved in the Aberthaw ash than in the Shandong ash despite having a 
lower lead concentration. This may indicate that both lead and copper are present as less 
soluble mineral species in the Shandong ash, or that the Shandong ash has greater buffering 
capacity. 
3.3  Readily soluble iron quantification 
 
Figure 12 Comparison of exchangeable & non-crystalline iron in each coal fly ash sample based on 90 minute 
extractions with ascorbate extractant at pH 8 and ammonium acetate at pH 4.7, per gram of material (left) and 

























































3.4 Initial atmospheric processing 
 
 
Figure 13 Changes in transition metal solubility in response to simulated atmospheric processing. These 













































































































































































































































































 Light + heat
Figure 14 Water soluble 
anion concentrations in 
raw and processed CFA 
from Krakow. 
 
Figure 15 Water soluble 
anion concentrations in 
raw and processed CFA 
from Aberthaw. 
 
Figure 16 Water soluble 
anion concentrations in 
raw and processed CFA 
supplied by Shandong 
University. 
 




























































































































 Light + heat
Figure 17 Water soluble 
cation concentrations in 
raw CFA from Krakow. The 
processed samples were 
lost due to a leak in the 
system. 
 
Figure 18 Water soluble 
cation concentrations in 
raw and processed CFA 
from Aberthaw. 
 
Figure 19 Water soluble 
cation concentrations in 
raw and processed CFA 



































































Figure 20 XANES spectra 
of raw and processed CFA 
samples from Krakow, 
alongside standards 
identified as major 
components in the Linear 
Combination Fit, 
including a close-up of 
the pre-edge region. 
Spectra are manually 
separated by 0.5 relative 
intensity units for clarity 
and ease of comparison. 
Pre-edge close-ups are 







Figure 21 XANES linear combination fit results including quantification of identifiable species, for Krakow coal 
fly ash (A), and samples exposed to simulated atmospheric processing for 60 minutes in the dark (B) and under 

































































































Figure 22 XANES spectra 
of raw and processed CFA 
samples from Aberthaw, 
alongside standards 
identified as major 
components in the Linear 
Combination Fit, 
including a close-up of 
the pre-edge region. 
Spectra are manually 
separated by 0.5 relative 
intensity units for clarity 
and ease of comparison. 
Pre-edge close-ups are 








Figure 23 XANES linear combination fit results including quantification of identifiable species, for Krakow coal 
fly ash (A), and samples exposed to simulated atmospheric processing for 60 minutes in the dark (B) and under 







































The raw and “light” processed samples from Shandong did not produce viable spectra. This was a result of 
selecting too thick a shield on the x-ray detector, which blocked so much of the Fe signal that there were 

















































Figure 24 XANES spectra 
of one processed sample 
of CFA provided by 
Shandong University, 
alongside standards 
identified as major 
components in the Linear 
Combination Fit, 
including a close-up of 
the pre-edge region. 
Spectra are manually 
separated by 0.5 relative 
intensity units for clarity 
and ease of comparison. 
Pre-edge close-ups are 





































Figure 25 XANES linear combination fit 
including quantification of identifiable 
species for coal fly ash provided by 
Shandong University. Only the sample 
exposed to simulated atmospheric 
processing under dark conditions 








*The samples processed with simulated sunlight (Light) were processed with the temperature/ RH stability 































































Form of simulated atmospheric processing
Figure 27 Soluble iron 
content in Krakow CFA 
with and without 
simulated atmospheric 
processing according to 
90 minute ammonium 
acetate extraction 
(section 2.4). 
Figure 28 Soluble iron 
content in Aberthaw CFA 
with and without 
simulated atmospheric 
processing according to 90 
minute ammonium 
acetate extraction (section 
2.4). 
 
Figure 29 Soluble iron 
content in CFA provided by 
Shandong University with 
and without simulated 
atmospheric processing 
according to 90 minute 
ammonium acetate 




4.1 Oxalate-promoted timed dissolution 
Selenium contamination was a problem for all results in this sample set. Bottle blanks (blank samples 
containing only 2% HNO3, handled with the same containers as samples) showed an average of 4 ppb 
of selenium, equivalent to ~18 µg/g dissolved from samples. Sample blanks (collected prior to the 
addition of ash to the beakers in section 2.5) are placed in figures 8 – 11 at 1 minute dissolution time 
since a log graph cannot display zero. Selenium concentrations in the sample blanks are found to be 
equivalent to 60 – 75 µg/g across all sample sets, with the concentration never rising significantly over 
time. Combined with the lack of a selenium signal in any of the XRF spectra in figures 5 – 7, this implies 
that selenium is not present in significant quantities within the ash samples and simply has a high 
background. 
Manganese is also found in the blanks at concentrations equivalent to ~7 µg/g in all sample sets, but 
the presence of manganese in the XRF spectrum and increasing solution concentration over time 
shows that it is released from the ash as well as being present in the reagents as a contaminant. 
Arsenic was not present in any ash sample in sufficiently high concentration to register on the XRF 
spectra in figures 5 – 7 despite being within the device’s detection range and being found in all of the 
solutions. Aberthaw ash in particular releases close to 100 µg/g of As into solution within 1 hour at pH 
2 (figure 8b) and within 7 days at pH 3 (figure 9b). Conditions within natural seawater tend to rapidly 
immobilise arsenic (Johnston, et al., 2010) (Burke, et al., 2013) so ocean regions are unlikely to be 
affected, but As-rich ash may be a concern for downwind agricultural land. 
The ash provided by Shandong University is shown to contain ~50% more lead by weight (figure 7) 
than ash from Aberthaw B (figure 6), but the lead is found to be more readily soluble in the Aberthaw 
ash, releasing ~2% of total Pb into solution after 7 days even at pH 3 (figure 9c) compared to less than 
1% from the Shandong ash (figure 11c). Rate of release at pH 2 is not directly comparable after 1 hour 
due to the aforementioned loss of the later Shandong pH 2 samples, but at the 1 hour mark Aberthaw 
ash had released ~1% of its total Pb compared to < 0.3% from the Shandong sample. 
Iron and copper follow a similar pattern: while Aberthaw ash (figure 6) contains twice as much copper 
and 20% more iron than ash from Shandong (figure 7), Shandong ash releases almost none of its Cu 
into solution, less than 4% of its total Fe after 7 days (figure 11a) at pH 3 compared to more than 6% 
of both Fe and Cu leaching into solution from the Aberthaw ash (figure 9a) in the same time. Only 
2.4% of total Fe is released from the Shandong ash after 1 hour at pH 2 (figure 10a) compared to >4% 
from Aberthaw ash at the same acid concentration (figure 8a). By contrast, Shandong ash contains 
~20% more aluminium per gram (figure 7) than Aberthaw ash (figure 6) and dissolution rates are 
roughly similar (figures 8a & 10a, 9a & 11a). 
4.2 Exchangeable & non-crystalline iron and siderite – ascorbate vs ammonium acetate 
extraction 
The results illustrated in figure 12 stand in contrast to the results of oxalate-promoted acid dissolution 
discussed in the previous section- while the higher pH and less strongly binding organic ligands would 
lead to predictions of slower Fe mobilisation, the ammonium acetate extractant mobilises iron at 
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roughly the same rate as HCl/oxalate at pH 3 (~1% from Aberthaw ash (figure 9c) and ~2% from 
Shandong (figure 11c) after 60 minutes) due to the added contribution from the breakdown of FeCO3. 
Figure 12 also facilitates the first direct comparison of available iron in the Krakow ash compared to 
the other two types. The Krakow ash contains ~40% more total Fe (figure 5) than the Aberthaw, but 
releases more than five times as much Fe in a 90 minute extraction. The Krakow ash contains a similar 
proportion of FeCO3 to the ash provided by Shandong University at 0.8% and 0.7% respectively, but 
more than three times the exchangeable/non-crystalline Fe. 
4.3 Initial Simulated Atmospheric Processing – transition metal solubility enhancement 
Figure 13 plots the concentrations of various ionic species in the three ash types, in solution after 
ammonium acetate extraction and analysed by ICP-OES, while figures 14 – 19 plot the concentrations 
of various water soluble ionic species analysed by ion chromatography. The untreated “raw” ash 
samples were contrasted against samples exposed to SO2, NO2 and ozone under high humidity 
conditions with no light source (Dark) and under exposure to the solar simulator lamp (Light). This 
sample set was prepared before the issue of the lamp heating and drying the processing chamber was 
resolved, so Light and Dark results cannot be directly compared. Light results are included to illustrate 
the necessity of high RH for acid processing to occur. 
Six elements were analysed as stated in section 2.9. However, due to high detection limits for the 
particular elements and low solution concentrations, no soluble arsenic or cobalt was detected in any 
of the samples. Vanadium is significant for the Aberthaw ash, because 40 – 50 ppm was detected in 
the ammonium acetate extract despite the XRF failing to detect any. In the absence of other 
information, the highest solution concentration found in any Aberthaw sample (the Dark / high RH 
processed sample) is assumed to represent 100% of the vanadium content to allow for comparison 
with the unprocessed sample. 
The three ash types respond to simulated atmospheric processing to varying degrees. The ash from 
Shandong University does not appear to be affected at all, with Raw and processed samples releasing 
similar concentrations of iron, aluminium, copper and vanadium, within ±5%. The Aberthaw ash, by 
contrast, releases 50% more iron and copper, and more than double the concentration of aluminium 
into solution after processing. Krakow ash shows some response to processing, releasing 30% more 
iron and 50% more aluminium into solution, while copper and vanadium concentrations are 
unaffected. As with iron and aluminium, copper in the Krakow sample is significantly more common 
in exchangeable/readily soluble forms than in the other ash types. In both the Krakow and Aberthaw 
ash, “Light” processing does not significantly increase metal solubility, demonstrating the necessity of 
high RH for the reactions to occur on the particle surfaces. 
4.4 Initial Simulated Atmospheric Processing – ion chromatography of water leachate 
Figures 14 – 19 cover the results of deionised water extraction of common ionic species. The 
unprocessed Krakow ash (figure 14) was the only sample containing measurable quantities of nitrite 
and sulfite, indicating that the ash is not fully oxidised. These oxidisable anionic species are not found 
in either of the processed samples, presumably due to the exposure to ozone. The Krakow ash takes 
up significant amounts of exchangeable nitrate and sulfate during atmospheric processing with high 
RH and no photochemical enhancement (Dark), but despite showing no signs of enhanced transition 
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metal solubility under illuminated conditions with lower RH (Light), the Krakow ash takes up more 
SO42- and twice as much NO3-. Krakow ash contains ~5.5% calcium, which if present as calcium 
carbonate is known to form gypsum during atmospheric processing (Solmon, et al., 2009) (Ito & Feng, 
2010) (Rastogi & Sarin, 2006). This provides an explanation for the uptake of SO42-, although some of 
the increased SO42- concentration is accounted for by the oxidation of SO32- by ozone. The greater NO3- 
concentration under “Light” conditions suggests that temperature is a more important factor in NO3- 
uptake in Krakow ash than RH. 
By contrast, Aberthaw ash (figure 15) takes up much less NO3- and shows no measurable change in 
water soluble SO42- content. NO3 uptake is restricted under “Light” conditions, most likely due to the 
drop in RH limiting the formation of nitric acid on particle surfaces. The negligible change in water 
soluble SO42- content reflects the low calcium content (1.1%) in the Aberthaw ash. NO3- uptake under 
dark, high RH conditions appears to correspond to a rise in soluble Cl-, suggesting that Cl- is being 
displaced from particle surfaces by the high concentration of NO3-. 
Despite ash from Shandong University showing no measurable change in metal solubility with 
atmospheric processing (figure 13), the ash takes up more NO3- than any other samples in dark, high 
RH conditions (figure 16). Ash from Shandong is the only sample to release significant quantities of 
phosphate into solution, which may enhance algal growth in ocean regions deficient in phosphorus as 
well as iron. 
The cation chromatography measurements demonstrate that the alkali and alkali earth metal ions in 
the ash samples are not present in readily water soluble forms. Calcium is considered an important 
ion due to the buffering capacity of CaCO3 potentially inhibiting acid processing (Stockdale, et al., 
2016) and taking up sulfate (Solmon, et al., 2009). Despite the high concentration of calcium in each 
ash type (5.5% in Krakow (figure 5), 1.1% in Aberthaw (figure 6) and 2.8% in Shandong (figure 7)), no 
calcium was detectable in any of the water leachate. 
Potassium is also common in all three ash types but almost none was found in the leachate. 
Magnesium is the most available of the cations, but the highest leachate concentration (0.18 µg/g of 
ash) that occurs in the Shandong ash represents less than 0.1% of the total Mg content by XRF (190 
ppm, figure 7). Black carbon is known to have a high cation exchange capacity (Liang, et al., 2006) and 
with no alternative in the extractant to displace bound cations, little material can be expected to leach 
out. 
4.5 Initial Simulated Atmospheric Processing – X-ray Absorbance Near Edge Structure 
The XANES spectra collected from samples of Krakow ash (figure 20) have aspects in common with 
three standards in particular- the relatively featureless shape of ferrihydrite and iron (III) sulfate, the 
energy maximum at ~7134 eV of ferrihydrite, the shoulder at ~7148 eV of ferrihydrite and the shoulder 
at ~7125 eV of magnetite. Close examination of the pre-edge region supports the anion 
chromatography results covered in section 4.4: while the shape of the pre-edge peak resembles 
ferrihydrite in all Krakow samples, the peak centroid (Hicks, 2015) in the unprocessed ash is displaced 
from 7114.5 to 7114.2 eV, indicating a small but significant contribution of reduced Fe(II) to the 
spectrum. The processed ash appears to be 100% Fe(III) with pre-edge centroids of ~7114.5 eV. 
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Linear combination fitting of the normalised spectra of unprocessed Krakow ash (figure 21, fit A) 
indicates that iron in the ash is present as 60% ferrihydrite and 30% iron (III) sulfate, with the remaining 
10% composed of magnetite and epidote (an iron-rich clay similar to chlorite). The R-factor suggests 
that the fit is close but other readings raise issues with this interpretation. 
The elemental composition by XRF (figure 5) of Krakow ash is ~7.5% Fe and ~0.7% S by mass, which 
means that if 100% of the resident S is bonded to Fe as Fe2(SO4)3 it can only account for ~11% of the 
total iron. While XANES results are more likely to be accurate due to more frequent and rigorous 
calibration of the apparatus, there are also reasons to question the XANES fit. Each XANES spectrum 
is generated from the merged composite of scans from 3 regions on each sample to minimise the 
chance of an unrepresentative spectrum. The small downward shift in excitation energy of the pre-
edge and near edge peaks in the unprocessed Krakow ash caused by the Fe(II) content implied by the 
pre-edge centroid position may cause the whole spectrum to resemble ferric sulfate (which in turn 
resembles ferrihydrite, but with a slightly higher excitation peak at 7131 eV while ferrihydrite’s 
maximum excitation occurs at ~7133 eV) more closely due to its standard spectrum exhibiting a similar 
near-edge shift, while the true cause of the shift is the presence of an Fe(II) rich species that is not 
well represented by the available standards. 
The much smaller readings for ferric sulfate in the more oxidised, processed Krakow ash samples back 
up this assumption. However, the Krakow ash only contains ~4% readily soluble iron, which implies 
that the true ferric sulfate content is even lower and that at least one Fe(III) species or combination 
of species with similar XANES spectra to ferric sulfate are not represented among the available 
standards either. 
The second issue is the dominance of ferrihydrite in the spectrum, which is best discussed in the wider 
context of all three ash samples. 
The XANES spectra of Aberthaw ash (figure 22) are visually highly similar to ferrihydrite, and the pre-
edge centroid position of both processed and unprocessed samples indicate that they are essentially 
100% Fe(III). Linear combination fitting (figure 23) again shows very strong fits and reports that the 
iron in Aberthaw ash is 70-75% ferrihydrite, 7-10% magnetite and ~20% ferric sulfate. There is 
sufficient sulfur in the Aberthaw ash (figure 6) to produce around 15% ferric sulfate if 100% of the 
available sulfate is present as Fe2(SO4)3, so again ferric sulfate appears to be slightly over-reported in 
the fit and may indicate further unidentified species. 
The filters coated in ash from Shandong University were too light in material to generate viable XANES 
spectra for all but one sample- the “dark” sample processed under high RH conditions with no UV light 
source. Chemical extraction (figure 13) indicates that the iron in the Shandong ash is not significantly 
altered by atmospheric processing, and the Aberthaw Fe spectra do not show significant changes 
despite considerable enhancement of iron solubility, so the spectrum in figure 24 can be considered 
representative of the Fe speciation in the unprocessed ash as well. Although the signal is weak and 
close examination of the pre-edge region shows significant noise in the spectrum, the Shandong ash 
is again seen to be effectively 100% Fe(III) and resembles the structure of ferrihydrite barring slightly 
higher shoulders at 7135 and 7150 eV. 
The linear combination fit (figure 25) indicates that Shandong ash is around 85% ferrihydrite, with the 
remaining 15% appearing as ferric sulfate and a small proportion of iron pyrite. The identification of 
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iron pyrite may be an artefact of the ash spectrum shoulder at 7150 eV, and the pre-edge position 
shows no indication of any Fe(II) presence, and thus should not be given credence without further 
testing. 
All of the ash spectra show that the majority of the iron present is in the form of ferrihydrite. 
Ferrihydrite is a nanocrystalline compound that dissolves readily in water (Yu, et al., 2002) (Kraemer, 
et al., 2006), but the readily soluble iron content of Krakow ash, the most soluble ash, is only ~5% after 
90 minutes (figure 12). In addition, within the high temperature environment of a coal fired power 
station, ferrihydrite would be expected to undergo dehydration and aggregation/recrystallization as 
a more stable iron oxide such as hematite (Vu, et al., 2008). However, all of the ash samples are also 
high in aluminium. Aluminium substitution is known to inhibit the growth of crystalline hematite at 
high temperatures, causing iron oxides to remain as ferrihydrite (Schwertzmann, et al., 1979). 
Additionally, Al-substitution is known to reduce the solubility product of ferrihydrite by several orders 
of magnitude, slowing its rate of dissolution more as the extent of Al-substitution increases 
(Schwertzmann, 1991). 
This correlates with the dissolution experiments carried out on the Aberthaw and Shandong ashes- 
while the ash from Shandong University contains more exchangeable/non-crystalline iron according 
to ascorbate and ammonium acetate extraction (figure 12), its higher Al : Fe ratio (3:1, compared to 
2:1 in the Aberthaw ash according to XRF in figures 6 & 7) results in slower release of both iron and 
aluminium into solution (figures 8a – 11a). Krakow ash, with its Al : Fe ratio closer to 1:1, shows more 
rapid release of iron into solution than the others. 
At time of writing, no comparative XANES studies of ferrihydrite with increasing levels of substitution 
could be found in the literature, but an EXAFS comparison of pure Fe ferrihydrite and ferrihydrite with 
an Al mole fraction of 0.44 shows that the two produce nearly identical spectra (Adra, et al., 2013). A 
sample of 5% Al-substituted goethite was taken to ANKA, however, and its XANES spectrum is 
practically identical to pure goethite even with the larger crystal size (figure 26). This suggests that Al-
substituted ferrihydrite would appear in a XANES spectrum as indistinguishable from pure ferrihydrite 
and the Athena interpretation can be considered valid. 
Comparison of ammonium acetate and ascorbate extraction (figure 12) indicates that siderite is 
present in each of the ash samples, although in all cases it represents less than 1% of the total iron. 
Such a small proportion would not be distinguishable in a XANES fitting by current methods. 
4.6 Simulated atmospheric processing with stabilised temperature / RH 
With external cooling to minimise temperature changes and an internal water reservoir to keep RH 
high throughout the processing runs, the effect of “Dark” and “Light” simulated atmospheric 
processing on iron solubility in the three ash types could be directly compared. Seven samples were 
run in each set of conditions to generate a statistically useful spread of results. Krakow ash (figure 27) 
shows no significant change in iron solubility under exposure to SO2, NO2 and ozone in dark conditions. 
A t-test in Excel indicated that processing with simulated sunlight does significantly increase iron 
solubility, albeit only by a marginal ~15%. 
Aberthaw ash (figure 28) again shows a significant increase in iron solubility, of ~50% under “Dark” 
processing conditions and ~70% under “Light”. However, t-testing shows that the two sets of 
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processed samples are not significantly different from each other, so the influence of photochemistry 
cannot be considered significant in its own right. Due to a procedural error, three Aberthaw samples 
were processed without an O3 source (three further samples were run to complete the data set). These 
samples were analysed along with the rest and found to be unchanged in terms of iron solubility, 
indicating that a strong oxidising agent is essential for any significant solubility enhancement along 
with acidic gases and high humidity. 
Ash from Shandong University (figure 29) is again unaffected by simulated atmospheric processing. 
5. Conclusions and Future Work 
This series of experiments indicates that the majority of iron present in coal fly ash is in the form of 
aluminium-substituted ferrihydrite, and the primary determinant of iron solubility is the ratio of 
aluminium to iron. Selective extraction reveals that ≤1% of the total iron in the three ash samples 
analysed was present as siderite. The presence of this and other minor species may make the XANES 
spectra produced by ash samples difficult to accurately classify and may help to explain the high 
reported concentrations of iron sulfate which are not reflected in the results of chemical solubility 
tests. 
Lower concentrations of calcium carbonate, which inhibits atmospheric acid processing, explains why 
iron solubility in Aberthaw ash is significantly affected by processing while Shandong ash is not despite 
their similar iron content and speciation. The Krakow ash contains the highest calcium content but 
also the lowest Al : Fe ratio. While it exhibits the highest rate of dissolution of the three ashes, it is 
relatively unaffected by atmospheric processing and acid buffering by calcium carbonate is the most 
likely inhibiting factor. Setting up a timed dissolution experiment with the Krakow ash would 
demonstrate the difference in soluble iron content once the buffering capacity of any resident calcium 
carbonate is overcome, and early measurements have the potential to confirm or dispute the high 
concentration of ferric sulfate reported in the XANES linear combination fit. 
The simulated atmospheric processing technique has significant potential for further modification to 
better replicate conditions in a real-world polluted atmosphere. The lowest concentrations of NO2, 
SO2 and ozone generated by the existing setup are several orders of magnitude above the 
concentrations found in the atmosphere. This has the potential to generate synergistic effects on the 
edges of solid particles that could not occur at environmentally representative concentrations (Usher, 
et al., 2003). Longer term processing of samples with more dilute gas inputs would yield more 
representative results. This would require a combination of higher flow rates and lower 
concentrations of NO2 and SO2 in the source gases, or abandoning gas mixtures for continual in-line 
generation of reactive gases similarly to the production of ozone. A significant challenge would come 
from generating gas concentrations that are both stable and low enough to be representative. On a 
positive note, accurate detection of NOx with computerised logging is available in most air pollution 
labs so continuous monitoring by researchers during long term exposures would not be necessary. 
Additionally, the mirror that directs the light from the solar simulator lamp into the sample chamber 
to simulate daylight conditions only covers the wavelength range 280 – 400 nm, which does not 
include wavelengths known to photodegrade nitrogen oxides in daytime (Bayliss & Bucat, 1975). A 
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Chapter 4 Measurement of the extended refractive index of Green 
Fluorescent Protein via Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy 
1. Introduction 
The fluorescence lifetime of Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) is known to be directly related to the 
refractive index (RI) of its surrounding media  (Tregidgo, et al., 2008). While changes in solvent 
viscosity would normally drive changes in fluorescence lifetime by limiting possible energy shifts and 
shortening lifetime as solution viscosity increases, GFP’s “barrel-like” protein structure prevents 
external solution viscosity from directly influencing the fluorophore (Ormö, et al., 1996) (Suhling, et 
al., 2002b), leaving optical effects as the only remaining influence. 
Previously the group of Suhling et al measured the optical properties of GFP (Suhling, et al., 2001) 
(Suhling, et al., 2002a) using Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TSCPC) of bulk solutions in 
fluorescence cuvettes with 10 mm path length. Suhling et al noted that the natural radiative lifetime 
(theoretical fluorescence lifetime in the absence of any non-radiative decay mechanisms) can be 
predicted by the absorption spectrum in accordance with the equation proposed by Strickler & Berg 
(Strickler & Berg, 1962). Since the absorption spectrum of fluorescent compounds is related to the 
Refractive Index (RI) due to the polarizability of the surrounding medium (Garcia-Rubio, 1992) (Borst, 
et al., 2005), they predicted a relationship between the RI of a medium and the inverse of the 
measured fluorescence lifetime of a fluorophore in a series of samples of GFP in water/glycerol 
solutions. 
Their data demonstrated a linear relationship between the inverse of GFP’s fluorescence lifetime and 
the relative permittivity (RI squared), see Figure 3. Further experiments with other solvent mixtures 
including water/polyethylene glycol, water/NaCl and water/glucose (Suhling, et al., 2002b) confirmed 
that the fluorescence lifetime of GFP was influenced by RI rather than solvent viscosity. 
Suhling’s group exclusively analysed solutions of ~1 µM GFP concentration. In an aerosol droplet, low 
RH conditions result in solvent evaporation and progressively higher GFP concentrations. Due to the 
nature of GFP as an indicator for successful gene expression (Chalfie, et al., 1994) (Valdivia, et al., 
1996) its optical activity is most commonly monitored within different parts of living cells (Lee, et al., 
2007) (Manen, et al., 2008) (Zou, et al., 2005), within various organic solvents or saline solutions 
(Suhling, et al., 2002a) or in chaotropic (protein unfolding) fixatives (Chalfe & Kain, 2006). Testing 
under these dry conditions determines GFP’s applicability to the role of a probe for remotely 
monitoring aerosol droplet viscosity (Hosny, et al., 2013). 
Constraining small droplets of GFP in a sucrose and water solution in an optical trap allows the 
adjustment of solvent (water) composition in situ by adjusting the relative humidity (RH) of the 
surrounding air by varying the ratio of wet or dry airflow. Lowering the RH around a trapped droplet 
facilitates the measurement of fluorescence lifetime changes under low sucrose:water ratios that 
cannot be replicated in bulk solutions because of the crystallization of the sucrose solute. Within the 
optical trap, sucrose water solutions do not crystallize but become glassy under low RH conditions, 
meaning that the mass transfer of water throughout the droplet continues but at a dramatically 
reduced rate (Hosny, et al., 2013) (Power, et al., 2013) (Chenyakin, et al., 2017). This series of 
experiments uses a combination of optical trapping and Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy 
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(FLIM) to measure the fluorescence lifetime of aerosolised droplets of GFP in both water/sucrose 
solutions and pure GFP/water solutions.  Measurement of the lifetime of GFP in sucrose/water aerosol 
droplets, under very low RH, allows for the RI of GFP to be measured in conditions that were previously 
unexplored. GFP/water aerosol droplets were analysed under a similarly wide range of RH conditions, 
both to monitor changes in lifetime that correspond to changes in RI and to directly observe changes 
in droplet size as a result of hygroscopic properties. 
2. Methods and Materials 
2.1 Calculation of RI of sucrose/water solutions under different RH conditions 
A sucrose/water medium was selected since its RI and its hygroscopic properties are well defined. 
Tong et al. (Tong, et al., 2011) measured the refractive indices of a series of aqueous sucrose solutions 
at varying concentration and hence mass fraction of solute (MFS), as provided in equation (1). 
𝑛 = 0.071w2 + 0.1358w + 1.3339     (1) 
where n = refractive index and w = mass fraction of solute (MFS) 
This formula allows the refractive index of a sucrose solution to be calculated based upon the MFS. 
The MFS in turn can be calculated for an aerosol droplet from the work of Zobrist et al (Zobrist, et al., 
2011) which provides a parameterization for droplet composition at a given RH. The composition of 
an aqueous aerosol droplet is dependent on water content (the droplet’s hygroscopicity) which is 
determined by RH in equation (2). 
𝑎𝑤(𝑇, 𝑤) =  
(1+𝑎𝑤)
(1+𝑏𝑤+𝑐𝑤2)
+ (𝑇 −  𝑇𝜃)(𝑑𝑤 + 𝑒𝑤2 + 𝑓𝑤3 + 𝑔𝑤4)    (2) 
Where aw = water activity (RH expressed as a fraction rather than a percentage) Tθ = 298.15oC, T = 
293.65oC, w = mass fraction of solute/MFS (sucrose/water), a, b, c, d, e, f and g are fitting constants. 
The small difference between T and Tθ means that the values in red were found to have a negligible 
(<3 x 10-4, compared to the 0.01-0.07 variation between MFS values based on the known error in RH 
readings) impact on aw using values for d, e, f & g supplied by Zobrist et al. Rearranging the relevant 
section of equation 2 into a quadratic: 
𝑎𝑤 . 𝑐𝑤
2 + ((1 + (𝑏. 𝑎𝑤)𝑤 + (𝑎𝑤 − 1) = 0 
𝑎     𝑤2     +     𝑏     𝑤     +     𝑐    = 0 
And applying the quadratic formula (𝑤 =  
−𝑏±√𝑏2−4𝑎𝑐
2𝑎
) allows positive and negative values for MFS to 
be predicted based on measured RH concentration. The positive values were taken to be the correct 
MFS, and hence the RI of an aqueous sucrose droplet can be predicted from the measured RH of the 
surrounding air.  
2.2 Green Fluorescent Protein solutions 
A 2.9 mg solid sample of GFP was collected from a stock provided by STFC (see acknowledgements). 
The molecular weight of GFP is an estimated 27000 g/mol, so dissolving the solid material in 2.00 ml 
deionised water produced a stock solution of ~53.7 µmol/L. 1 ml of GFP stock was mixed with 1 ml of 
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deionised water containing 0.3776 g analytical grade sucrose (Sigma Aldrich) to produce a 36 µmol/L 
GFP solution in 0.375 M sucrose. The concentration of the GFP in the solution is therefore only a minor 
component of the overall mixture, by both mass concentration and molarity. Hence, the 
hygroscopicity of the generated droplets will be dependent solely on the sucrose to water ratio. 
It is noted that whilst Suhling et al. used lower concentration solutions, their fluorescence 
measurements were taken from bulk liquid in 1 cm diameter cuvettes as opposed to micron-sized 
droplets. The corresponding number of fluorophores in the cuvette experiments far exceeds those in 
the droplets. It was necessary to use higher GFP concentrations in order to generate sufficient photons 
from a ~4 µm aerosol droplet to take representative fluorescence lifetime measurements. 
A further solid sample of 1.4 mg GFP was dissolved in 1.5 ml of deionised water producing an aqueous 
GFP solution with a concentration of ~34.6 µmol/L. Lower concentration solutions did not produce 
droplets with sufficient fluorescence for imaging. 
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2.3 Sample delivery 
 
Figure 1. Experimental setup for trapping GFP droplets (top figure), and for raising relative humidity with the 
bubbler (bottom left) and lowering it with dry nitrogen (bottom right) 
GFP solutions were aerosolised by adding ~1.5 ml of solution to the reservoir of an Aerosonic Travel 
Nebulizer (Schill Medical). Droplets were carried into the trapping chamber via a modified 
Aerochamber Plus spacer (Trudell Medical International) to reduce droplet velocity approaching the 
chamber and improve the chances of successful trapping. The front baffle inside the mouthpiece of 
the spacer was removed to allow more droplets to pass through. Average droplets had a diameter of 
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≤1 µm, so trapped droplets were kept in the stream until multiple collisions had occurred and the 
trapped droplet diameter was ~ 5 µm. Larger droplets were harder to trap stably and tended to fall 
out before readings could be taken. 
The trapping chamber was a 1 x 2 x 10 cm aluminium cuboid with borosilicate glass panels above and 
below to admit laser light and similar panels on the sides to allow direct imaging of trapped droplets. 
Aerosol droplets were pulled through the system by a vacuum pump attached to the chamber outlet. 
The vacuum pump’s pull from the chamber was limited to 100 cm3/min using a needle valve, as higher 
flow rates tended to dislodge trapped droplets. An open side line was installed to avoid damaging the 
pump by restricting air flow. The pump exhaust was connected to the lab extraction vent. 
Figure 1 illustrates the delivery system to the trapping chamber, along with the alterations made to 
the setup to provide RH adjustment. Dry nitrogen gas, from the boil-off from a liquid nitrogen tank, 
was fed to the chamber at 100 cm3/min via a mass flow controller (Bronkhorst MV-301) to lower RH. 
To raise RH, the nitrogen feed was run from the mass flow controller through a water bubbler. Once 
the desired low RH was reached, the line from the mass flow controller was detached intermittently 
while the RH was monitored throughout each FLIM measurement. RH was monitored within the 
chamber with a Sensirion SHT75 temperature-RH probe (manufacturer stated RH uncertainty = ±1.8% 
over the range from 10% to 90% (Sensirion AG, 2017)). 
2.4 Optical trap setup 
The first successful attempts at optical levitation occurred using glass spheres in water in 1986 (Ashkin, 
1986), but the forces acting upon droplets and particles held stationary by “radiation pressure” were 
not well understood until six years later (Ashkin, 1992). When a coherent laser beam is focussed inside 
a sphere of different refractive index to the surrounding media (glass beads in water as in Ashkin et 
al’s early experiments; sucrose-water droplets in air in this case) the change in refractive index alters 
the path of the laser photons. This change in direction also confers a change in momentum, with an 
opposite change in momentum occurring at the surface of the sphere. 
Photons that reflect from the surface of the sphere rather than refract into it apply an opposing force, 
but the higher proportion of refracting photons is sufficient to counter the action of gravity on the 
sphere and hold it aloft, while the balance of forces acting on the sphere drive it towards the centre 
of the beam and hold it in place. Soon after Dr Ashkin’s observations were published, the first counter-
propagating dual beam optical trap was demonstrated (Constable, et al., 1993). This setup splits a 
single laser beam down two optical fibres oriented opposite each other, whose output is balanced to 
stably hold a particle in the path of the opposing beams. This configuration expanded the range of 
materials suitable for optical trapping to include very high refractive index solid particles (Horst, et al., 
2008) and non-spherical particles, as documented in chapter 5. 
The optical trap used in this series of experiments was a counter-propagating dual beam setup similar 
to the apparatus described by (Rkiouak, et al., 2014) (Tang, et al., 2014), using a 1064 nm Nd:Yag CW 
laser (Ventus 1064, Laser Quantum) split across a beam splitter and carried to their respective 
objectives by optical fibres. The top objective was a 50 N.A. 0.42 NIR Mplan Apo by Mitutoyo, and 
the bottom objective was a 60 N.A. 1.2 Nikon Apochromat installed in a Nikon Eclipse Ti inverted 
scanning confocal microscope. Measured laser output from the top objective was 11.4 mW and 9 mW 
from the bottom objective. The bottom objective employed a water interface with the chamber. The 
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photodiode power sensor (Thorlabs S120C) was not suitable for water interfaces so the true bottom 
beam power was assumed to be 30% higher than the measurement in dry air, so the actual bottom 
objective beam power was around 11.7 mW. The optical trap was positioned 40 µm above the cover 
slip with a separation of 10 µm. 
2.5 FLIM & droplet imaging setup 
The FLIM and FLIM/optical trap setups were first described in (Fitzgerald, et al., 2016) and 
(Athanasiadis, et al., 2016) respectively. Fluorescence was achieved with an NKT SuperK EXTREME 
supercontinuum laser using a prism and a 488 ±10 nm interference filter to select output to 488 nm 
to excite the GFP. 488 nm light was blocked with a Comar OG495 selective filter from the fluorescence 
detector, a cooled high speed PMT: PMC-100-1 by Becker-Hickl GmbH, used as the detector all 
operated through a B&H SPC150 TCSPC card. A CCD camera was mounted at the side window of the 
trapping chamber to allow brightfield microscopic imaging of trapped droplets. 
Multiple droplets were trapped and scanned at the highest and lowest RH the apparatus could 
maintain while stably trapping an aerosol, and at regular stages in between. Each fluorescence lifetime 
reading was collected over 300 seconds to allow sufficient fluorescence intensity to be collected for 
fluorescence lifetime analysis. The RH was stabilised for ~1 minute before beginning fluorescence 
reading, allowing sufficient time for the droplets to equilibrate to the environmental RH (Tong, et al., 
2011)). 
2.6 Data Processing 
Fluorescence lifetime readings were collected using SPCM application software (Becker and Hickl), and 
results were processed in Tri2 (version 2.8). Each fluorescence measurement was binned by a factor 
of 8 (17 x 17 pixels) with a threshold of 100 counts per pixel. A bi-exponential Marquadt fit was applied, 
and a Χ2 range of 0.8 – 1.2 was selected before generating a histogram of results. Sample readings 




Figure 2 Top: Example fluorescence lifetime images of the same droplet of GFP in sucrose/water at 40, 60, 80 
& 90% RH collected by SPCimage. Bottom left: time-resolved data plot of the 40% RH droplet in Tri2.  Bottom 
right: lifetime histogram of the same droplet, with lifetime on the x-axis and number of counts on the y-axis. 
SPCimage images were collected by B. Bateman of STFC from this group’s data set. 
Histograms of the fluorescence lifetime were analysed to obtain the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) 
of each fluorescence lifetime measurement. The mid-point of the FWHM region was taken to be the 
average lifetime value, while the upper and lower bounds of the FWHM define the error bars on the 
y-axis. The error in RI was calculated by defining upper and lower bounds of each RH reading using the 
known uncertainty in the RH measurements. This error range was applied to the relative permittivity 
using the Harvard formula for error propagation (Harvard, 2007). 
A graticule placed over the brightfield monitor allowed droplet size to be measured and calibrated, 









3.1 Dependence of inverse fluorescence lifetime on relative permittivity 
  
Figure 3 Inverse fluorescence of GFP versus relative permittivity of droplets composed of sucrose/water/GFP. 
The trendline based on Sulhling et al’s results alone is shown in red, while the trendline based on all viable 
readings is in blue. Readings collected at RH below the glass transition point identified by Tong et al are circled 
in red and excluded from the calculation of the trendline since conditions within the droplet were in flux 
during detection. 
The average fluorescence lifetime of droplets composed of sucrose/water/GFP were measured. In 
total three droplets were measured with each droplet analysed under multiple RH conditions, thereby 
resulting in 19 measurements in the RH range 17 - 90% and MFS range of 0.58 – 0.97. The relationship 
between inverse fluorescence lifetime and relative permittivity is found to be near linear, in the range 
of relative permittivity of 2.05-2.25, as shown previously by Suhling et al (Suhling, et al., 2002b), see 
Figure 3. 
In the region of overlap of relative permittivities, measured both by this study and by Suhling et al., 
there is good agreement and all measurements are within the error bars of the other experiments. 
This study has extended the measurements of relative permittivity beyond 2.14 and up to 2.35 thereby 
much increasing the measurement region. While the Strickler & Berg formula (Strickler & Berg, 1962) 
predicts a linear relationship between inverse fluorescence lifetime and relative permittivity, at the 
highest measured relative permittivities there appears to be a deviation from linearity. 
y = 0.3195x - 0.2187
R² = 0.936






















36uM GFP in 0.375M sucrose droplet 3
36uM GFP in 0.375M sucrose droplet 4
36uM GFP in 0.375M sucrose droplet 4 repeat
36uM GFP in 0.375M sucrose droplet 4 repeat 2
36uM GFP in 0.375M sucrose droplet 5
1.23uM GFP in water/glycerol (Suhling 2001)
0.37uM GFP in water/glycerol (Suhling 2002)
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Aerosolised sucrose becomes highly viscous at low RH (Tong, et al., 2011) This transition, according to 
Tong et al’s measurements, takes at least 20 minutes to occur. Due to the instability of particles in the 
optical trap at low RH (thus high relative permittivity), readings were collected at ≤20% RH as soon as 
the humidity reading had stabilised but while the particle was still undergoing transition. If these 
readings are excluded, the remaining readings (including those collected by Suhling et al) correlate 
linearly in agreement with the Strickler & Berg formula as stated in equation (3). 
𝑛2 =  2.9299.
1
𝜏
−  0.776 
R² = 0.936 
Where τ = fluorescence lifetime and n = refractive index (RI). The Suhling data alone produces a 
trendline with a similar R2 but a significantly different gradient, demonstrating the importance of 
testing the same material across an expanded range of conditions. 
Some heterogeneity is visible in the range of fluorescence lifetime values recorded in the GFP/sucrose 
droplets shown in figure 2, although the resulting histograms illustrate that the influence over the 
average lifetime measurement is small. The recorded histograms mostly show a normal distribution 
of lifetimes with no strong second peaks that would indicate heterogeneous regions within the 
droplet. 
3.2 Hygroscopicity and the refractive index of GFP 
The results documented in section 3.1, along with the work of Suhling et al., establishes the 
relationship between RI and GFP fluorescence lifetime. In this section, the RI of GFP/water droplets 
are calculated from the measured fluorescence lifetimes of the droplets by converting the 
fluorescence lifetime to refractive index using equation 3. 
In total five GFP/water droplets were measured with each droplet being measured at multiple RH 
conditions, resulting in 15 measurements in the RH range 11-91%. Figure 4a shows the measured RI 
of the GFP/water droplets versus RH. 
The RI of the GFP/water droplets rise with falling RH, as the loss of the water solvent, which has a 
lower RI index than GFP, causes the droplet to become more concentrated in the solute. The refractive 
index of pure GFP can thus be estimated by plotting the curve of RI vs RH and measuring the RI value 
where RH = 0. This value is likely to be an upper limit estimate since GFP (a 27000 Dalton protein) is 
anticipated to retain some associated water even under dry conditions. 
As expected, the refractive index of GFP/water droplets increases as the RH is lowered due to the 
droplets containing a higher proportion of the solute compared to solvent at low RH. The relationship 
of the RI of GFP/water droplets appears to be linear with respect to RH over the RH range investigated, 
with the data quality deteriorating at RH greater than ca. 80%. 
Assuming a linear relationship between RI and RH, and extrapolating to an RH of 0% i.e. completely 
dry air; GFP in isolation is estimated to have an RI of 1.68 ±0.07. The error bars are defined by applying 




It is noted that GFP droplets might be expected to follow a hygroscopic growth curve in which the 
uptake of water becomes more significant at higher RH. This behaviour is observed for simple 
inorganic and organic aerosol systems e.g. (Pope, et al., 2010) but appears different to GFP. However 
the tight grouping of lifetime values below 80% RH and especially at <20% RH lend credence to the 
extrapolated value for GFP RI obtained at 0% RH. 
 
Figure 4 Plot of Refractive Index calculated from RH using equation (4) (a) and volume fraction of water in 
aqueous GFP droplets (b) at a broad range of relative humidity values. The green and red lines define the 
upper and lower 95% confidence intervals. 
To estimate the water content of GFP particles at different RH, a simple mixing rule was employed 
using the volume fractions of water and GFP in the droplets, see equation (6). Where VGFP = volume 
fraction of GFP at a given RH, nGFP = refractive index of GFP, VH2O = volume fraction of water at a given 
RH, nH2O = refractive index of water and nmix = refractive index of droplet at a given RH. Mole fraction 
is more often employed in mixing rules, but given the large difference in molecular weights between 
GFP and water (~27000 versus 18 Daltons) volume fraction was deemed to be more representative.   
𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑥 =  𝑉𝐺𝐹𝑃. 𝑛𝐺𝐹𝑃 +  𝑉𝐻2𝑂 . 𝑛𝐻2𝑂    (4) 
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R² = 0.6316
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R² = 0.6316
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     (5) 
This equation allows VGFP and thus VH2O to be calculated from known nH2O, nmix values taken from 
equation (1) (using MFS values calculated from the directly measured RH of droplets), and nGFP 
obtained from the formula of the trendline in figure 4a. Figure 4b gives the estimated water content 
of GFP as a function of RH. The equation of the line shows that from the data VH2O should be very close 
to zero at 0% RH, as was determined experimentally. 
3.3 Droplet volume changes at different RH 
In order to check the validity of the plot in figure 4b, brightfield images of the same droplet were 
examined in ImageJ at high and low RH (figure 5). One image was taken at 17% RH, corresponding to 
a VH2O of 0.054 according to a rearrangement of equation (5). The other image was collected at 77% 
RH corresponding to a VH2O of 0.246. The volume of GFP alone at 0% RH, or V0, is fixed so the total 
volumes of the droplets under the two conditions are calculated to be: 
𝑉17 =  𝑉0 +  
0.054
0.946
𝑉0 = 1.057 𝑉0 
𝑉77 =  𝑉0 +  
0.246
0.754
𝑉0 = 1.326 𝑉0 
The brightfield images were collected from a static camera and record the area of the droplets (figure 
5). In order to compare areas, VGFP was fixed at 1 to calculate the droplet radii and thus the areas. 
Utilising the upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence intervals of figure 4b, the areas of the 
two droplets were found to be A17 = 1.210 – 1.316, and A77 = 1.329 – 1.480. A droplet at 77% RH should 
therefore have an area 1% to 22% larger than a droplet at 17% RH. 
Areas of the brightfield images were approximated by manually defining the region of each image 
covered by each droplet using the elliptical brush tool in the FIJI 64-bit iteration of ImageJ, v1.51n. 
Said regions were found to contain 711 (17% RH) and 812 (77% RH) pixels. 
812
711
= 1.142, meaning that the droplet at 77% RH is approximately 14% larger in area than the same 
droplet at 17% RH. This is not inconsistent with the boundaries established by the 95% confidence 
interval for the VH2O figures at the respective RH values and lends credence to the volume mixing rule 




Figure 5 imageJ measurements of the areas of a droplet of GFP at 17% (left) and 77% RH (centre). The droplet 
areas were defined manually by the “elliptical brush” tool followed by software pixel counting. The droplet 
areas of the droplet at the 2 RHs are contrasted in the rightmost image. 
4. Conclusions 
This chapter reports on a series of experiments that investigates optically levitated droplets which are 
composed of GFP. Droplets contained either GFP mixed with sucrose solution or GFP in deionised 
water. The results demonstrate that viable fluorescence lifetime measurements can be collected from 
optically levitated droplets containing GFP at concentrations above ~35 µM. 
The refractive indices for said droplets can be reliably calculated based on mass fraction of solute, 
which in turn can be calculated from the RH measured in situ. The combination of optical trap and 
fluorescence lifetime imaging allows droplets to be examined at a higher mass fraction of solute than 
is feasible in a bulk solution. Therefore the fluorescence lifetime of GFP could be collected at high 
refractive indices using trace amounts of GFP in sucrose/water solutions.  
Applying the trendline from the plot of relative permittivity vs the inverse of the measured 
fluorescence lifetime allowed refractive index values to be obtained directly and thus predicted for 
GFP in aqueous aerosol droplets down to around 10% RH. Bulk liquid fluorimeter observations by 
Suhling et al have monitored the RI of GFP at a mass fraction of up to 0.9, while this technique allowed 
readings to be collected at a GFP mass fraction of ~0.985. Plotting the resulting refractive index values 
in a humidigram allowed the RI of pure GFP to be estimated at around 1.68 ±0.07. 
The hygroscopic properties of GFP were observed by measuring brightfield microscope images of 
aqueous GFP droplets at low and high RH, and verified by comparing the changes in droplet area with 
those predicted by a volume-based mixing rule. These results show that GFP has the potential to be 
employed as a probe compound for aerosol droplets. The Refractive Index of pure GFP should be an 
asset to future researchers examining GFP’s optical properties in solution in high RI media like mowiol, 
and the FLIM/optical trap setup demonstrates that GFP aerosol solution concentrations can be 
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Chapter 5 Measurement of the Raman spectra and hygroscopicity of 
four pharmaceutical aerosols as they travel from pressurised metered 
dose inhalers (pMDI) to a model lung 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Respiratory drugs and drug delivery 
Respiratory ailments in the form of asthma and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) are 
often managed with inhalable drugs. These drugs include beta-2 agonists such as salbutamol and 
salmeterol, and corticosteroids like fluticasone and ciclesonide. 
Salbutamol sulfate and salmeterol xinafoate are both beta-2 andrenoceptor agonists, meaning that 
they target the beta-2 receptors in bronchial muscle cells in a similar manner to adrenaline (Reisine, 
et al., 1983), forcing calcium out of the cells thus forcing them to relax, and opening the user’s airways 
to allow easier breathing. Salbutamol (Ventalin™, Salamol™) has been a popular treatment for asthma 
and COPD since 1968 (Icha, 2007), while Salmeterol (Serevent™) was introduced in 1988 as a longer 
lasting alternative (Ullman & Svedmyr, 1988). 
Fluticasone propionate (Flixotide™) is an artificial corticosteroid that assists breathing by reducing 
inflammation in the lung lining (Harding, 1990). Whilst steroids are useful in managing respiratory 
conditions, deposition of the drug in the oropharynx suppresses the local immune system, and 
patients often suffer from mouth and throat infections such as oral candidiasis as a result (Lee, et al., 
2012), (Renner, et al., 2012). Fluticasone propionate is also supplied as a combination inhaler with 
salmeterol xinafoate (Seretide™) due to their complementary modes of action (Woolcock, et al., 1996) 
(Chapman, et al., 1999) (Calverley, et al., 2003). Pure compounds rather than mixtures were 
investigated in this study. 
Ciclesonide (Alvesco™) is a recently developed inhaled corticosteroid used as a treatment for asthma, 
hay fever and other respiratory ailments. In order to reduce the mouth and throat infections 
associated with respiratory steroid application, ciclesonide is designed to be biologically inactive until 
it interacts with esterase enzymes present in the lung (Mutch, et al., 2007) at which point it is 
hydrolysed to the active form desisobutyryl-ciclesonide; these enzymes are not found in the oral cavity 
to the same extent, and hence the potential benefit of reduced oropharyngeal side effects.  
Inhalable drugs are predominately administered by nebuliser, dry powder inhaler (DPI) or by 
pressurised metered dose inhaler (pMDI). Powdered nebulisers have been in use since the 19th century 
(Sanders, 2007), while cheaper and more portable pMDIs were invented in 1955 (Purewal & Grant, 
1997). The pMDI is now the most popular device for delivering drugs to the human respiratory system 
in Great Britain and elsewhere (Lavorini, et al., 2011). 
Modern pMDIs contain solid drug particles which are suspended in a liquefied hydrofluoroalkane 
propellant: most commonly HFA-134a (Cripps, et al., 2000) (Leach, 2005). Other co-solvents such as 
ethanol or oleic acid can be used depending on the drug (Bell & Newman, 2007). The solvent 
evaporates within a few milliseconds at ambient temperature upon activation of the pMDI (Stein, 
2006), generating a fixed dose, inhalable aerosol of micron-sized solid drug particles travelling at a 
wide range of planar velocities into the user’s trachaea and lungs (Crosland, et al., 2009). 
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1.2 Significance of relative humidity and temperature on delivery efficiency 
Drugs acting within the respiratory tract are only effective if the particle aerodynamic diameters are 
in the 1-5µm range since larger particles cannot reach the receptor sites inside the lungs (Labiris & 
Dolovich, 2003). Hygroscopic particles can increase in size and mass as they collect water from the air 
(Broday & Georgopoulos, 2001) which means that particles manufactured in the appropriate range 
when dry may swell to larger than optimal size and higher than optimal mass by the time they pass 
through the moist air inside the trachea and towards the lungs. While larger particles are less likely to 
navigate to the regions where they can be absorbed most rapidly, more massive particles have greater 
momentum, are more likely to impact the back of the throat than pass into the lungs (Mansour, et al., 
2016) and their direction of travel is less influenced by the Brownian diffusion processes that would 
drive them to their intended destination (Tsuda, et al., 2013). 
Previous work has shown (Tong, et al., 2014) that salbutamol sulfate deliquesces at around 92% 
relative humidity (RH). Deliquescence describes the phase change of a crystalline solid to a saturated 
solution droplet using water collected from the surrounding air. Temperature can affect the RH level 
required to bring about deliquescence in hygroscopic substances but the effect varies between 
compounds (Lipasek, et al., 2013). Temperature also has a significant influence over the saturation 
vapour pressure of air (Lawrence, 2005) so the air inside the lungs at 37oC and near-100% RH contains 
three times the concentration of water as outside air at similar RH and 20oC (Nave, 2004). However, 
temperature influences the kinetics of drug dissolution only, rather than the thermodynamic 
behaviour of solid particles, which remain relatively unchanged, and it is not expected to significantly 
impact hygroscopic properties. 
The rate of deliquescence dictates the rate of adsorption of drugs across lung epithelia, since a given 
drug cannot be absorbed until it has fully dissolved (Bikiaris, 2011). This lends a time-critical aspect to 
drug delivery since solid particles in the lungs are removed over time by ejection via the mucociliary 
escalator in the ciliated regions of the lungs or partition into macrophages in the alveoli (Hardy & 
Chadwick, 2000) and dissolution appears to be the rate-limiting step for the uptake of inhalable drugs 
(Bur, et al., 2010). If more of a given drug is removed in these manners before it is fully dissolved, a 
greater dose must be administered and the resultant side effects such as immunosuppression with 
corticosteroids (Lee, et al., 2012) and hypokalemia with salbutamol (Hung, et al., 1999) will have 
greater impacts on patient health. 
On the other hand, as mentioned in the previous section rapid deliquescence can lead to an increase 
in particle size that makes it more difficult for drugs to reach deep into the airways. Finding optimal 
values for both particle size and hygroscopicity is important for providing patients with the most 
efficiently delivered treatment with the least side effects, and is the primary motivation for this series 
of experiments. Additionally, a better understanding of the hygroscopic properties of drug molecules 
should inform which drugs are likely to be pre-wetted by the wicking effect of water uptake upon 
inhalation, thus kick starting the dissolution of drug particles upon impaction onto higher respiratory 
tract surfaces like the epithelium (Brain, et al., 2014). 
Investigations are ongoing into the hygroscopic behaviour of drug aerosols delivered by nebuliser e.g. 
(Haddrell, et al., 2014). However, the popularity of pMDI delivery for bronchodilation medication and 
the logistical difficulties involved in modelling the pharmacokinetic behaviour of medication inside the 
lung of a living creature mean that similar studies on pMDI-delivered drugs are justified. DPI 
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formulations have been shown to be vulnerable to high humidity conditions (Janson, et al., 2016) and 
the lower particle velocity of DPI inhalations compared to pMDI (Ibrahim, et al., 2015) also implies 
that high humidity conditions are a concern primarily for DPI devices. However, the sudden change in 
humidity surrounding drug particles from both types of device upon inhalation mean that changes to 
particles from pMDIs also merit attention. 
It is worth noting that the lung deposition rate of pMDI-delivered material is normally less than 10% 
(Newman, et al., 1981) and with optimised inhalation technique and additional equipment such as 
spacers (Dolovich, et al., 1981) (Newman, 1996) maximum possible deposition appears to be around 
25% of the total inhaled dose. Since larger particles are more likely to impact or be excluded by the 
processes discussed above, concern over hygroscopic particle growth is justified. 
This series of experiments investigates the use of an optical trap to stably levitate drug aerosols 
released by popular pMDI devices and Raman spectroscopy to monitor signs of hygroscopic particle 
growth upon rapid increase in RH. The set up allows for the control of temperature and RH to more 
closely mimic the conditions inside the human lung than conventional cover slip analysis. 
2. Methods and Materials 
The combination of optical trap, Raman spectroscopy and model lung was first described in Tong et al 
2014 (Tong, et al., 2014).  The optical trap uses a counter propagating dual beam (CPDB) trap 
configuration first described by Rkiouak et al. (Rkiouak, et al., 2014) and deployed in several 
subsequent experiments (Tang, et al., 2014) (Jones, et al., 2015) (Hunt, et al., 2015). This trapping 
setup is remarkable because it is capable of stably trapping micron-sized solid particles of non-
spherical geometry for periods of time up to several hours. 
2.1 Counter propagating dual beam optical trap 
The trapping beams were generated by a 1064 nm Nd:Yag laser (Ventus, Laser Quantum) passed 
through a beam splitter (Oz optics) and fibre-coupled into two single-mode fibres.  Each fibre output 
was delivered to beam expansion and collimation optics before entering the objective lenses. The 
laser power at output was 15 mW from the top objective lens and 10 mW through the bottom 
objective lens (figure 2). The asymmetry in power ensured that trapped particles were driven closer 
to the optical focus plane of the bottom objective through which the Raman laser is passed, ensuring 
better focus on the resulting images (Rkiouak, et al., 2014). The foci of the lasers were positioned ~10 
µm apart, which created a trapping volume large enough to stably hold 1-5µm particles for long 
periods. Once all useful observations had been collected from a trapped particle, the particle was 
allowed to fall under gravity to the cover slip by blocking the 1064 nm trapping beams. 
There are several reasons to prefer an optical trap to cover slip analysis. The most significant is that 
pharmaceutical aerosols are, until they reach the respiratory tract, suspended particles and attempts 
to recreate their conditions should be as close as possible. Interactions between collecting substrates 
and water can measurably alter the deliquescence point of hygroscopic particles (Eom, et al., 2014) 
with surfaces like glass reducing the deliquescence point of sodium chloride by 1.5% compared to a 
suspended particle.  Previous work in our group has also observed changes in particle efflorescence 
upon a cover slip compared to optical trap. Any particle landing on a cover slip will have part of its 
surface in contact with the cover slip rather than exposed to the surrounding air (see figure 1), so a 
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hygroscopic particle will form a water layer beginning with a halo around the contact point with the 
cover slip rather than across the surface dictated by the particle’s geometry and density of hygroscopic 
sites. The shape of the resulting droplet and rate of adsorption will both be affected by the presence 
of a cover slip. 
 
Figure 16. An illustration of the influence of coverslips on the formation of water layers on 
hygroscopic particles. Optical trapping allows particles to remain suspended as they deliquesce in a manner 
more representative of particles in vivo. 
This is especially important in time-critical experiments such as those reported in this paper. Optical 
trapping represents the best current option for making detailed observations of physical and chemical 
changes on suspended particles in varying conditions, and yields better resolved Raman spectra than 
particles observed on a cover slip due to the removal of interfering spectral features associated with 
the composition of the cover slip.  Optical trapping is typically superior for single particle spectroscopy 
when compared to other single particle levitation techniques, such as electrodynamic balances or 
acoustic trapping, because the optical setup ensures good alignment between the studied particle and 
spectroscopic probe (Hargreaves, et al., 2010). 
Optical trapping is easiest with spherical or spheroidal particles and droplets due to their symmetry 
(Ashkin, 1992). While the setup used in this work has demonstrated the capacity to trap non-spherical 
particles for periods of an hour or longer (Rkiouak, et al., 2014) (Tong, et al., 2014), particles that are 
closer to spheres are still easier to trap for the same reasons. 
2.2 Raman Spectroscopy 
Raman spectroscopy is a powerful technique for examining the functional groups and intermolecular 
interactions of substances, requiring very small sample masses and no sample preparation (Hirschfeld 
& Chase, 1986) (Vankeirsbilck, et al., 2002) and making it ideal for the analysis of micrometer-scale 
drug particles. Raman spectroscopy has much lower signal-to-noise ratio than competing infrared 
analysis techniques because of the visible range detection region, and because the scattering 
wavelengths are separate from those of the excitation laser, so the technique can be effective with 
very small samples whose absorption would be indistinguishable against a standard FT-IR beam 
(PerkinElmer Inc, 2008). These experiments use a Raman setup which collects back-scattered photons 
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along the same path as the excitation laser, but filtering the excitation photons with a Razoredge 
dichroic mirror and longpass edge filter combination (SemRock). 
Raman scattering was generated using a 514.5nm Ar-ion laser (Innova 300C, Coherent), with a power 
of 4.3mW measured at the laser focus. Each Raman spectrum was generated by a 30 second exposure 
to the 514.5nm laser. This is longer than the residence time of particles in the respiratory system but 
is necessary to generate usable and reproducible spectra. These wavelength and power settings were 
selected based on previous experiments (Hunt, et al., 2013) as they were found to cause minimal 
heating of samples over long periods of exposure. Raman scattered light was collected in the region 
of 540-1830 cm-1. 
Wavelength calibration of the Raman spectrometer was carried out using a cover slip with raised sides 
containing pure liquid toluene. The spectrum is collected from a focal point within the bulk liquid, 
away from the surface of the cover slip to avoid interference. The position of spectral peaks for toluene 
is well characterized and these are used as a reference for wavelength calibration. 
2.3 Lung-like Environment & Particle Imaging 
 
Figure 17 Top-down (A) and side (B) views of the artificial lung chamber  
(High RH conditions here defined as >93% @ 20oC) 
Trapping was carried out in a lung-like environment (figure 2) in an aluminium chamber of internal 
dimensions approximately 10 x 2 x 1cm, with borosilicate cover slip windows at the top and bottom 
to admit laser light and also at the sides to observe particles using a Mitutoyo M Plan Apo 20x objective 
lens connected to a CCD camera (Princeton Instruments, Spec10), opposite an LED source (Comar 
Optics). A monitor attached to the CCD camera allowed users to observe particles passing around, 
through and into the optical trap. 
RH and temperature were monitored using a Sensirion SHT-75 RH probe with a manufacturer-stated 
accuracy of ±1.8% RH and ±0.3oC. Raman spectra were collected within 3 minutes of reaching the 
desired RH. This is significantly longer than the 10 seconds recommended by the medical community 
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for inhalation, holding and exhalation of a pMDI dose but is necessary for adjusting RH accurately and 
for developing clear and reproducible spectra. RH levels were altered using N2 gas sourced from boiled 
off liquid nitrogen, using a flow rate of ~200 cm3/min through a Bronkhorst MV-301 mass flow 
controller. A lower flow rate of 100 cm3/min was used for RH adjustment of the Salmeterol particles, 
since higher flow rates tended to dislodge the particles from the trap for reasons discussed in section 
3.3. The input and exhaust ports were located on the same face of the cell in order to generate slow 
flow conditions around trapped particles and thus minimise turbulence that might dislodge the 
particle. 
The gas was either run into the cell directly (low RH) or passed through a bubbler containing milli-Q 
grade deionized water before entering the cell (high RH). For very high RH conditions, a water reservoir 
was added inside the chamber. While the bubbler could provide RH up to ~90%, the reservoir could 
generate RH as high as 93% at 30oC and up to 98% at 20oC. 
Salmeterol xinafoate, fluticasone propionate and ciclesonide were analysed at ambient temperature 
at high and low RH. Salbutamol sulfate was analysed both at ambient temperature and at more 
physiologically relevant temperatures by incubation of the microscope environment using Solent 
Scientific incubator components. 
2.4 pMDI injection 
To dispense the aerosolised drug into the artificial lung chamber, a simple connector was built for the 
pMDI outlet involving a flexible rubber cap with a rigid 6mm (internal diameter) PTFE tube protruding 
through it. The tube was connected to a similar tube on the side of the artificial lung by a short length 
of flexible silicone tubing. The chamber was washed sequentially in deionized water and methanol to 
minimise potential cross-contamination with other drugs. 
The propellant flow within the sample chamber carried material from each pMDI discharge into the 
path of the trapping beam. Drug particles passing across the side viewing window were illuminated by 
an LED and observed on a monitor. Scattering of the unfiltered trapping laser from a trapped particle 
was viewed on the same monitor to indicate the positional stability of the particle. 
Based on the stated mass per release of each drug, the density of the solid material (Zhejiang NetSun 
Co., Ltd., 2010), the assumption that an average particle is solid and has a volume of approximately 
10 µm3, a single release from each inhaler is estimated to deliver approximately 106 to 107 particles to 
the chamber.  However, many of these particles are lost by impaction onto the walls of the chamber. 
A single trapped particle, which is at least 2µm in diameter, has sufficient material to generate a 
Raman spectrum. 
2.5 SEM imaging 
Each drug was actuated onto a glass cover slip and coated with 10nm gold particles in a Polaron 
SC7640 sputter coater. The cover slips were attached to Agar Scientific 25mm double sided sticky 
carbon tabs prior to imaging on a Philips XL30 ESEM FEG. 
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2.6 Chemical Structures of the asthma drugs investigated 
 
Figure 18 Chemical structures of single molecules of salbutamol sulfate (a), salmeterol xinafoate (b), 
fluticasone propionate (c), and ciclesonide (d) 
Salbutamol sulfate particles were generated from a Salamol brand inhaler by Ivax Chemicals ltd. 
Salbutamol sulfate contains several polar groups and no long aliphatic chains, and its hygroscopic 
character has been documented (Tong, et al., 2014). Salmeterol xinafoate particles were produced 
from a “Serevent” brand inhaler produced by Cipla Ltd. Salmeterol also contains multiple polar groups 
but also a long aliphatic chain. Its hygroscopic properties are to be determined. 
 
Fluticasone propionate, generated from a “flixotide” brand inhaler, is manufactured by 
GlaxoSmithKline, and ciclesonide particles were generated by a “Ciclohale” brand inhaler also by Cipla 
Ltd. Ciclesonide is produced under license from Takeda UK Ltd. Fluticasone propionate and ciclesonide 





3. Results and Discussion 
3.1 Thermodynamic Calculations of Particle Hygroscopicity 
Thermodynamic calculations of aerosol particle hygroscopicity were carried out using the Extended 
Aerosol Inorganics Model (E-AIM) (Clegg, et al., 2001) (Engelhart, et al., 2011) (Ling & Chan, 2008).  E-
AIM is a thermodynamic model for predicting the water content of aerosol particles at different 
relative humidities.  The model is appropriate for calculating the thermodynamic state of the drug 
aerosol for a given RH, however, the model does not take into account the time dependent kinetic 
limitations of water uptake to the particle within the respiratory tract. Within E-AIM, model III is used 
and the UNIFAC model is chosen to calculate the water activities of the organic fraction of the 
investigated drugs within the particle at different RH.  The UNIFAC model parameterizes the molecular 
composition of the organic fractions of the investigated drug particle using a combination of structural 
and functional groups (Wittig, et al., 2003). The calculation of water activities of the sulfate group 
within salbutamol sulfate is also described by Clegg (Clegg & Brimblecombe, 1998). The type and 
quantity of UNIFAC parameters chosen to represent the four investigated drugs are provided in Table 
1.  It is noted in some cases exact matches for molecular composition, using UNIFAC, of the 
investigated drugs are not possible and in such cases the closest match was used.  Standard 
dissociation constants for the carboxylic acid and amine functional groups were used.  The model 
assumes that both salbutamol sulfate and salmeterol xinafoate dissociate into their respective ions 
dependent upon their dissociation constants. The formation of solid salts (salbutamol sulfate and 
salmeterol xinafoate) is disallowed since the activity products of the salts are unknown.  Hence the 
modelled hygroscopicity provides an upper limit estimate. 
The output from E-AIM allows for the prediction of the drug molecule hygroscopicity (Clegg, et al., 
2001) (Engelhart, et al., 2011) (Ling & Chan, 2008). Figure 4 shows the mass growth factors for the 
four investigated drugs. Mass growth factor is defined as the mass increase, for a given RH, normalized 
to the dry mass. It can be seen that Figure 4 predicts two distinct types of interaction. The beta-2 
agonists (salbutamol sulfate and salmeterol xinafoate) contain a higher proportion of hydrophilic 
groups and are thus predicted to be strongly hygroscopic, while the more lipophilic steroids 
(ciclesonide and fluticasone propionate) are expected to collect little water from the air even under 
near water saturated conditions. It is noted, that the bulk thermodynamic calculations in E-AIM do 
not take into account the crystal structure of solid particles which may block access to hydrophilic sites 
and prevent otherwise hydrophilic molecules from interacting with water in the air.  Furthermore, the 
model runs do not take into account possible deliquescent barriers to water uptake due to the lack of 




Table 8 UNIFAC parameters used for thermodynamic modelling of the four investigated drugs. Note that the salmeterol 
xinafoate is modelled as two separate molecules: salmeterol and xinafoate.  Also note that the sulphate in salbutamol 
sulphate is not modelled using UNIFAC hence its omission from the table. 
UNIFAC Group Salmeterol Xinafoate Salbutamol Fluticasone 
propionate 
Ciclesonide 
Alkane (CH3) - - 3 4 3 
Alkane (CH2) 10 - 1 1 9 
Alkane (CH) 1 - 1 4 6 
Alkene (CH=CH) - - - 1 1 
Alkene (CH=C) - - - 1 1 
Aromatic carbon (ACH) 8 6 3 - - 
Aromatic carbon (AC) 4 4 3 - - 
Alcohol (OH) 3 1 3 1 1 
Carboxylic acid (COOH) - 1 - - - 
Carbonyl (CH2CO) - - - 2 2 
Ether (CH2O) 1 - - - - 
Ether (CHO) - - - - 2 
Secondary amine (CH2NH) 1 - 1 - - 
Acetate (CH2COO) - - - 1 1 
Fluoroalkane (CF) - - - 3 - 
 
Ferron’s kinetic model (Ferron, 1977), as used in the International Commission on Radiological 
Protection (ICRP, 1994) provides a parameterization with which to estimate of the time dependent 
growth of hygroscopic particles.  pMDI particles are typically generated in the size range 2 – 5 m to 
optimally deliver drugs to the central regions of the lung. The Ferron model suggests that a 
hygroscopic particle of initial size of 2–5 m diameter will reach approximately 80–50% of its 
equilibrium size, respectively, within a typical 2–3 s long inhalation. 
 
 Figure 19 Influence of relative humidity on particle diameter predicted from chemical bonding  
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3.2 Drug Particle Crystallography 
The Mercury 3.6 program (Macrae, et al., 2006) was used to simulate the crystal structure of all drugs 
whose structures had been added to the Cambridge Structural Database run by the Cambridge 
Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC, 2015). 
 
Figure 20 Model unit cells of salbutamol sulfate (a), fluticasone propionate (b), and ciclesonide (c). Salmeterol xinafoate's 
unit cell was not available at time of writing. Hydrogen bonding within the unit cell is illustrated with a cyan line, while 
hydrogen bonding external to the unit cell (thus contributing to hygroscopic behaviour) are illustrated with red dotted 
lines. 
The chemical structure of salbutamol sulfate (figure 5a) shows hydrophilic sites across the molecule. 
The most likely crystal form generated by rapid solvent evaporation in air was first described in 1978 
(Leger, et al., 1978), with an 8 molecule unit cell (figure 5a) that shows hydrogen bonding sites on 
every face. Hygroscopic behaviour is inferred from this structure and has been demonstrated in 
previous experiments at room temperature (Tong, et al., 2014). 
Salmeterol is not found in the Cambridge Structural Database. Solid structures are variously described 
as either amorphous, or needle-like or plate-like crystals depending on the exact conditions of 
manufacture (York & Hanna, 1994) (Barjoan & Clotet, 2009). Salmeterol xinafoate is bound together 
by hydrogen bonding of the δ-positive amine group on salmeterol to the δ-negative carboxylic acid 
group on the xinafoic acid. The two groups are expected to cancel their respective charges, leaving 
few hydrophilic sites open to interaction with water while the particle is in a solid state. 
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As a steroid, fluticasone is expected to be lipophilic (Lipworth & Jackson, 2000). The structure of 
fluticasone (figure 5b) does have a number of polar groups. However, the documented crystal 
structure (Cejka, et al., 2005) describes a plate-like structure with any hydrogen bonding occurring 
along the plane of growth (figure 5b) resulting in water interaction only along edges, and likely to 
result in little or no hygroscopic behaviour. 
Ciclesonide (figure 5c) is found as either needle-like (Phull, et al., 2012) or needle-like and spherulitic 
crystals as well as amorphous solids (Feth, et al., 2007) depending on solvent type and evaporation 
time. Ciclesonide has multiple polar groups but the model unit cell described by Feth et al describes 
most of the oxygens arranged inside the crystal with the hydrophobic sites facing outward. Limited 
hydrogen bonding due to the hydroxyl and ketone groups on adjacent molecules have the potential 
to attract water molecules to crystal faces, but the hydrophobic nature of the rest of the exposed 
molecule implies that hygroscopic behaviour is unlikely. 
3.3 SEM imaging and Trapping Logistics 
 
Figure 21 SEM images of: (a) salbutamol sulphate, (b) salmeterol xinafoate, (c) fluticasone propionate & (d) ciclesonide 
SEM images of the drug particles were collected under dry conditions in order to determine shape and 
ease of capture. The likelihood of a particle being successfully caught in the optical trap is dictated by 
both particle shape and the number of particles generated per release. Salbutamol sulfate had been 
optically trapped previously on the same apparatus (Tong, et al., 2014). The thick, needle like shape 
of salbutamol sulfate particles (figure 6a) is well suited to entrapment for reasons detailed in section 
2.4, and the 100 µg per release dose of the available inhalers resulted in a successfully suspended 
particle roughly once for every two releases. Salmeterol xinafoate was significantly harder to trap and 
retain than the others due to a combination of its low dose (20 µg per release) and flat, platelike 
aggregate structure (figure 6b). Fluticasone has a similar crystal structure to salmeterol but a much 
higher dose (250 µg per release) and was more reliably trapped than salbutamol sulfate. Ciclesonide 
was similar in trapping frequency to fluticasone since its lower dose (160 µg per release) was balanced 
by a more spherical particle shape (figure 6d). 
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3.4 Raman spectrum changes from hygroscopic properties and additional compounds 
Hydrogen bonding with water molecules adjacent to the polar groups of organic molecules expands 
the range of vibrational energy states that can generate Raman scattering photons. This effect allows 
water uptake by hygroscopic particles to be monitored by Raman spectroscopy. 
All four drugs use hydrofluoroalkane HFA 134a/Norflurane as a propellant. The salbutamol and 
ciclesonide inhalers also report anhydrous ethanol among their ingredients. Norflurane contains four 
C-F bonds, each of which generate a distinctive Raman scattering peak at 1234 cm-1. This peak is not 
expected to be visible in the Raman spectra of the drug molecules, apart from Fluticasone which has 
3 C-F bonds of its own, due to Norflurane’s low boiling point (-26.5oC, (Lide, 1991)) at atmospheric 
pressure causing all of the propellant to boil off before readings can be collected. The spectra collected 
from particles other than fluticasone do not show peaks in the C-F stretching region, which implies 
that all propellant boils off before the particles are scanned. 
3.5 Salbutamol sulfate / Salamol™ 
3.5a Raman spectra and structural information 
Each salbutamol molecule contains a single phenol group, two aliphatic hydroxyls and a secondary 
amine. One molecule of salbutamol contains two ionised salbutamol molecules bound to a single 
sulfate group. The S=O symmetric stretches on the sulfate show a small but distinctive peak at 1154 
cm-1. The largest peaks in the salbutamol spectrum correspond to –CH wagging at 656 cm-1, aromatic 
ring vibration at 752 cm-1, C-C-O stretches in relation to the aliphatic hydroxyls at 784 cm-1, asymmetric 
hydroxyl stretches at 969, 977 and 1008 cm-1, phenyl ring vibrations at 1059 and 1074cm-1, a 
prominent CH stretch at 1257cm-1 (this bond can be found in figure 3 just above the ring) CH2 and 
CHOH vibrations again from the aliphatic hydroxyls at 1360 cm-1, a broad ring stretching peak around 
1450cm-1 followed by a CH2-N amine peak at 1463cm-1, and finally a strong peak at 1615cm-1 
corresponding to the phenolic C-OH stretch. All of these peaks (figure 7) correspond well with those 




3.5b Impact of RH and Temperature on salbutamol spectra 
 
Figure 7 Raman spectra of optically trapped salbutamol sulfate particles at a range of RH and temperatures. 
Above salbutamol’s deliquescence point of 92% RH, peak broadening is visible at the C–OH peak at 1008cm-1 
and at the C–NH peak at 1463cm-1, signifying water interaction with the bonds. Spectra measured at elevated 
temperatures (>20oC) were taken by Dr Hai-jie Tong’s research group. 
RH above 92%, the deliquescence point identified by Tong et al (Tong, et al., 2014), could not be 
maintained at physiological temperature (37oC) with the available equipment, so measurements were 
taken at 30oC- the highest temperature at which >92% RH could be maintained. The particle trapped 
at 98% RH and 30oC was small, hence the poorer signal/noise ratio. The contrast between the 
relatively dry and relatively wet particles is clear to see as the peaks corresponding to hydrophilic 
bonds in the wet particles are broader, and some peaks such as the hydroxyl peak at 1008cm-1 and 
the amine peak at 1463cm-1 are more pronounced. 
The spectral traces, recorded at similar RH but under contrasting temperatures, are very similar. 
Within the temperature range investigated (20-38oC), there are no observable temperature effects 
upon particle deliquescence.  The deliquescence RH is measured to be ca. 92% RH in agreement with 
the measurement of Tong et al (Tong, et al., 2014).  This implies that the temperature gradient 
experienced in the trajectory from pMDI to lung is likely to be unimportant in determining particle 
hygroscopicity; RH is the dominant determinant of particle hygroscopicity. 
The modelling results from E-AIM suggested that salbutamol sulfate would show significant 
hygroscopicity if a deliquescence phase transition occurred.  The experimental results confirm this 
model prediction. The presence of a phase transition and significant water uptake is in line with the 
high reported solubility of salbutamol sulfate (14.1g/L, (Walkowsky & He, 2003). Images were 






3.6 Salmeterol xinafoate / Serevent™ 
3.6a Raman spectra and structural information 
Salmeterol xinafoate contains several aromatic rings, an ether group, a benzoic acid and a secondary 
amine. Benzoic acid is distinct from both aromatic rings and carboxylic acids due to the increased 
conjugation (Kwon, et al., 1994) and shows distinctive peaks in the solid state at 1627 cm-1, 994 cm-1 
and 788 cm-1. These peaks are all present in our spectra (figure 8). Ring stretches are clearly visible at 
1580-1616 cm-1, 1400-1420 cm-1 (the multiple strong peaks denoting ring stretches shifted by the 
various adjacent functional groups) and symmetric ring stretches are visible at 1000-1028 cm-1, 1215 
and 1257 cm-1. A strong amine vibration peak is visible at 1204 cm-1. A sharp peak at 730 cm-1 
corresponds to rotational peaks from CH2 groups, as would be expected by a molecule with a long 
aliphatic chain like salmeterol. The ether group can be identified by small peaks at 554 and 1145 cm-
1. These spectra correspond well with previously published, well-defined Raman spectra (Ali, et al., 
2008a). 
Repeated exposure to the Raman laser caused some fluorescence effects in salmeterol xinafoate 
particles, so each spectrum had to be recorded on a freshly captured particle. The Raman laser was 
blocked except during the collection of spectra in order to minimise the effect.  The fluorescence 
activity that occurs in salmeterol xinafoate after prolonged exposure to the Raman laser may possibly 
be avoided in future experiments by using a longer excitation wavelength. 
3.6b Impact of RH on salmeterol spectra 
 
Figure 8 Raman spectra of salmeterol xinafoate at a range of RH values. Even at 95% RH, the amine vibrational 
peak at 1204cm-1 and carboxylic acid stretching peak at 1420cm-1 do not show signs of broadening, contrary to 
the predicted behaviour modelled by E-AIM. Intensity changes on the aromatic ring stretches at different RH 




According to the Raman spectra collected in figure 8, salmeterol xinafoate does not demonstrate any 
visible broadening around peaks corresponding to either salmeterol’s amine group or the carboxylic 
acid group on its xinafoic acid partner upon RH enhancement.  This suggests that the salt does not 
undergo a deliquescent phase transition.  The modelling results from E-AIM suggested that salmeterol 
xinafoate would show significant hygroscopicity if a deliquescence phase transition occurred.  The 
observed lack of deliquescence is in line with the low predicted solubility of salmeterol xinafoate (22.6 
mg/L according to ALOGPS (Tetko, 2001)). 
The hygroscopic behaviour of salmeterol xinafoate, as predicted by E-AIM, may be limited by the steric 
hindrance of the hydrophilic sites by hydrophobic structures arranged around them in solid crystals. 
The relative enhancement of peaks corresponding to aromatic ring stretches at 650, 1000 and 1580 
cm-1 imply some interaction with water around some or all of the aromatic rings in salmeterol 
xinafoate at >88% RH. Most likely, the presence of the hydroxyl and carboxylate groups on the 
aromatic xinafoate section of the drug enhances water interaction. 
3.7 Fluticasone propionate / Flixotide 
3.7a Raman spectra and structural information 
Fluticasone contains several distinctive bonding types that would be expected to yield distinctive 
peaks in any resulting Raman spectra: a phenone, an ester, a thioether and three C-F bonds across the 
molecule. Fluticasone has been imaged by Raman spectroscopy previously and its spectra interpreted 
in depth (Ali, et al., 2008b) (Rogueda, et al., 2011) (Theophilus, et al., 2006) (Wang, et al., 2014), which 
provides useful references for the spectra generated here. 
The raw fluticasone propionate spectra contained a very sharp and strong peak at 640 - 650 cm-1. This 
peak was not observed in other spectra in the literature.  We believe this peak to be an artefact caused 
by second harmonic resonance effect from the 1064 nm trapping laser.  Confirmation of the spectral 
artefact was achieved by measuring spectra of fluticasone propionate recorded on the cover slip 
without the trapping laser present.  These spectra did not contain the peak.  We have removed this 
artificial peak from the spectra shown in Figure 9.  
The strongest peak in the spectrum of fluticasone is the C=O vibration at 1659cm-1, followed by the –
CH3 symmetric stretch (there are 4 –CH3 groups in Fluticasone) at 1606cm-1. –CH2 and –CH stretches 
occur at around 1380 and 1330 cm-1 respectively and highly distinctive C-F and S-C-F bands occur at 
1234cm-1 and 1022cm-1. Fluticasone is the only compound among the samples that contains a C-F 
bond, and generated the only spectra showing C-F stretching peaks. This implies that that in all 
samples the Norflurane propellant had fully evaporated prior to analysis. The phenone group registers 





3.7b Impact of RH on fluticasone spectra 
 
Figure 9 Raman spectra of fluticasone propionate at a range of RH values. The C-F stretching peak at 888 cm-1 
is present in this spectrum but not the others, confirming that the Norflurane propellant discussed in section 
3.4 has boiled off 
The spectrum collected at 80% RH was from a small particle- around 1µm in diameter. This accounts 
for the greater noise in the signals. Otherwise, no peaks are displaced or strongly deformed by the rise 
in relative humidity. Fluticasone shows no signs of hygroscopic behaviour, in agreement with the 
results from E-AIM. Water solubility is low (11.4 mg/L) as predicted by ALOGPS (Tetko, 2001). 
3.8 Ciclesonide / Alvesco™ 
3.8a Raman spectra and structural information 
Ciclesonide (Feth, et al., 2008) has a diverse selection of functional groups, which generates a 
complicated Raman spectrum. The largest peak at 1654cm-1 (figure 10) represents the stretching 
vibration of an α, β-unsaturated carbonyl, while the adjacent peak at 1601cm-1 shows the 
neighbouring C=C bond. Ciclesonide contains four -CH3 groups and this corresponds to another large, 
broad peak at 1443cm-1. The three ether bonds generate another large peak at 1112cm-1, and the 
single ester linkage appears at 1242cm-1. Ciclesonide has a single hydroxyl group attached to a six-
membered saturated ring, and a matching “cyclic alcohol” stretch appears at 1029cm-1. The C-C 
stretches of the two saturated six-membered rings are found at 963cm-1. Multiple small peaks around 
800-900cm-1 represent ring deformation in the phenol group adjacent to the saturated rings. Another 
region of small peaks around 1330cm-1 corresponds to the various symmetric and antisymmetric 





3.8b Impact of RH and Temperature on Ciclesonide Spectra 
 
Figure 10 Raman spectra of ciclesonide at a range of RH values. The spectra show no signs of hygroscopic 
behaviour at up to 98% RH. 
As a steroid, ciclesonide is not very hydrophilic and does not contain many polar groups. The crystal 
structure shows very little opportunity for water uptake on surfaces, and E-AIM predicts that 
ciclesonide has the lowest hygroscopic potential of any of the drugs analysed. Calculated water 
solubility is also the lowest of all the drugs (1.57mg/L, (Tetko, 2001)). It would not be expected to show 
hygroscopic behaviour, and no such behaviour was observed in the Raman spectra compiled in figure 
10. 
3.9 Specific advantages and limitations of procedure to drug delivery 
The advantages of this setup and analytical technique to the examination of inhalable drugs do merit 
some discussion in addition to the general benefits of optical trapping over cover slip analysis 
documented in section 2.1. The current setup can monitor particle size with an external camera as 
well as directly monitoring water interactions with hydrophilic functional groups on particles by 
examining the Raman spectrum. On-board RH monitoring can determine deliquescence points for new 
drugs, or verify those of existing drugs, to a high degree of accuracy, factoring in the crystal structures 
of particles as well as their chemical structure in a manner that is difficult to reproduce with software 
modelling alone. 
The main limitation of the technique is the length of time required to collect each Raman spectrum. 
Since deliquescence occurs faster than the thirty seconds required for the 514nm setup to generate a 




apparatus. Also, photosensitive compounds like salmeterol xinafoate have to be regularly replaced 
due to photodegradation of particle surfaces which negates the advantage of being able to observe a 
specific particle before and after deliquescence. This issue may be avoided by employing a longer 
wavelength of Raman laser, although this will require either a much more intense source or a longer 
exposure time to produce viable spectra. 
4. Conclusions 
This series of experiments has demonstrated a viable technique for examining individual particles of 
inhalable drugs supplied by pMDIs. With little modification, such as by attaching a vacuum pump to 
the outlet port of the sample chamber, this experimental setup may also be used to examine single 
particles from Dry Powder Inhalation devices. 
The Raman spectra of four optically trapped drug particles (salbutamol sulfate, salmeterol xinafoate, 
fluticasone propionate and ciclesonide) were measured within a model lung. The model lung allowed 
for modification of local RH to test the drugs for hygroscopic behaviour, while the optical trap 
eliminated any surface effects from water droplets forming around a solid particle on a cover slip. 
Raman spectroscopy allowed for the direct observation of the hydrogen bonding with water in 
hydrophilic groups, where the broadening of peaks indicates hygroscopicity. 
Spectral peak broadening was observed in salbutamol sulfate particles above their deliquescence 
point at 92% RH, at room temperature and more physiologically relevant temperatures, while spectra 
remained similar to dry particles at lower RH regardless of temperature within the observed range. 
Salmeterol xinafoate shows some spectral changes to the intensities of the peaks corresponding to its 
aromatic rings, but does not show any changes to the more hydrophilic functional groups which is 
interpreted as no deliquescence at RH up to 95%. Fluticasone propionate and ciclesonide show no 
hygroscopic properties at all, as would be expected with their lipophilic composition, low water 
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The preceding work has demonstrated the viability of a series of modern analytical techniques, 
alongside more established procedures, applied to increasing the collective understanding of the 
chemistry of aerosol particles in different controlled atmospheric conditions. 
XANES was found to be a reliable semi-quantitative technique for estimating the Fe solubility of 
mineral aerosol samples based on best fits of the observed speciation, with some reservations. As with 
any analytical technique the quality of the fit is dependent on the quality of the range of standards. 
Selecting standards appropriate to the Fe species most likely to be present in samples is essential and 
thus prior knowledge of the sample geology through chemical extraction and/or XRD is advantageous 
to any attempt at analysis. Furthermore, a solid understanding of the beamline environment is crucial 
to predicting the complications that can arise from placing samples and standards in such a place. The 
dehydration of hydrated chloride salts and presently unexplained changes in standard spectra, seen 
in chapter 2, stand as prime examples of said complications. 
Additionally, iron oxalate was considered for use as a standard for determining the effects of natural 
atmospheric organic ligands on dust and haze samples, but the energy of the beamline caused the 
standard to break down before useful readings could be taken and thus the standard was not included 
in the set. 
Directly collected particulate ship emissions were analysed by XANES for the first time and were found 
to be similar to oil fly ash from power stations, containing highly soluble ferric sulfate as a major 
component of total Fe, although the proportion was seen to vary with fuel and engine type. The results 
demonstrate the merits of further investigation, particularly due to the role of ship emissions in global 
Fe distribution for atmosphere/ocean models. 
The analysis of particulate samples from biomass burning indicate that the majority of Fe mobilised 
by large scale natural and agricultural combustion is present in the form of <60 µm sized mineral dust 
particles carried into the air by the more vigorous Brownian motion caused by the heat. While this 
provides a possible explanation for the wide variation in Fe solubility found in biomass ash in the 
literature, the low relative concentration of Fe in the ash itself meant that determining speciation was 
not feasible with the available samples. 
The analysis of diesel emissions, meanwhile, appeared to indicate the presence of significant 
quantities of copper chloride among the particulates released by a model Euro-5 engine. XANES 
analysis implies that chlorinated organic molecules represent the majority of chlorine in the samples, 
but this cannot be stated for certain due to the aforementioned impacts of beamline conditions on 
the standards and therefore also the samples. The presence of chlorinated organics has implications 
for human health, but the copper chloride that is most likely released by copper-based oxidation 
catalyst regeneration cycles is of wider concern to the chemistry of the troposphere. Further sampling 
and analysis of newer Euro-6 engines for the same particulate emissions is highly recommended. 
Analysis of the solubility of various elements  (including Fe) in coal fly ash, and the response of Fe in 
ashes from three different power stations to simulated atmospheric processing, presented new 
information on speciation and the influence of other elements thereon. While the XANES fitting of all 
three ash types showed that ferrihydrite is the dominant Fe species, the relatively low solubility of 
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samples is indicative of heavy Al-substitution in the ferrihydrite crystal structure, and the rate of Al 
substitution appears to directly affect solubility. The high reported ferric sulfate content in most of 
the spectra are not reflected in solubility studies, casting doubt on the accuracy of the fittings and 
demonstrating the need for an expanded range of appropriate standards. 
Simulated atmospheric processing was only seen to increase Fe solubility significantly in one of the 
three ash types, apparently in response to limited buffering capacity in that particular sample from 
low Ca content. Further processing experimentation with more representative timeframes and 
oxidising gas concentrations has the potential to yield more detailed information. 
The remaining work was focussed on the influence of changes in relative humidity on the behaviour 
of suspended organic particulates. FLIM imaging of solutions of Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) 
allowed the observation of changes in fluorescence lifetime caused by changes to the concentration 
of the surrounding solution, brought about by adjusting the relative humidity of the air around the 
trapped droplet. Repeated observations allowed a trendline to be constructed along with literature 
values to predict the refractive index of GFP in isolation, which has the potential to become a useful 
reference for researchers planning to use GFP as an aerosol probe or in high refractive index media. 
Concern about the substantial rise in relative humidity and temperature surrounding inhalable 
pharmaceuticals as they travel from the outside air into the lungs of patients prompted the research 
presented in chapter 5. Monitoring hygroscopicity by observing changes in the Raman spectra of the 
hydrophilic functional groups of four asthma drugs was found to be effective, although the time 
required to develop a spectrum means that the timescales involved are not directly applicable to 
modelling the conditions of pharmaceutical application. 
Salbutamol sulfate was seen to have hygroscopic properties, but SEM observation of particle size and 
modelling of hygroscopic growth implies that the drug particles would still be in the optimal size range 
to be rapidly absorbed in the lungs after gathering a water layer from the warm, wet air inside the 
respiratory system. Salmeterol xinafoate was not found to have hygroscopic properties despite its 
large number of hydrophilic sites due to the orientation of those sites in the crystal structure. The two 
steroid aerosols, ciclesonide and fluticasone propionate, were not expected to exhibit hygroscopic 
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Particle inhalation is an effective and rapid delivery method for a variety of pharmaceuticals, 
particularly bronchodilation drugs used for treating asthma and COPD. Conditions of relative humidity 
and temperature inside the lungs are generally very different from the outside ambient air, with the 
lung typically being warmer and more humid. Changes in humidity, from inhaler to lung, can cause 
hygroscopic phase transitions and particle growth.  Increasing particle size and mass can negatively 
affect particle deposition within the lung leading to inefficient treatment, while deliquescence prior 
to impaction is liable to accelerate drug uptake.  To better understand the hygroscopic properties of 
four pharmaceutical aerosol particles; pharmaceutical particles from four commercially available 
pressurised metered dose inhalers (pMDIs) were stably captured in an optical trap, and their 
composition was examined online via Raman spectroscopy.  Micron-sized particles of salbutamol 
sulfate, salmeterol xinafoate, fluticasone propionate and ciclesonide were levitated and examined 
over a range of relative humidity values inside a chamber designed to be capable of mimicking 
conditions within the respiratory tract. The effect of temperature upon hygroscopicity was also 
investigated for salbutamol sulfate particles. Salbutamol sulfate was found to have significant 
hygroscopicity, salmeterol xinafoate showed some hygroscopic interactions, whilst fluticasone 
propionate and ciclesonide revealed no observable hygroscopicity. Thermodynamic and structural 
modelling is used to explain the observed experimental results. 
 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Respiratory drugs and drug delivery 
Respiratory ailments in the form of asthma and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) are 
often managed with inhalable drugs. These drugs include beta-2 agonists such as salbutamol and 
salmeterol, and corticosteroids like fluticasone and ciclesonide. 
Salbutamol sulfate and salmeterol xinafoate are both beta-2 andrenoceptor agonists, meaning that 
they target the beta-2 receptors in bronchial muscle cells in a similar manner to adrenaline (Reisine, 
et al., 1983), forcing calcium out of the cells thus forcing them to relax, and opening the user’s airways 
to allow easier breathing. Salbutamol (Ventalin™, Salamol™) has been a popular treatment for asthma 
and COPD since 1968 (Icha, 2007), while Salmeterol (Serevent™) was introduced in 1988 as a longer 
lasting alternative (Ullman & Svedmyr, 1988). 
Fluticasone propionate (Flixotide™) is an artificial corticosteroid that assists breathing by reducing 
inflammation in the lung lining (Harding, 1990). Whilst steroids are useful in managing respiratory 
conditions, deposition of the drug in the oropharynx suppresses the local immune system, and 
patients often suffer from mouth and throat infections such as oral candidiasis as a result (Lee, et al., 
2012), (Renner, et al., 2012). Fluticasone propionate is also supplied as a combination inhaler with 
salmeterol xinafoate (Seretide™) due to their complementary modes of action (Woolcock, et al., 1996) 
(Chapman, et al., 1999) (Calverley, et al., 2003). Pure compounds rather than mixtures were 
investigated in this study. 
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Ciclesonide (Alvesco™) is a recently developed inhaled corticosteroid used as a treatment for asthma, 
hay fever and other respiratory ailments. In order to reduce the mouth and throat infections 
associated with respiratory steroid application, ciclesonide is designed to be biologically inactive until 
it interacts with esterase enzymes present in the lung (Mutch, et al., 2007) at which point it is 
hydrolysed to the active form desisobutyryl-ciclesonide; these enzymes are not found in the oral cavity 
to the same extent, and hence the potential benefit of reduced oropharyngeal side effects.  
Inhalable drugs are predominately administered by nebuliser, dry powder inhaler (DPI) or by 
pressurised metered dose inhaler (pMDI). Powdered nebulisers have been in use since the 19th century 
(Sanders, 2007), while cheaper and more portable pMDIs were invented in 1955 (Purewal & Grant, 
1997). The pMDI is now the most popular device for delivering drugs to the human respiratory system 
in Great Britain and elsewhere (Lavorini, et al., 2011). 
Modern pMDIs contain solid drug particles which are suspended in a liquefied hydrofluoroalkane 
propellant: most commonly HFA-134a (Cripps, et al., 2000) (Leach, 2005). Other co-solvents such as 
ethanol or oleic acid can be used depending on the drug (Bell & Newman, 2007). The solvent 
evaporates within a few milliseconds at ambient temperature upon activation of the pMDI (Stein, 
2006), generating a fixed dose, inhalable aerosol of micron-sized solid drug particles travelling at a 
wide range of planar velocities into the user’s trachaea and lungs (Crosland, et al., 2009). 
1.2 Significance of relative humidity and temperature on delivery efficiency 
Drugs acting within the respiratory tract are only effective if the particle aerodynamic diameters are 
in the 1-5µm range since larger particles cannot reach the receptor sites inside the lungs (Labiris & 
Dolovich, 2003). Hygroscopic particles can increase in size and mass as they collect water from the air 
(Broday & Georgopoulos, 2001) which means that particles manufactured in the appropriate range 
when dry may swell to larger than optimal size and higher than optimal mass by the time they pass 
through the moist air inside the trachea and towards the lungs. While larger particles are less likely to 
navigate to the regions where they can be absorbed most rapidly, more massive particles have greater 
momentum, are more likely to impact the back of the throat than pass into the lungs (Mansour, et al., 
2016) and their direction of travel is less influenced by the Brownian diffusion processes that would 
drive them to their intended destination (Tsuda, et al., 2013). 
Previous work has shown (Tong, et al., 2014) that salbutamol sulfate deliquesces at around 92% 
relative humidity (RH). Deliquescence describes the phase change of a crystalline solid to a saturated 
solution droplet using water collected from the surrounding air. Temperature can affect the RH level 
required to bring about deliquescence in hygroscopic substances but the effect varies between 
compounds (Lipasek, et al., 2013). Temperature also has a significant influence over the saturation 
vapour pressure of air (Lawrence, 2005) so the air inside the lungs at 37oC and near-100% RH contains 
three times the concentration of water as outside air at similar RH and 20oC (Nave, 2004). However, 
temperature influences the kinetics of drug dissolution only, rather than the thermodynamic 
behaviour of solid particles, which remain relatively unchanged, and it is not expected to significantly 
impact hygroscopic properties. 
The rate of deliquescence dictates the rate of adsorption of drugs across lung epithelia, since a given 
drug cannot be absorbed until it has fully dissolved (Bikiaris, 2011). This lends a time-critical aspect to 
drug delivery since solid particles in the lungs are removed over time by ejection via the mucociliary 
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escalator in the ciliated regions of the lungs or partition into macrophages in the alveoli (Hardy & 
Chadwick, 2000) and dissolution appears to be the rate-limiting step for the uptake of inhalable drugs 
(Bur, et al., 2010). If more of a given drug is removed in these manners before it is fully dissolved, a 
greater dose must be administered and the resultant side effects such as immunosuppression with 
corticosteroids (Lee, et al., 2012) and hypoalkaemia with salbutamol (Hung, et al., 1999) will have 
greater impacts on patient health. 
On the other hand, as mentioned in the previous section rapid deliquescence can lead to an increase 
in particle size that makes it more difficult for drugs to reach deep into the airways. Finding optimal 
values for both particle size and hygroscopicity is important for providing patients with the most 
efficiently delivered treatment with the least side effects, and is the primary motivation for this series 
of experiments. Additionally, a better understanding of the hygroscopic properties of drug molecules 
should inform which drugs are likely to be pre-wetted by the wicking effect of water uptake upon 
inhalation, thus kick starting the dissolution of drug particles upon impaction onto higher respiratory 
tract surfaces like the epithelium (Brain, et al., 2014). 
Investigations are ongoing into the hygroscopic behaviour of drug aerosols delivered by nebuliser e.g. 
(Haddrell, et al., 2014). However, the popularity of pMDI delivery for bronchodilation medication and 
the logistical difficulties involved in modelling the pharmacokinetic behaviour of medication inside the 
lung of a living creature mean that similar studies on pMDI-delivered drugs are justified. DPI 
formulations have been shown to be vulnerable to high humidity conditions (Janson, et al., 2016) and 
the lower particle velocity of DPI inhalations compared to pMDI (Ibrahim, et al., 2015) also implies 
that high humidity conditions are a concern primarily for DPI devices. However, the sudden change in 
humidity surrounding drug particles from both types of device upon inhalation mean that changes to 
particles from pMDIs also merit attention. 
It is worth noting that the lung deposition rate of pMDI-delivered material is normally less than 10% 
(Newman, et al., 1981) and with optimised inhalation technique and additional equipment such as 
spacers (Dolovich, et al., 1981) (Newman, 1996) maximum possible deposition appears to be around 
25% of the total inhaled dose. Since larger particles are more likely to impact or be excluded by the 
processes discussed above, concern over hygroscopic particle growth is justified. 
This series of experiments investigates the use of an optical trap to stably levitate drug aerosols 
released by popular pMDI devices and Raman spectroscopy to monitor signs of hygroscopic particle 
growth upon rapid increase in RH. The set up allows for the control of temperature and RH to more 
closely mimic the conditions inside the human lung than conventional cover slip analysis. 
 
2. Methods and Materials 
The combination of optical trap, Raman spectroscopy and model lung was first described in Tong et al 
2014 (Tong, et al., 2014).  The optical trap uses a counter propagating dual beam (CPDB) trap 
configuration first described by Rkiouak et al. (Rkiouak, et al., 2014) and deployed in several 
subsequent experiments (Tang, et al., 2014) (Jones, et al., 2015) (Hunt, et al., 2015). This trapping 
setup is remarkable because it is capable of stably trapping micron-sized solid particles of non-
spherical geometry for periods of time up to several hours. 
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2.1 Counter propagating dual beam optical trap 
The trapping beams were generated by a 1064 nm Nd:Yag laser (Ventus, Laser Quantum) passed 
through a beam splitter (Oz optics) and fibre-coupled into two single-mode fibres.  Each fibre output 
was delivered to beam expansion and collimation optics before entering the objective lenses. The 
laser power at output was 15 mW from the top objective lens and 10 mW through the bottom 
objective lens (figure 2). The asymmetry in power ensured that trapped particles were driven closer 
to the optical focus plane of the bottom objective through which the Raman laser is passed, ensuring 
better focus on the resulting images (Rkiouak, et al., 2014). The foci of the lasers were positioned ~10 
µm apart, which created a trapping volume large enough to stably hold 1-5µm particles for long 
periods. Once all useful observations had been collected from a trapped particle, the particle was 
allowed to fall under gravity to the cover slip by blocking the 1064 nm trapping beams. 
There are several reasons to prefer an optical trap to cover slip analysis. The most significant is that 
pharmaceutical aerosols are, until they reach the respiratory tract, suspended particles and attempts 
to recreate their conditions should be as close as possible. Interactions between collecting substrates 
and water can measurably alter the deliquescence point of hygroscopic particles (Eom, et al., 2014) 
with surfaces like glass reducing the deliquescence point of sodium chloride by 1.5% compared to a 
suspended particle.  Previous work in our group has also observed changes in particle efflorescence 
upon a cover slip compared to optical trap. Any particle landing on a cover slip will have part of its 
surface in contact with the cover slip rather than exposed to the surrounding air (see figure 1), so a 
hygroscopic particle will form a water layer beginning with a halo around the contact point with the 
cover slip rather than across the surface dictated by the particle’s geometry and density of hygroscopic 
sites. The shape of the resulting droplet and rate of adsorption will both be affected by the presence 
of a cover slip. 
 
Figure 22. An illustration of the influence of coverslips on the formation of water layers on 
hygroscopic particles. Optical trapping allows particles to remain suspended as they deliquesce in a manner 
more representative of particles in vivo. 
This is especially important in time-critical experiments such as those reported in this paper. Optical 
trapping represents the best current option for making detailed observations of physical and chemical 
changes on suspended particles in varying conditions, and yields better resolved Raman spectra than 
particles observed on a cover slip due to the removal of interfering spectral features associated with 
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the composition of the cover slip.  Optical trapping is typically superior for single particle spectroscopy 
when compared to other single particle levitation techniques, such as electrodynamic balances or 
acoustic trapping, because the optical setup ensures good alignment between the studied particle and 
spectroscopic probe (Hargreaves, et al., 2010). 
Optical trapping is easiest with spherical or spheroidal particles and droplets due to their symmetry 
(Ashkin, 1992). While the setup used in this work has demonstrated the capacity to trap non-spherical 
particles for periods of an hour or longer (Rkiouak, et al., 2014) (Tong, et al., 2014), particles that are 
closer to spheres are still easier to trap for the same reasons. 
2.2 Raman Spectroscopy 
Raman spectroscopy is a powerful technique for examining the functional groups and intermolecular 
interactions of substances, requiring very small sample masses and no sample preparation (Hirschfeld 
& Chase, 1986) (Vankeirsbilck, et al., 2002) and making it ideal for the analysis of micrometer-scale 
drug particles. Raman spectroscopy has much lower signal-to-noise ratio than competing infrared 
analysis techniques because of the visible range detection region, and because the scattering 
wavelengths are separate from those of the excitation laser, so the technique can be effective with 
very small samples whose absorption would be indistinguishable against a standard FT-IR beam 
(PerkinElmer Inc, 2008). These experiments use a Raman setup which collects back-scattered photons 
along the same path as the excitation laser, but filtering the excitation photons with a Razoredge 
dichroic mirror and longpass edge filter combination (SemRock). 
Raman scattering was generated using a 514.5nm Ar-ion laser (Innova 300C, Coherent), with a power 
of 4.3mW measured at the laser focus. Each Raman spectrum was generated by a 30 second exposure 
to the 514.5nm laser. This is longer than the residence time of particles in the respiratory system but 
is necessary to generate usable and reproducible spectra. These wavelength and power settings were 
selected based on previous experiments (Hunt, et al., 2013) as they were found to cause minimal 
heating of samples over long periods of exposure. Raman scattered light was collected in the region 
of 540-1830 cm-1. 
Wavelength calibration of the Raman spectrometer was carried out using a cover slip with raised sides 
containing pure liquid toluene. The spectrum is collected from a focal point within the bulk liquid, 
away from the surface of the cover slip to avoid interference. The position of spectral peaks for toluene 




2.3 Artificial Lung Chamber & Particle Imaging 
 
Figure 23 Top-down (A) and side (B) views of the artificial lung chamber  
(High RH conditions here defined as >93% @ 20oC) 
The artificial lung (figure 2) was an aluminium chamber of internal dimensions approximately 10 x 2 x 
1cm, with borosilicate cover slip windows at the top and bottom to admit laser light and also at the 
sides to observe particles using a Mitutoyo M Plan Apo 20x objective lens connected to a CCD camera 
(Princeton Instruments, Spec10), opposite an LED source (Comar Optics). A monitor attached to the 
CCD camera allowed users to observe particles passing around, through and into the optical trap. 
RH and temperature were monitored using a Sensirion SHT-75 RH probe with a manufacturer-stated 
accuracy of ±1.8% RH and ±0.3oC. Raman spectra were collected within 3 minutes of reaching the 
desired RH. This is significantly longer than the 10 seconds recommended by the medical community 
for inhalation, holding an exhalation of a pMDI dose but is necessary for adjusting RH accurately and 
for developing clear and reproducible spectra. RH levels were altered using N2 gas sourced from boiled 
off liquid nitrogen, using a flow rate of ~200 cm3/min through a Bronkhorst MV-301 mass flow 
controller. A lower flow rate of 100 cm3/min was used for RH adjustment of the Salmeterol particles, 
since higher flow rates tended to dislodge the particles from the trap for reasons discussed in section 
3.3. The input and exhaust ports were located on the same face of the cell in order to generate slow 
flow conditions around trapped particles and thus minimise turbulence that might dislodge the 
particle. 
The gas was either run into the cell directly (low RH) or passed through a bubbler containing milli-Q 
grade deionized water before entering the cell (high RH). For very high RH conditions, a water reservoir 
was added inside the chamber. While the bubbler could provide RH up to ~90%, the reservoir could 
generate RH as high as 93% at 30oC and up to 98% at 20oC. 
Salmeterol xinafoate, fluticasone propionate and ciclesonide were analysed at ambient temperature 
at high and low RH. Salbutamol sulfate was analysed both at ambient temperature and at more 
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physiologically relevant temperatures by incubation of the microscope environment using Solent 
Scientific incubator components. 
2.4 pMDI injection 
To dispense the aerosolised drug into the artificial lung chamber, a simple connector was built for the 
pMDI outlet involving a flexible rubber cap with a rigid 6mm (internal diameter) PTFE tube protruding 
through it. The tube was connected to a similar tube on the side of the artificial lung by a short length 
of flexible silicone tubing. The chamber was washed sequentially in deionized water and methanol to 
minimise potential cross-contamination with other drugs. 
The propellant flow within the sample chamber carried material from each pMDI discharge into the 
path of the trapping beam. Drug particles passing across the side viewing window were illuminated by 
an LED and observed on a monitor. Scattering of the unfiltered trapping laser from a trapped particle 
was viewed on the same monitor to indicate the positional stability of the particle. 
Based on the stated mass per release of each drug, the density of the solid material (Zhejiang NetSun 
Co., Ltd., 2010), the assumption that an average particle is solid and has a volume of approximately 
10 µm3, a single release from each inhaler is estimated to deliver approximately 106 to 107 particles to 
the chamber.  However, many of these particles are lost by impaction onto the walls of the chamber. 
A single trapped particle, which is at least 2µm in diameter, has sufficient material to generate a 
Raman spectrum. 
2.5 SEM imaging 
Each drug was actuated onto a glass cover slip and coated with 10nm gold particles in a Polaron 
SC7640 sputter coater. The cover slips were attached to Agar Scientific 25mm double sided sticky 




2.6 Chemical Structures of the asthma drugs investigated 
 
Figure 24 Chemical structures of single molecules of salbutamol sulfate (a), salmeterol xinafoate (b), 
fluticasone propionate (c), and ciclesonide (d) 
Salbutamol sulfate particles were generated from a Salamol brand inhaler by Ivax Chemicals ltd. 
Salbutamol sulfate contains several polar groups and no long aliphatic chains, and its hygroscopic 
character has been documented (Tong, et al., 2014). Salmeterol xinafoate particles were produced 
from a “Serevent” brand inhaler produced by Cipla Ltd. Salmeterol also contains multiple polar groups 
but also a long aliphatic chain. Its hygroscopic properties are to be determined. 
 
Fluticasone propionate, generated from a “flixotide” brand inhaler, is manufactured by 
GlaxoSmithKline, and ciclesonide particles were generated by a “Ciclohale” brand inhaler also by Cipla 
Ltd. Ciclesonide is produced under license from Takeda UK Ltd. Fluticasone propionate and ciclesonide 





3. Results and Discussion 
3.1 Thermodynamic Calculations of Particle Hygroscopicity 
Thermodynamic calculations of aerosol particle hygroscopicity were carried out using the Extended 
Aerosol Inorganics Model (E-AIM) (Clegg, et al., 2001) (Engelhart, et al., 2011) (Ling & Chan, 2008).  E-
AIM is a thermodynamic model for predicting the water content of aerosol particles at different 
relative humidities.  The model is appropriate for calculating the thermodynamic state of the drug 
aerosol for a given RH, however, the model does not take into account the time dependent kinetic 
limitations of water uptake to the particle within the respiratory tract. Within E-AIM, model III is used 
and the UNIFAC model is chosen to calculate the water activities of the organic fraction of the 
investigated drugs within the particle at different RH.  The UNIFAC model parameterizes the molecular 
composition of the organic fractions of the investigated drug particle using a combination of structural 
and functional groups (Wittig, et al., 2003). The calculation of water activities of the sulfate group 
within salbutamol sulfate is also described by Clegg (Clegg & Brimblecombe, 1998). The type and 
quantity of UNIFAC parameters chosen to represent the four investigated drugs are provided in Table 
1.  It is noted in some cases exact matches for molecular composition, using UNIFAC, of the 
investigated drugs are not possible and in such cases the closest match was used.  Standard 
dissociation constants for the carboxylic acid and amine functional groups were used.  The model 
assumes that both salbutamol sulfate and salmeterol xinafoate dissociate into their respective ions 
dependent upon their dissociation constants. The formation of solid salts (salbutamol sulfate and 
salmeterol xinafoate) is disallowed since the activity products of the salts are unknown.  Hence the 
modelled hygroscopicity provides an upper limit estimate. 
The output from E-AIM allows for the prediction of the drug molecule hygroscopicity (Clegg, et al., 
2001) (Engelhart, et al., 2011) (Ling & Chan, 2008). Figure 4 shows the mass growth factors for the 
four investigated drugs. Mass growth factor is defined as the mass increase, for a given RH, normalized 
to the dry mass. It can be seen that Figure 4 predicts two distinct types of interaction. The beta-2 
agonists (salbutamol sulfate and salmeterol xinafoate) contain a higher proportion of hydrophilic 
groups and are thus predicted to be strongly hygroscopic, while the more lipophilic steroids 
(ciclesonide and fluticasone propionate) are expected to collect little water from the air even under 
near water saturated conditions. It is noted, that the bulk thermodynamic calculations in E-AIM do 
not take into account the crystal structure of solid particles which may block access to hydrophilic sites 
and prevent otherwise hydrophilic molecules from interacting with water in the air.  Furthermore, the 
model runs do not take into account possible deliquescent barriers to water uptake due to the lack of 




Table 9 UNIFAC parameters used for thermodynamic modelling of the four investigated drugs. Note that the salmeterol 
xinafoate is modelled as two separate molecules: salmeterol and xinafoate.  Also note that the sulphate in salbutamol 
sulphate is not modelled using UNIFAC hence its omission from the table. 
UNIFAC Group Salmeterol Xinafoate Salbutamol Fluticasone 
propionate 
Ciclesonide 
Alkane (CH3) - - 3 4 3 
Alkane (CH2) 10 - 1 1 9 
Alkane (CH) 1 - 1 4 6 
Alkene (CH=CH) - - - 1 1 
Alkene (CH=C) - - - 1 1 
Aromatic carbon (ACH) 8 6 3 - - 
Aromatic carbon (AC) 4 4 3 - - 
Alcohol (OH) 3 1 3 1 1 
Carboxylic acid (COOH) - 1 - - - 
Carbonyl (CH2CO) - - - 2 2 
Ether (CH2O) 1 - - - - 
Ether (CHO) - - - - 2 
Secondary amine (CH2NH) 1 - 1 - - 
Acetate (CH2COO) - - - 1 1 
Fluoroalkane (CF) - - - 3 - 
 
Ferron’s kinetic model (Ferron, 1977), as used in the International Commission on Radiological 
Protection (ICRP, 1994) provides a parameterization with which to estimate of the time dependent 
growth of hygroscopic particles.  pMDI particles are typically generated in the size range 2 – 5 m to 
optimally deliver drugs to the central regions of the lung. The Ferron model suggests that a 
hygroscopic particle of initial size of 2–5 m diameter will reach approximately 80–50% of its 
equilibrium size, respectively, within a typical 2–3 s long inhalation. 
 
 Figure 25 Influence of relative humidity on particle diameter predicted from chemical bonding  
3.2 Drug Particle Crystallography 
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The Mercury 3.6 program (Macrae, et al., 2006) was used to simulate the crystal structure of all drugs 
whose structures had been added to the Cambridge Structural Database run by the Cambridge 
Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC, 2015). 
 
Figure 26 Model unit cells of salbutamol sulfate (a), fluticasone propionate (b), and ciclesonide (c). Salmeterol xinafoate's 
unit cell was not available at time of writing. Hydrogen bonding within the unit cell is illustrated with a cyan line, while 
hydrogen bonding external to the unit cell (thus contributing to hygroscopic behaviour) are illustrated with red dotted 
lines. 
The chemical structure of salbutamol sulfate (figure 5a) shows hydrophilic sites across the molecule. 
The most likely crystal form generated by rapid solvent evaporation in air was first described in 1978 
(Leger, et al., 1978), with an 8 molecule unit cell (figure 5a) that shows hydrogen bonding sites on 
every face. Hygroscopic behaviour is inferred from this structure and has been demonstrated in 
previous experiments at room temperature (Tong, et al., 2014). 
Salmeterol is not found in the Cambridge Structural Database. Solid structures are variously described 
as either amorphous, or needle-like or plate-like crystals depending on the exact conditions of 
manufacture (York & Hanna, 1994) (Barjoan & Clotet, 2009). Salmeterol xinafoate is bound together 
by hydrogen bonding of the δ-positive amine group on salmeterol to the δ-negative carboxylic acid 
group on the xinafoic acid. The two groups are expected to cancel their respective charges, leaving 
few hydrophilic sites open to interaction with water while the particle is in a solid state. 
As a steroid, fluticasone is expected to be lipophilic (Lipworth & Jackson, 2000). The structure of 
fluticasone (figure 5b) does have a number of polar groups. However, the documented crystal 
structure (Cejka, et al., 2005) describes a plate-like structure with any hydrogen bonding occurring 
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along the plane of growth (figure 5b) resulting in water interaction only along edges, and likely to 
result in little or no hygroscopic behaviour. 
Ciclesonide (figure 5c) is found as either needle-like (Phull, et al., 2012) or needle-like and spherulitic 
crystals as well as amorphous solids (Feth, et al., 2007) depending on solvent type and evaporation 
time. Ciclesonide has multiple polar groups but the model unit cell described by Feth et al describes 
most of the oxygens arranged inside the crystal with the hydrophobic sites facing outward. Limited 
hydrogen bonding due to the hydroxyl and ketone groups on adjacent molecules have the potential 
to attract water molecules to crystal faces, but the hydrophobic nature of the rest of the exposed 
molecule implies that hygroscopic behaviour is unlikely. 
3.3 SEM imaging and Trapping Logistics 
 
Figure 27 SEM images of: (a) salbutamol sulphate, (b) salmeterol xinafoate, (c) fluticasone propionate & (d) ciclesonide 
SEM images of the drug particles were collected under dry conditions in order to determine shape and 
ease of capture. The likelihood of a particle being successfully caught in the optical trap is dictated by 
both particle shape and the number of particles generated per release. Salbutamol sulfate had been 
optically trapped previously on the same apparatus (Tong, et al., 2014). The thick, needle like shape 
of salbutamol sulfate particles (figure 6a) is well suited to entrapment for reasons detailed in section 
2.4, and the 100 µg per release dose of the available inhalers resulted in a successfully suspended 
particle roughly once for every two releases. Salmeterol xinafoate was significantly harder to trap and 
retain than the others due to a combination of its low dose (20 µg per release) and flat, platelike 
aggregate structure (figure 6b). Fluticasone has a similar crystal structure to salmeterol but a much 
higher dose (250 µg per release) and was more reliably trapped than salbutamol sulfate. Ciclesonide 
was similar in trapping frequency to fluticasone since its lower dose (160 µg per release) was balanced 




3.4 Raman spectrum changes from hygroscopic properties and additional compounds 
Hydrogen bonding with water molecules adjacent to the polar groups of organic molecules expands 
the range of vibrational energy states that can generate Raman scattering photons. This effect allows 
water uptake by hygroscopic particles to be monitored by Raman spectroscopy. 
All four drugs use hydrofluoroalkane HFA 134a/Norflurane as a propellant. The salbutamol and 
ciclesonide inhalers also report anhydrous ethanol among their ingredients. Norflurane contains four 
C-F bonds, each of which generate a distinctive Raman scattering peak at 1234 cm-1. This peak is not 
expected to be visible in the Raman spectra of the drug molecules, apart from Fluticasone which has 
3 C-F bonds of its own, due to Norflurane’s low boiling point (-26.5oC, (Lide, 1991)) at atmospheric 
pressure causing all of the propellant to boil off before readings can be collected. The spectra collected 
from particles other than fluticasone do not show peaks in the C-F stretching region, which implies 
that all propellant boils off before the particles are scanned. 
3.5 Salbutamol sulfate / Salamol™ 
3.5a Raman spectra and structural information 
Each salbutamol molecule contains a single phenol group, two aliphatic hydroxyls and a secondary 
amine. One molecule of salbutamol contains two ionised salbutamol molecules bound to a single 
sulfate group. The S=O symmetric stretches on the sulfate show a small but distinctive peak at 1154 
cm-1. The largest peaks in the salbutamol spectrum correspond to –CH wagging at 656 cm-1, aromatic 
ring vibration at 752 cm-1, C-C-O stretches in relation to the aliphatic hydroxyls at 784 cm-1, asymmetric 
hydroxyl stretches at 969, 977 and 1008 cm-1, phenyl ring vibrations at 1059 and 1074cm-1, a 
prominent CH stretch at 1257cm-1 (this bond can be found in figure 3 just above the ring) CH2 and 
CHOH vibrations again from the aliphatic hydroxyls at 1360 cm-1, a broad ring stretching peak around 
1450cm-1 followed by a CH2-N amine peak at 1463cm-1, and finally a strong peak at 1615cm-1 
corresponding to the phenolic C-OH stretch. All of these peaks (figure 7) correspond well with those 




3.5b Impact of RH and Temperature on salbutamol spectra 
 
Figure 7 Raman spectra of optically trapped salbutamol sulfate particles at a range of RH and temperatures. 
Above salbutamol’s deliquescence point of 92% RH, peak broadening is visible at the C–OH peak at 1008cm-1 
and at the C–NH peak at 1463cm-1, signifying water interaction with the bonds. 
RH above 92%, the deliquescence point identified by Tong et al (Tong, et al., 2014), could not be 
maintained at physiological temperature (37oC) with the available equipment, so measurements were 
taken at 30oC- the highest temperature at which >92% RH could be maintained. The particle trapped 
at 98% RH and 30oC was small, hence the poorer signal/noise ratio. The contrast between the 
relatively dry and relatively wet particles is clear to see as the peaks corresponding to hydrophilic 
bonds in the wet particles are broader, and some peaks such as the hydroxyl peak at 1008cm-1 and 
the amine peak at 1463cm-1 are more pronounced. 
The spectral traces, recorded at similar RH but under contrasting temperatures, are very similar. 
Within the temperature range investigated (20-38oC), there are no observable temperature effects 
upon particle deliquescence.  The deliquescence RH is measured to be ca. 92% RH in agreement with 
the measurement of Tong et al (Tong, et al., 2014).  This implies that the temperature gradient 
experienced in the trajectory from pMDI to lung is likely to be unimportant in determining particle 
hygroscopicity; RH is the dominant determinant of particle hygroscopicity. 
The modelling results from E-AIM suggested that salbutamol sulfate would show significant 
hygroscopicity if a deliquescence phase transition occurred.  The experimental results confirm this 
model prediction.  The presence of a phase transition and significant water uptake is in line with the 





3.6 Salmeterol xinafoate / Serevent™ 
3.6a Raman spectra and structural information 
Salmeterol xinafoate contains several aromatic rings, an ether group, a benzoic acid and a secondary 
amine. Benzoic acid is distinct from both aromatic rings and carboxylic acids due to the increased 
conjugation (Kwon, et al., 1994) and shows distinctive peaks in the solid state at 1627 cm-1, 994 cm-1 
and 788 cm-1. These peaks are all present in our spectra (figure 8). Ring stretches are clearly visible at 
1580-1616 cm-1, 1400-1420 cm-1 (the multiple strong peaks denoting ring stretches shifted by the 
various adjacent functional groups) and symmetric ring stretches are visible at 1000-1028 cm-1, 1215 
and 1257 cm-1. A strong amine vibration peak is visible at 1204 cm-1. A sharp peak at 730 cm-1 
corresponds to rotational peaks from CH2 groups, as would be expected by a molecule with a long 
aliphatic chain like salmeterol. The ether group can be identified by small peaks at 554 and 1145 cm-
1. These spectra correspond well with previously published, well-defined Raman spectra (Ali, et al., 
2008a). 
Repeated exposure to the Raman laser caused some fluorescence effects in salmeterol xinafoate 
particles, so each spectrum had to be recorded on a freshly captured particle. The Raman laser was 
blocked except during the collection of spectra in order to minimise the effect.  The fluorescence 
activity that occurs in salmeterol xinafoate after prolonged exposure to the Raman laser may possibly 
be avoided in future experiments by using a longer excitation wavelength. 
3.5b Impact of RH on salmeterol spectra 
 
Figure 8 Raman spectra of salmeterol xinafoate at a range of RH values. Even at 95% RH, the amine vibrational 
peak at 1204cm-1 and carboxylic acid stretching peak at 1420cm-1 do not show signs of broadening, contrary to 
the predicted behaviour modelled by E-AIM. Intensity changes on the aromatic ring stretches at different RH 




According to the Raman spectra collected in figure 8, salmeterol xinafoate does not demonstrate any 
visible broadening around peaks corresponding to either salmeterol’s amine group or the carboxylic 
acid group on its xinafoic acid partner upon RH enhancement.  This suggests that the salt does not 
undergo a deliquescent phase transition.  The modelling results from E-AIM suggested that salmeterol 
xinafoate would show significant hygroscopicity if a deliquescence phase transition occurred.  The 
observed lack of deliquescence is in line with the low predicted solubility of salmeterol xinafoate (22.6 
mg/L according to ALOGPS (Tetko, 2001)). 
The hygroscopic behaviour of salmeterol xinafoate, as predicted by E-AIM, may be limited by the steric 
hindrance of the hydrophilic sites by hydrophobic structures arranged around them in solid crystals. 
The relative enhancement of peaks corresponding to aromatic ring stretches at 650, 1000 and 1580 
cm-1 imply some interaction with water around some or all of the aromatic rings in salmeterol 
xinafoate at >88% RH. Most likely, the presence of the hydroxyl and carboxylate groups on the 
aromatic xinafoate section of the drug enhances water interaction. 
3.4 Fluticasone propionate / Flixotide 
3.4a Raman spectra and structural information 
Fluticasone contains several distinctive bonding types that would be expected to yield distinctive 
peaks in any resulting Raman spectra: a phenone, an ester, a thioether and three C-F bonds across the 
molecule. Fluticasone has been imaged by Raman spectroscopy previously and its spectra interpreted 
in depth (Ali, et al., 2008b) (Rogueda, et al., 2011) (Theophilus, et al., 2006) (Wang, et al., 2014), which 
provides useful references for the spectra generated here. 
The raw fluticasone propionate spectra contained a very sharp and strong peak at 640 - 650 cm-1. This 
peak was not observed in other spectra in the literature.  We believe this peak to be an artefact caused 
by second harmonic resonance effect from the 1064 nm trapping laser.  Confirmation of the spectral 
artefact was achieved by measuring spectra of fluticasone propionate recorded on the cover slip 
without the trapping laser present.  These spectra did not contain the peak.  We have removed this 
artificial peak from the spectra shown in Figure 9.  
The strongest peak in the spectrum of fluticasone is the C=O vibration at 1659cm-1, followed by the –
CH3 symmetric stretch (there are 4 –CH3 groups in Fluticasone) at 1606cm-1. –CH2 and –CH stretches 
occur at around 1380 and 1330 cm-1 respectively and highly distinctive C-F and S-C-F bands occur at 
1234cm-1 and 1022cm-1. Fluticasone is the only compound among the samples that contains a C-F 
bond, and generated the only spectra showing C-F stretching peaks. This implies that that in all 
samples the Norflurane propellant had fully evaporated prior to analysis. The phenone group registers 





3.4b Impact of RH on fluticasone spectra 
 
Figure 9 Raman spectra of fluticasone propionate at a range of RH values. The C-F stretching peak at 888 cm-1 
is present in this spectrum but not the others, confirming that the Norflurane propellant discussed in section 
3.4 has boiled off 
The spectrum collected at 80% RH was from a small particle- around 1µm in diameter. This accounts 
for the greater noise in the signals. Otherwise, no peaks are displaced or strongly deformed by the rise 
in relative humidity. Fluticasone shows no signs of hygroscopic behaviour, in agreement with the 
results from E-AIM. Water solubility is low (11.4 mg/L) as predicted by ALOGPS (Tetko, 2001). 
3.5 Ciclesonide / Alvesco™ 
3.5a Raman spectra and structural information 
Ciclesonide (Feth, et al., 2008) has a diverse selection of functional groups, which generates a 
complicated Raman spectrum. The largest peak at 1654cm-1 (figure 10) represents the stretching 
vibration of an α, β-unsaturated carbonyl, while the adjacent peak at 1601cm-1 shows the 
neighbouring C=C bond. Ciclesonide contains four -CH3 groups and this corresponds to another large, 
broad peak at 1443cm-1. The three ether bonds generate another large peak at 1112cm-1, and the 
single ester linkage appears at 1242cm-1. Ciclesonide has a single hydroxyl group attached to a six-
membered saturated ring, and a matching “cyclic alcohol” stretch appears at 1029cm-1. The C-C 
stretches of the two saturated six-membered rings are found at 963cm-1. Multiple small peaks around 
800-900cm-1 represent ring deformation in the phenol group adjacent to the saturated rings. Another 
region of small peaks around 1330cm-1 corresponds to the various symmetric and antisymmetric 





3.5b Impact of RH and Temperature on Ciclesonide Spectra 
 
Figure 10 Raman spectra of ciclesonide at a range of RH values. The spectra show no signs of hygroscopic 
behaviour at up to 98% RH. 
As a steroid, ciclesonide is not very hydrophilic and does not contain many polar groups. The crystal 
structure shows very little opportunity for water uptake on surfaces, and E-AIM predicts that 
ciclesonide has the lowest hygroscopic potential of any of the drugs analysed. Calculated water 
solubility is also the lowest of all the drugs (1.57mg/L, (Tetko, 2001)). It would not be expected to show 
hygroscopic behaviour, and no such behaviour was observed in the Raman spectra compiled in figure 
10. 
3.6 Specific advantages and limitations of procedure to drug delivery 
The advantages of this setup and analytical technique to the examination of inhalable drugs do merit 
some discussion in addition to the general benefits of optical trapping over cover slip analysis 
documented in section 2.1. The current setup can monitor particle size with an external camera as 
well as directly monitoring water interactions with hydrophilic functional groups on particles by 
examining the Raman spectrum. On-board RH monitoring can determine deliquescence points for new 
drugs, or verify those of existing drugs, to a high degree of accuracy, factoring in the crystal structures 
of particles as well as their chemical structure in a manner that is difficult to reproduce with software 
modelling alone. 
The main limitation of the technique is the length of time required to collect each Raman spectrum. 
Since deliquescence occurs faster than the thirty seconds required for the 514nm setup to generate a 




apparatus. Also, photosensitive compounds like salmeterol xinafoate have to be regularly replaced 
due to photodegradation of particle surfaces which negates the advantage of being able to observe a 
specific particle before and after deliquescence. This issue may be avoided by employing a longer 
wavelength of Raman laser, although this will require either a much more intense source or a longer 
exposure time to produce viable spectra. 
4. Conclusions 
This series of experiments has demonstrated a viable technique for examining individual particles of 
inhalable drugs supplied by pMDIs. With little modification, such as by attaching a vacuum pump to 
the outlet port of the sample chamber, this experimental setup may also be used to examine single 
particles from DPI devices. 
The Raman spectra of four optically trapped drug particles (salbutamol sulfate, salmeterol xinafoate, 
fluticasone propionate and ciclesonide) were measured within a model lung. The model lung allowed 
for modification of local RH to test the drugs for hygroscopic behaviour, while the optical trap 
eliminated any surface effects from water droplets forming around a solid particle on a cover slip. 
Raman spectroscopy allowed for the direct observation of the hydrogen bonding with water in 
hydrophilic groups, where the broadening of peaks indicates hygroscopicity. 
Spectral peak broadening was observed in salbutamol sulfate particles above their deliquescence 
point at 92% RH, at room temperature and more physiologically relevant temperatures, while spectra 
remained similar to dry particles at lower RH regardless of temperature within the observed range. 
Salmeterol xinafoate shows some spectral changes to the intensities of the peaks corresponding to its 
aromatic rings, but does not show any changes to the more hydrophilic functional groups which is 
interpreted as no deliquescence at RH up to 95%. Fluticasone propionate and ciclesonide show no 
hygroscopic properties at all, as would be expected with their lipophilic composition, low water 
solubility and the modelled particle growth factors generated using the E-AIM model. 
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